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THE SPEAKER (Mr Barnett) took the Chair
at 2.1 5 p.m., and read prayers.

INTELLECTUALLY HANDICAPPED

PERSONS

Sex Education: Petition

MR BRADSHAW (Murray-Wellington)
[2.17 p.m.]: I have a petition which reads as
follows-

The Honourable the Speaker and
Honourable Members of the Legislative
Assembly of the Parliament of Western
Australia in Parliament Assembled.

WE, THE UNDERSIGNED, object to
the "Policy on Human Relations and Sex
Education" by The Authority for Intellec-
tually Handicapped Persons (Irrabeena)
and ask that the Government immediately
stop the application of this policy which
promotes sexual activity amongst intellec-
tually handicapped people as well as
allowing these people to conceive children.

.The strain on the parents of the intellec-
tually handicapped, the taxpayers and
possibly the children born from such a
union, would be untold.

Mr Taylor: Do you stand by the letter you
wrote on that matter?

Mr BRADSHAW: I sure do. The petition
continues-

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray
that you will give this matter earnest con-
sideration and your petitioners, as in duty
bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 86 signatures, and I certify
that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No. 62)

MIDLAND ABATTOIR
SELECT COMMITTEE

Extension of Time
On motion by Mr D. L. Smith (Mitchell),

resolved-
That the time for bringing up the report

of the Select Committee into the Sale of
the Midland Abattoir Land be extended to
20 November 1986.

ENFVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION DILL
In Committee

Resumed from 28 October. The Chairman of
Committees (Mr Burkett) in the Chair; Mr
Hodge (Minister for Environment) in charge of
the Bill.

Progress was reported after clause 25 had
been agreed to.

Clause 26:- Preparation and publication by
Authority of draft environmental protection poli-
cies-

Mr BLAIKIE: This clause has quite an im-
portant function which we do not want to
criticise. I refer to the responsibility of the
authority to advise the public of its function. I
have already had some private discussions with
officers of the Minister's department. Some of
the objections of the Opposition relate to the
consultation process and how the publication
of the authority's consultation will be over-
come. I will be moving amendments in due
course.

it is important for Government departments
when involved in consultation, and changing,
developing and encouraging policies in a public
sense, to ensure that the public fully under-
stand what is going on. I refer to town planning
matters where there is a responsibility by the
department concerned to indicate by way of
advertisement in the Press of a change of
zoning to a particular town planning zone.
Sometimes people reading those advertise-
ments would need to be a lawyer or, like
yourself, Sir, need to be involved with local
government to understand what the advertise-
ments really say. When policies are being de-
veloped with respect to pollution, for example,
there needs to be a very clear understanding by
the community of what is being proposed by
the authority.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! To the best of my
knowledge I can see and hear seven private
meetings taking place in this Chamber. If mem-
bers want to have a private meeting they
should go out to the passage. The only voices I
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want to hear are those of the member for Vasse
and the Minister for Environment.

Mr BLAIKIE: What the Opposition is pro-
posing is that such proposals be made public in
a newspaper ci rculating the State over a 2 1-day
period. There should be seven clear days for
each insertion in a newspaper circulating in the
State. We also propose there be one insertion in
a local newspaper when proposals are being
considered. For example, if it is a matter of
pollution of the Capel River the authority
would be required to insert an advertisement in
a newspaper circulating within the Shire of
Capel indicating what the authority is propos-
ing to do in relation to pollution controls or a
draft pollution management review.

The proposed amendment also provides for
an advertisement in the Government Gazette.
The Government has agreed to this. When en-
vironmental and management proposals are
put forward, they are usually as a result of well-
meaning Government officers. One of the
groups of people they invariably overlook are
members of Parliament. Members of Parlia-
ment do have a very special role and interest in
the community. I am not saying this point
should be included in the proposed legislation,
but agents of Government should, irrespective
of which Government is in power, have regard
for members of Parliament when disseminating
this information by way of seminars or what-
ever.

Recently, there was a management review
committee in regard to the Leeuwin-
Naturaliste bridge. The people involved on that
committee advised me of it-not that I wanted
a big involvement in the seminar-and were
quite surprised I did not know about it. They
wanted to know whether it was a Government,
Opposition or industry proposal.

Members of Parliament have an important
role to play in the community. The Minister
will understand that his side of politics will not
be in Government forever; therefore, he should
accept as reasonable that members of Parlia-
ment be advised when changes are to take place
which will affect not only a local government
area, but also ant electorate area. In due Course
a change affecting a local government area will
see the involvement of the member in his com-
munity work. I strongly believe that members
of Parliament should at least be advised of any
proposal, and sooner rather than later.

At least a mnatter of common courtesy is
involved, and I am not singling out the Minis-
ter's department, because this tends to be a

failing no matter what Government is in
power. Irrespective of the Government,
Governments do some very good things and at
times they seek the cooperation of a local mem-
ber.

In order to ensure that the public are well
and truly advised of proposals it is appropriate
that I move an amendment-

Page 2 1, lines 12 to 20-To delete para-
graphs (d) and (e).

Mr HO DOE: The Government contends that
this and other clauses as printed are adequate,
but some days ago the member for Vasse
indicated to me that he intended placing
amendments to this clause on the Notice
Paper. I referred those amendments to my ad-
visers and the Parliamentary Draftsman and
we then decided that the thrust of the mem-
ber's amendments was an improvement on the
present wording and made the clauses clearer.
The amendment does not alter the intent of
what we wanted to achieve, but it does improve
the clause. We are therefore happy to accept
the amendment.

Mr RUSHTON: Does the Minister believe
that the amendment will put beyond doubt the
idea that local government will be consulted?

Mr HODGE: Yes. It was always our inten-
tion that local authorities would be consulted;
that was never in doubt in our view. The
reason this was expressed in a somewhat
equivocal way is that we felt we would have to
consult a whole range of other people, and
sometimes it might have proven impossible to
make contact with those people. We did not
want to render the whole process illegal by our
not having been able to consult with them.
That was the dilemma we faced. Paragraph (f)
of the member for Vasse's proposed
substitution clarifies and improves the
position.

Mr BLAIKIE: I thank the Minister for
accepting the amendment. We had no intention
of deviating from the Government's intention;
we wished merely to spell out some clear obli-
gations, one being the requirement to notify the
public at large of any proposals so that they
would be fully aware that they had an oppor-
tunity to make an input into the preparation of
draft policies. More important is the obligation
clearly spet out that the authority must com-
municate with local government.

I take this opportunity to mention that I will
move a series of consequential amendments
once this amendment is accepted.

Amendment put and passed.
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Mr BLAIKIE: I move an amendment-
Page 21, line 12-To substitute for the

paragraphs deleted the following-
(4) cause to be published once in the Ga-

zelle, and once during each week of a
period of 3 consecutive weeks-
(i) in a daily newspaper circulating

throughout the State; and
00i in the case of a draft of an en-

vironmental protection policy
concerned with the protection of
a portion of the environment
confined to, control or abatement
of pollution in, a particular dis-
trict or districts within the mean-
ing of the Local Government Act
1960. in a local newspaper
circulating within that district or
those districts, as the case re-
quires,

a notice containing such particulars of
the draft referred to in paragraph (c),
including the places at which, and the
period during which, that draft will be
available for public inspection, are as
prescribed;

(e) make reasonable endeavours to con-
sult in respect of the draft referred to
in paragraph (c) such public
authorities and persons as appear to
the Authority to be likely to be affec-
ted by the draft; and

(Q) in the case of a draft of an environ-
mental protection policy of the kind
referred to in paragraph (d) (ii), con-
sult the council or councils of the rel-
evant district or districts in respect of
that draft.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 27 put and passed.
Clause 2S: Considerations revision and sub-

mission to Minister by Authority of draft en-
vironmental protection policies-

Mr BLAIKIE: I move an amendment-
Page 21, line 32-To insert after "or 32

(1) (a)" the following-
,and by any council or councils

consulted under section 26 (1) or 32
(I) (a).

Mr HODGE: The Government supports the
amendment.

Amendment put and passed.

Mr BLAIKIE: I move an amendment-

Page 22, lines 4 to 7-To delete
subparagraph (i) and substitute the follow-
ing subparagraph-

(i) cause to be published, in the same
manner as a notice (in this
subparagraph called "a first no-
tice") is published under section
26 (d), a notice in respect of that
draft policy containing particulars
of the same kind as those
contained in a first notice; and

Amendment put and passed.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.

Claus 29: Committees of inquiry-

Mr BLAIKIE: This clause provides that after
a draft policy has been received and con-
sidered, the Minister can establish a committee
of inquiry. Such a committee of inquiry can
comprise members of the authority, plus mem-
bers of the community, or people who are not
members of the authority. The inquiries will be
public at the level determined by the Minister
and will report back to the Minister.

What is the wisdom of the authority's being
involved in the preparation of the draft policy?
It will also be involved in conducting an in-
quiry after the report is presented to the Minis-
ter. It could involve, for example, a report on
effluent disposal of SCM Chemicals Ltd at
Bunbury. The authority does all the ground-
work, calls for submissions, collates the ma-
terial, sends it to the Minister and, if the Minis-
ter decides that a wider public inquiry should
be held, the matter is referred back to the auth-
ority for investigation. That would mean that
the authority compiles the report for investi-
gation by the authority. I think it is a case of
Caesar appealing to Caesar.

Mr HODGE: I do not understand what the
member for Vasse is complaining about. Sec-
tion 37 of the Environmental Protection Act is
similar to this clause. It has never proved to be
a problem in nearly 10 years of operation of
that Act, and I do not envisage that it will
suddenly pose new problems in the future. I
believe that the public inquiry provisions will
be rarely used. I am not sure whether they have
ever been used under the present Environmen-
tal Protection Act.

Mr Rushton: What about what happened at
Sorrento or Hillarys?
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Mr HODGE: I do not think a public inquiry
has ever been held under the provisions of sec-
tion 37 of the Environmental Protection Act.

Mr Blaikie: That is probably why there has
been no conflict of interests.

Mr HODGE: That may well be the case. I
think the provision will be used for very im-
portant proposals which have far-reaching ef-
fects on the environment. Even then I think it
would be a cautious and prudent Government
that would hold a public inquiry.

Similarly, I see no problems with involving
members of the EPA. I think it is sensible to
involve at least one member of the EPA in the
public inquiry if the EPA was heavily involved
in assessing the proposal to that time. I think
that member could provide valuable guidance
and advice to any inquiry.

The legislation is flexible. Members of the
EPA do not have to be involved in any inquiry;
that is open to the discretion of the Minister.

Mr RUSHTON: Does the legislation require
the Minister to make public his determination
on the outcome of an inquiry?

Mr HODGE: Once an inquiry is concluded,
the matter would be referred back to the EPA
for its consideration under section 32 which
deals with the reconsideration of remitted draft
environmental protection policies. After going
through all processes, it would inevitably be-
come a public document.

Mr Rushton: The EPA reports to the Minis-
ter. My query refers to your obligations for
making the results of the inquiry public.

Mr HODGE: The Government can accept or
reject any recommendations from the EPA.

Mr Rushton: I am interested in the right of
the Government to withhold knowledge of the
Minister's determination.

Mr HODGE: All decisions will be made pub-
lic. It could hardly keep them private after that
sort of process has been gone through. The final
decision in all these cases will rest with the
Government of the day.

Mr Rushton: I am referring to the Minister's
reasons for his rejection or approval of the re-
port.

Mr HODGE: The decision will be made pub-
lic.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 30 put and passed.

Clause 31: Power of Minister to remit for re-
consideration, or approve or refuse to approve, or
amend, draft environmental protection pli-
cies-

Mr BLAIKIE: Notwithstanding whatever the
Minister may say regarding the autonomy of
the authority, the Minister has the opportunity
to exert ministerial influence on the policy of
the Government of the day. I am not criticising
the Government for this, because it is a very
proper role and function of Government. If the
Minister receives a draft policy he can approve
it with or without such amendments as he
thinks fit to make to it, setting out the draft
policy in amended or unamended form, as the
case requires. The Minister can also refuse to
approve the draft policy by Order setting out his
reasons for so refusing. I put on the record that
the Minister has the authority over the legis-
lation, as I believe he should have. It is not
good enough for the Minister to come to the
Chamber and say that the Environmental Pro-
tection Authority will have absolute autonomy
and that the Government will not interfere
with it in any way, shape or form. That will not
be the case; neither do I believe that it ought to
be the case. The Government should play a
positive role in the function of government.
Clause 31 gives the Minister a very positive
and responsible role, as should be the case.

Mr RUSHTON: The Minister has claimed
that the Minister and the Government are at
arm's length from the authority. This clause
proves that they are not. It proves that the
Minister has absolute authority. I differ from
my colleague about that because if the EPA
were at arm's length it could still make its de-
terminations available to the public. It would
then be seen that the Government and the EPA
may have a different point of view. Under this
provision, the authority would transgress its
role if it were to make known its position in
regard to policy if it were different from that of
the Minister. On the other hand, if the EPA
were made up of independent people who
would consider the policy and report to the
Government its findings which would then be

made public, it would be in a much stronger
position.

This clause proves without doubt that the
authority is not at arm's length from the Minis-
ter or the department. I emphasise that this
clause proves beyond doubt that the Minister is
totally in control. The authority is a depart-
ment with but another name, and is subject to
the controls and influences of the Minister and
the Government, like any other department.
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The Minister has committed himself to this
clause and will not back away from that
position now, but perhaps in subsequent re-
views my argument for having an authority at
arm's length from the Government may be con-
sidered. An independent authority would be
able to state its opinion with respect to policy
and that opinion could be made known. We
need such checks and balances in a free society.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 32: Reconsideration of remitted draft

environmental protection policies and
resubmnission thereof to Minister-

Mr BLAIKIE: The amendments I intend to
move to this clause are consequential to the
earlier amendments that were moved. They
seek to make it easier for the public to be noti-
fied of intentions with respect to reconsider-
ation of an environmental policy and to ensure
that local government is consulted. I move an
amendment-

Page 24, lines I S to 19-To delete
subparagraph (i).

Mr HODGE: This amendment is moved as a
consequence of the amendment to clause 26 to
which we agreed, and the Government sup-
ports it.

Amendment put and passed.
Mr BLAIKIE: I move an amendment-

Page 24, line 1 5-To insert the follow-
ing subparagraph-

(i) cause to be published, in the same
manner as a notice (in this
subparagraph called "a first no-
tice") is published under section
26 (d), a notice in respect of that
draft policy containing particulars
of the same kind as those
contained in a first notice;

Amendment put and passed.
Mr BLAIKIE: I move the following amend-

ment-
Page 24, line 23-To delete "; and" and

substitute a semi-colon.
Amendment put and passed.
Mr BLAIKIE: I move the following amend-

ment-
Page 24, line 24-To delete

subparagraph (iii) and substitute the fol-
lowing subparagraphs-

(iii) in the case of a draft policy of the
kind referred to in section
26 (d) (ii), consult the council or
councils of the relevant district or

districts in respect of that draft
policy; and

(iv) reconsider that draft policy;
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 33 and 34 put and passed.
Clause 35: Content of approved environmental

protection policies-
Mr [lODGE: I move an amendment-

Page 25, line 28-To delete "and" at the
end of paragraph (a).

This amendment is designed to facilitate the
amendments I wish to move further in this
clause. They were requested by the environ-
mental law association.

Mir BLAIKIE: One of the foreshadowed
amendments to clause 35 relates to the creation
of offences and the penalties to be imposed.
The legislation has been before the community
for some time. The amendments reflect some
of the community's concern.

The Opposition will not seek to divide the
Committee on these clauses. Sufficient to say
that drafting being what it is, with good inten-
tions or otherwise, amendments are necessary.
While the Government has obviously taken
some trouble to prepare the legislation, looking
at the pages of amendments I want to sound a
note of criticism. Before bringing a matter be-
fore the Parliament the Government should en-
sure it accommodates all sections of the indus-
try in the initial stages rather than getting the
Parliament to tidy up what I regard as rather
sloppy drafting. A little closer consultation
might have avoided all these pages of amend-
menits.

Amendment put and passed.
Mr [HODGE: I move an amendment-

Page 26, line 5-To delete "otherwise."
at the end of paragraph (b) and substitute
the following-

otherwise; and
This is a consequential amendment to allow for
the insertion of a paragraph dealing with of-
fences. As I mentioned, this amendment was
put to us as the result of a seminar held by the
environmental law association.

I reject the suggestion by the member for
Vasse that the amendments on the Notice
Paper result from sloppy drafting. The amend-
ments are a direct result of the Government's
introducing the Bill, allowing debate to be ad-
journed for several months, and actively invit-
ing and pursuing constructive criticism and as-
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sessment of it. We are very pleased that the
environmental law association had a full-scale
seminar which came up with these suggestions
which the Government is happy to accept. It
makes no apology for putting them on the No-
tice Paper.

Amendment put and passed.
Mr HODGE: I move an amendment-

Page 26, after line 5-To insert the fol-
lowing paragraph-

(c) may create offences and pro-
vide-
(i) in the case of an individual,

for a maximum penalty not
exceeding $5 000 in respect
of any such offence and, if an
offence so created is a con-
tinuing offence, for a daily
penalty not exceeding $1 000
in respect of that offence; and

(ii) in the case of a body corpor-
ate, for a maximum penalty
not exceeding $10000 in re-
spect of any such offence
and, if an offence so created
is a continuing offence, for a
daily penalty not exceeding
$2 000 in respect of that of-
fence.

This amendment was suggested at the environ-
mental law association seminar. It creates an
offence and provides for penalties to be
imposed on individuals and corporations
which breach environmental policy.

Environmental policy, as members know,
will have the force of law and will be the
equivalent of regulations. This is a very sen-
sible amendment. It is consistent with all the
other provisions in the legislation.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 36: Review of approved environmental

protection policies-
Mr RUSHTON: This is an opportunity for a

review of environmental protection policies.
What concerns me is whether an appeal might
be made relating to that review of the new
policy. I wonder if the Minister would make
some commitment or give an explanation.
When the new policy comes into force, is there
any intention of providing appeal rights?

Mr HODGE: There is no provision for ap-
peal rights once a new environmental policy
has been adopted. However, there is a very long

and involved process to be followed for the
adoption and formulation of the policies
whereby the public has ample opportunity to
participate and to influence the policy.

Mr Rushton: You are going to have a new
one-a review.

Mr HODGE: If we want a new policy we go
back to square one and start the process
outlined in this legislation. We cannot sud-
denly adopt the new policy without going
through the procedures outlined in the Bill.
There is ample opportunity for the public to
fully participate in the development of those
policies. The policies will, in due course, come
to the Parliament and be adopted, and they set
out the whole process. When we decide to re-
view the policies, the public will be involved
from beginning to end.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 37: Minor changes to approved en-

vironmental protection policies-
Mr RUSHTON: This is something which is

of quite major importance. I am fully aware of
what takes place in the planning process. A
minor amendment can be made without our
seeing it.

The Minister might consider some issues to
warrant minor amendments which would qual-
ify under clause 37, and therefore, as a result of
these processes, the Minister would issue a cer-
tificate and the amendment would become
valid.- When arn amendment comes to the Par-
liament,' the public would not know about it. A
minor amendment could be introduced, and
that change would be authorised on the certifi-
cate of the Minister. I wonder whether the Min-
ister could identify some of the issues which
could be considered to be the subject of minor
amendments.

Mr HODGE: I think the member for Dale
said the Minister could make these minor
amendments and the Parliament would not
know anything about them. That is not correct.
The Minister must table in Parliament notice
of any minor amendments which are made. I
have to provide a certificate to indicate the
minor changes, so the Parliament would be
kept informed.

Two sorts of amendments which may be
made are these: We may decide to make a small
change,' perhaps to some of the pollution re-
quirements or laws. We may wish to change the
level of sulphur dioxide emissions into the at-
mosphere, for instance, from five parts per
million to six pans, or something like that. If
an amendment is to be tabled, I have to issue a
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certificate which has to come through the Par-
liament, so I do not think members need to
worry.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 38: Referrals-
Mt LEWIS: I am a little concerned about this

clause. I think it revolves around the word
-significant". I listened to what the Minister
said yesterday. On the basis of what he said, it
is really up to the authority to decide whether it
is significant. In other words, the decision rests
with the authority.

I would like the Minister to clarify the word
"significant", bearing in mind it really gets
back to the eye of the beholder; what it is in the
eyes of the person complaining or in the eye of
the authority complained to.

1 am also a little worried about the provision
in paragraph (b) (ii), whereby 'any other per-
son" has the ability to object to a proposal.

It opens the door for a class action. I have
great faith in local authorities. The Bill enables
a local authority-which comes under the term
of decision-making. authority-to refer to the
authority and object to a proposal.

This Bill should be amended to remove the
third party objection so, in the first instance,
they can object through their local authority. If
the local authority sees justification for that
objection, it can make the necessary decision
and prosecute through the EPA. It is a measure
that could stop vexatious objections to pro-
posals and provide a balancing effect to the
class action that could be pursued on any mat-
ter within the environment across a broad spec-
trum-from the rural scene to developments
within the central business district.

Mr THOMAS: I refer to comments made by
the member for East Melville. The word
-significant" is necessary when one is
deternining the type of trigger that invokes the
action under the Bill. People who have written
environmental legislation in different pants of
the world have tried a number of ways to de-
fine the sort of development which should
trigger the effect of environmental protection
legislation. Nothing has been found satisfactory
other than the type of proposal before the
House.

By specifying a dollar value-it must be a
project of some significant value-one ignores
trivial projects which would not have a signifi-
cant effect on the environment. However, it
does mean we could have small projects that
have a significant effect on the environment. I

refer to an example in my electorate; namely,
the action by the State Energy Commission to
store polychlorinated biphenyls in a physically-
small storage facility at a low cost. There is
potential for a quite significant enviromental
impact study, and it should be subject to an
assessment. I am quite satisfied it is consistent
with the interests of people who live nearby for
the project to be undertaken in the way it has.
A responsible authority must make an assess-
ment.

The safeguard arises when the authority,
which is a responsible body, has the capacity to
dispose of the matter drawn to its attention. If
it does not believe the matter is worthy of
further assessment it should make a decision to
that effect. If a developer feels the authority has
erred, it can appeal. There are ample safe-
guards for proponents and developers, but at
the same time a project which should be sub-
ject to assessment could miss out if there were
another trigger mechanism.

I refer to the fact that any person may draw
the matter to the authority's attention. The
member for East Melville quite erroneously
stated that this could give rise to class action. A
class action cannot be undertaken by law in
this State. This Bill does not make that poss-
ible. A class action is a legal action taken by a
class of persons. This more accurately is
referred to as a third party's right to draw a
matter to the authority's attention. The argu-
ment in relation to this matter is simply:
Should a person likely to be affected by a pro-
ject be able to draw the matter to the
authorit y's attention and have the proposal
subject to environmental assessment? The
ansr must be "Yes".

If one lives downstream from an industrial
proposal which could release pollution into the
atmosphere, one should be able to ask the En-
vironmental Protection Authority to make that
proposal subject to environmental assessment.
People, other than public authorities provided
for in the Act, must have the capacity to draw
matters to the attention of the authority. It is
highly unlikely that significant projects would
not be before the authority by way of action
either of responsible developers or public
authorities. However, from the point of view of
guaranteeing that the public have proper access
to the authority, it is entirely appropriate for
people to draw those matters to the authority's
attention. There is a quite clear distinction be-
tween that type of provision and a class action.
This is not a class action.
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Mr BLAIKIE: Clause 38 relates to environ-
mental impact assessments. Referrals can be
made to the authority, and the clause provides
how referrals will be made.

The Minister can say that sections 54,' 55,
and 56 of the existing Act give a person the
right to lodge a complaint to the EPA or to just
write to the EPA-he does not necessarily have
to make a complaint. The existing Act provides
also that there are a number of specified
agencies of Government to advise the authority
in relation to certain proposals.

The Government is breaking new ground
with this legislation. It opens a new area with
respect to the definition of "environment". We
are covering new ground in relation to pro-
posals and pollution. I refer to the fact we are
considering the term "social surroundings".

This is a completely new area not previously
canvassed or legislated for in WA. One can
measure the level of noise pollution and other
sorts of pollution, but how does one measure
something that is considered to be a pollution
of one's social surroundings? These referrals
will lead to the opening of a Pandora's box by
extreme persons in the community who are to
have the opportunity to lodge complaints.

More importantly, the Minister might say he
does not have to pay any attention to them, but
this clause provides, at line 25, that he shall
have regard for complaints if it appears there is
public concern over the likely effect of a pro-
posal. The Minister may then refer the pro-
posal in writing to the authority where certain
things will be put in train.

How is the Minister to determine whether
there is public concern? What gives the Minis-
ter the ability to be the judge of judges? Is the
Minister to read the newspapers to see any hint
of public concern or is he to look out for a few
petitions being tabled in the House indicating
some public concern?

The terminology of this provision indicates
that it must be a significant public concern and
the member for East Melville has already
questioned how we judge "significant". The
fact that someone smokes cigarettes may be
completely insignificant to me but it is cer-
tainly significant to the Government, which
has launched into million dollar campaigns to
discourage people from smoking cigarettes.
Certainly this provision allows people to lodge
complaints about what is happening within the
social environment. This is a completely
untapped area which will create enormous

consequences in the future and the Minister is
bound to see that it is a bad idea.

On the subject of these referrals, I doubt
whether the Minister is advised when a farmer
is conducting a burning-off operation on his
farm. Not even the local authority would be
advised. Burning off is a normal farm oper-
ation. But under this legislation someone in the
community could say the burning off was
having a significant effect on his environment;
he could then write to the authority stating he
believed the operation should cease because it
was affecting the social environment.

These environmental impact assessments,
although originally intended perhaps to be an
upgrading of our present legislation, concern us
greatly.

The Parliament approved regulations to im-
pose clearing bans in some farm areas as a
result of legislation passed in the House. But
limitations are also placed on how much land
can be cleared, something which is part and
parcel of regulations passed some months ago.
This is causing people a great deal of concern
now. In future anyone crossing a road could
have the action construed by someone else as
havi ng a significant effect on the social en-
vironment.

Is the Minister to take action on these mat-
ters only after a series of petitions have been
presented and he has been subjected to some
pressure? An example is the Farrington Road
issue. This road was approved for all the rel-
evant reasons and it seemed it would be a fairly
simple road to construct over a portion of
Bibra Lake. However, as the road work started,
the perceived effect of the road construction on
the local long-necked turtles-which might not
have appeared to be significant to me but
which was considered to be significant in the
eyes of a few other people-caused people to
place considerable pressure on the Govern-
ment. A series of Cabinet Ministers went to the
site as a result and alterations were made to the
route. That is an example of what could hap-
pen.

Only yesterday I referred to the claim by the
Australian Conservation Foundation that it
had stopped the construction of a smelter in
the south-west and had had it relocated. That is
the length to which these people are prepared
to go.

I ask the Minister to review this provision
because of the Pandora's box of concerns it will
open. The provision will prove a nightmare for
many people wishing to go about their normal
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tasks without having people reporting them to
the authority. The proposals will be kept up to
date as pant of a register, and this will be of
great concern to the public once they under-
stand the full implication of what is involved
here.

Mr HODGE: I will not waste a lot of time ini
replying to the member for Vasse. Most of what
he said was hypothetical and based on his mis-
interpretations of various pants of the Bill.
Where he got the term "social environment"
from I do not know. His terminology is getting
more and more colourful each time he speaks
about the definition involved.

When we refer to "social surroundings",
again I indicate that we are talking about the
effect on people of such things as large con-
struction projects or roads with heavy traffic.
Noise pollution from such a project might af-
fect the people in the district.

Mr Blaikie: It won't stop at large projects.
Mr HODGE: I am saying how the definition

should be interpreted. The member is
misconstruing it more and more badly each
time he speaks.

Traffic noise pollution can have an effect on
the social surroundings of a particular district.
Individual vehicles may not be breaching noise
pollution laws and people's health may not
necessarily be affected; nevertheless, the high
volume of traffic on a particular road could
well be having an effect on people's social sur-
roundings. By including those words in the
definition of 'environment" the EPA is
enabled formally from time to time to take
those sorts of considerations into account.

I repeat that the definition of "pollution"
does not include the words "social sur-
roundings". The member for Vasse keeps get-
ting muddled on that.

The referral provision in clause 39 is not
vastly different from the provisions in sections
54, 55, and 56 of the present Environmental
Protection Act. Really, the member is posing a
whole series of hypothetical situations and
suggesting that that is what will happen.

The Minister is not under any obligation to
refer matters to the authority. The term used is
that "he may" refer things to the authority. The
Minister will have to make up his mind
whether he believes there is sufficient public
concern about a proposal's effect on the en-
vironment before he refers it to the authority.
Every day, Ministers make subjective
judgments like that and I see nothing unusual
about it.

Mr Court: You say the Minister can't refer it,
but an individual can.

Mr HODGE: The Minister may refer matters
if he thinks they are of public concern.

Mr Court: Yes, but an individual can also.

Mr HODGE: Yes. In a hypothetical case, if
an individual bad not referred a matter to the
authority, the Minister could if he felt moved
so to do. The authority would assess the signifi-
cance of the proposal and give advice to the
Minister.

Mr Court: Within a 28-day period.

Mr HODGE: That 28-day period gives the
EPA time to know whether it believes a matter
needs assessment.

The member for Welshpool adequately
answered most of the points raised by the
member for East Melville. He said there was
nothing in the Bill about class action. Anyone
may refer a proposal to the EPA, but under
clause 38(5), only one referral is accepted. It
does not matter how many are referred to the
EPA, only one is accepted.

The matters raised by the member for East
Melville relating to town planning schemes and
development orders are covered by sections 54,
55, and 56 (1) of the existing Environmental
Protection Act. I remind the member the pro-
vision was strengthened by the former Liberal
Government in 1980 to ensure that those mat-
ters were referred to the EPA.

Mr RUSIHTON: Some concern has been
expressed about the handling of trivial matters.
Obviously, the existing Environmental Protec-
tion Act contains provisions allowing an
interested party to refer matters to the EPA. I
am not sure, though, whether the EPA will now
have to report those matters to the Minister.

Mr Court: If the Minister does not act, the
individual can appeal.

Mr RUSHTQN: The person objecting can
approach the authority and the authority has to
report to the Minister within a certain time.

Mr Court: If he decides not to go ahead
under clause 100, he can appeal.

Mr RUSHTON: Yes, but formerly, the auth-
ority did not have to report to the Minister,
whereas now it does. I believe that the Minister
should, through common decency, advise the
proponent of the appeal. If the EPA decides to
assess a proposal, the proponent should be no-
tifiedl.
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Mr BLAlKIE: I wish to settle once and for all
this argument with the Minister about "social
surroundings". Clause 38 refers to proposals
that appear likely, if implemented, to have a
significant effect on the environment. The defi-
nition of environment means "living things,
their physical, biological and social sur-
roundings, and interactions between all of
these". The words "social surroundings" have
a direct bearing on the environment.

The definition of "pollution" means "direct
or indirect alteration of the environment". The
fact that something might be polluting the en-
vironment means it is having a significant ef-
fect on the environment and because it is af-
fecting, indirectly or directly, the environment,
it is affecting also, indirectly or directly, the
social surroundings.

This terminology will be a matter for deter-
mination by future Ministers. This legislation
will open new horizons and I believe many
people will read these provisions in the same
way as I have read them. I believe the Minister
is wrong in his assessment of social sur-
roundings and I believe the Bill should be
amended to indicate the Minister's intentions.

Mr LEWIS: I wish to come back to class
actions. Under this legislation, a person will
have the ability to stymie the processes of local
government. A local government authority in
the course of its daily routine of pruning or
removing street trees, building roads, or
putting in drainage works, could be prevented
from carrying out those works by an individ-
ual's application to the EPA.

I suggest that this removes quite significant
powers from the elected representatives in local
government. I sincerely believe that for any one
person to take those actions against a local
authority is undermining its ability to take ac-
tions which it sees as properly within its com-
petence and which, indeed, it has the ability to
take under the Local Government Act.

Mr Hodge: That scenario you just outlined is
quite possible under section 56(1) of the
present Act. You understand that, don't you?

Mr LEWIS: I accept that it may be.

Mr Hodge: And it does not happen, does it?

Mr LEWIS: I accept that, but the powers
within this Bill are greater than the powers
within the old Act.

Mr Hodge: The point you made is that some
mischievous person could refer something to
the EPA thereby stymieing local government by

using these provisions. That power exists under
section 56 (1), and it is not included in this Bill.

Mr LEWIS: I do not know whether, within
the existing legislation, the EPA has the ability
to put a stop to the works that are being
undertaken.

Mr Hodge: Probably not by force of law, but
obviously if the EPA got a significant com-
plaint which it thought was significant, it
would contact the local authority and discuss
it. Obviously, once it contacted the local auth-
ority and found out that it was street tree prun-
ing, the matter would stop.

Mr LEWIS: But I made the point that as of
law the authority does not have the power to
stop the local authority.

Mr Hodge: The authority does not have the
power to stop it unless it has assessed it and
decided that it will have a significant adverse
effect on the environment. How pruning street
trees could be considered to have a significant
adverse effect on the environment is beyond
me, so unless it has been deemed by the EPA to
have had a significant effect, it will not have
the power to stop it.

Mr LEWIS: I will give the Minister another
example. There happens to be a parcel of land
in Booragoon which was set aside as a school
site. Subsequently it has been sold back to the
original developer to cut up into urban allot-
ments. There is much controversy over the
matter. The land has not yet been rezoned by
the local authority. If it was the Government's
intention that the land be rezoned urban, and if
it was likewise the local authority's intention,
under this legislation one individual or 100 in-
dividuals would have the ability to refer the
matter to the EPA. The bulldozers could be in
there working when the EPA came out to stop
them.

Mr Hodge: A complainant would have to
prove to the satisfaction of the EPA that it was
going to have a significant effect on the en-
vironment.

Mr LEWIS: What happens in the interim
period?

Mr Hodge: In practical terms the EPA would
probably telephone the proponent or the shire
clerk and ask what the heck the fuss was all
about and what was going on.

Mr LEWIS: That did not happen with
Farrington Road. Under the old legislation
there was not the ability to stop it.
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Mr Hodge: That was a completely different
set of circumstances. Perhaps the EPA should
have bad the ability to stop that. The EPA
expressed the view that it wished it had the
power to stop it.

Mr LEWIS: 1 accept that it is in the eye of the
beholder.

Mr Rushton: The Government dropped the
baton on that one.

Mr Hodge: We are not always infallible. I
know we are pretty good, but I1 guess even we
occasionally make mistakes.

Mr LEWIS: I am asking why the complainant
or that other person in the first instance should
not refer the matter to a responsible authority.
I believe such responsible authority to he a
local authority.

Mr Hodge: Because the local authority is not
the decision-making body in respect of en-
vironmental matters in this State; the EPA is.

Mr LEWIS: But it has, over many years, been
the authority that looked after the environmc-nt
and policed it.

Mr [Hodge: We were talking at length last
night about the need to have properly qualified
people on the EPA to assess environmental
considerations in a rational and balanced way.
You arc now suggesting that elected councillors
on a local government authority have all the
qualifications to do that job.

Mir LEWIS: As a State overview, that is true.
Mr Blaikie: But you don't expect the EPA to

run every little show from one end of the
country to the other?

Mr Hodge: We may as well abolish the EPA
and put in the Melville City Council!

Mr LAURANCE: The Minister is obviously
getting very peeved about this, but it is import-
ant for us to pursue the matter as long as we
can because clause 38 is panticularly important.
This clause brings together a number of matters
we have referred to previously as presenting
some difficulty to us. We can drive a horse and
cant through this particular clause. That is one
of the reasons why the Opposition is upset
about it.

We referred earlier to the definitions at the
beginning of the Bill and, in particular, to the
definition of social environment. That defi-
nition is continuing to cause a problem. We
have not had it satisfactorily interpreted for us.
We now see other words in this clause which
are likely also to cause a problem in terms of
definition. One such word is "significant".

What does it mean that a proposal might have
a significant effect on the social environment?

Mr Hodge: There are no such words as
".social environment" in the definition. You
are getting as bad as the member for Vasse. I
thought you had at least read the Bill. The word
"significant" is like many other words that ap-
pear in dozens of other Bills.

Mr LAURANCE: The definition of
"'environment" on page 4 refers to the "social
surroundings" of' living things.

Mr [Hodge: That is right. Dozens of Bills
have been enacted in this place which contain
the word "reasonable". It has been interpreted
through the courts in many actions. The same
applies to the word "significant", when it is
used in respect of the environment.

Mr LAURANCE: The Minister is being ut-
terly unreasonable if he expects us to swallow
all that.

We believe the term "social surroundings" is
far too wide. We endeavoured to remove those
words from the definition of environment.

Mr [Hodge: We have been through that 10
times.

Mr LAURANCE: It appears again in clause
38.

Mr Hlodge: It does not.
Mr LAURANCE: It does if we take into ac-

count the word "significant". I am trying to
draw the two together. It is difficult to give the
Minister carte blanche approval for referrals to
the authority of proposals which may have a
-significant" effect on the social surroundings.
We think that provision is far too wide and that
the Minister has not adequately defended his
reason for making this clause as wide as it is.
The Minister has quite a job to convince us
that this clause will not be abused or misused,
for example, by overriding the powers of local
government authorities. I do not think that the
Minister has thought it through properly. The
Minister has his advisers here, so he should be
able to give a very detailed explanation of how
he expects these very wide definitions to be
used by the authority. At the moment, he is
asking for an open cheque.

Clause 38 (3) will require a decision-making
authority or proponent to refer the proposal to
the authority in writing. I mention again the
requirements of the EPA to override the other
Government agencies. I would like an assur-
ance from the Minister that this requirement
for a decision-making authority to report to the
EPA is the same as that for other Government
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agencies. Is this provision designed so that once
all the other agencies have been consulted, the
EPA can be consulted or referred to in writing
in a way which superimposes it above the other
Government agencies involved in the develop-
mental process?

Mr HODGE: I said by way of interjection
that the word "significant" is used in this
measure in the way in which we used the word
"reasonable" in numerous Bills before this
House. I am sure the member for Gascoyne has
introduced Hills which included the word
"reasonable" in clauses. We no longer argue
about what it means; everybody understands
that numerous judicial interpretations have
been make of its meaning. Numerous interpret-
ations have been made of the meaning of the
word "significant" when used in reference to
the environment and the people involved, en-
vironmental lawyers and the like, understand
what it means.

Administrative guidelines will provide full
details offering advice and guidance to local
authorities on what is likely to be significant
and what is not likely to be significant. In fact a
public document, Bulletin No. 38, put out by
the Department of Conservation and Environ-
ment, is already available to those seeking
guidelines on what may or may not or what
should be referred to the EPA. New adminis-
trative guidelines will be developed which will
be substituted for the Present ones.

The moment a decision-making authority be-
comes aware of a proposal that may have a
significant effect on the environment, it must
refer it to the EPA for assessment. I am not
quite sure where this is in the process as it
relates to other authorities. On referral to the
EPA an assessment will be made as to whether
it is likely to have an impact on the environ-
ment. That happens pretty well now in an in-
formal way, but it is not a requirement by Stat-
ute.

Through a vast mixture of ways, the EPA
becomes alerted to significant proposals. The
information may come from the State Planning
Commission, the Water Authority, local
authorities, or the proponent himself On rare
occasions proposals start down the track and
only belatedly is the EPA advised of them.

Mr Laurance: What was the reason for
putting this in?

Mr HODGE: To cater for those occasions on
which those proponents, for some reason or
another, have not referred a proposal to the
EPA. An occasion occurred recently with the

Pelican Point proposal for a development on
the mouth of the Collie River at Bunbury. That
proposal went from the proponent to the
Bunbury City Council which gave it con-
ditional approval, but did not make one of
those conditions any sort of environmental
check whatsoever. I learned of this proposal
through the newspapers and I asked the
Bunbury City Council, the South West Devel-
opment Authority, and the proponents to meet
me, and I pointed out that they should have
referred the matter to the EPA for assessment.

Mr Laurance: Did they make approaches or
refer the matter to the Water Authority, the
Main Roads Department, the State Planning
Commission, and other agencies involved?

Mr HODGE: They agreed to my request and
agreed to give a notice of intent to the EPA.
The EPA said that it was likely to have a sig-
nificant effect and that it would require a PER.
While that PER was being prepared and
assessed, work with all the other authorities
continued although no physical work was car-
ried out. During the period of environmental
assessment, planning and other paperwork can
proceed. The only requirement is that the pro-
ponent does not physically start the work until
the EPA finishes its assessment.

In that particular case the EPA decided the
proposal was environmentally acceptable
provided that a few changes were made, some
of which were practical. The EPA consulted the
Water Authority and discovered that it was
proposed to build on a flood plain. It
recommended that the building be moved away
from that flood plain.

Mr Laurance: That is a brilliant example.
Who gives the final approval in that instance?

Mr HODGE: The Hunbury City Council. It
changed its approval to make it conditional for
the proponent to arrange for a PER to the satis-
faction of the EPA. I wrote to the Bunbury City
Council giving the result of the PER and
stating that the proposal was acceptable
provided the changes were made, and advised
that the decision rested with the Bunbury City
Council.

Mr Laurance: Given that it had Your ap-
proval, what about the State Planning Com-
mission?

Mr HODGE: The Planning Commission had
already given approval while the environmen-
tal process was under way.

Mr RUSHTON: The intriguing pan of that
review is who makes the final decision.
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Mr Hodge: The Bunbury City Council makes
the final decision.

Mr RUSHTON: That is a local decision and
it is all right if the local authority is delegated
those powers. In the case of Bunbury, other
agencies are involved. The situation is different
with regard to the city. At one time the en-
vironmental aspects could be considered at the
same time as planning took place. That process
should be reinstated so that everything can pro-
ceed at the one time and a final decision is
reached when planning approval comes for-
ward.

Under the new concept we shall not have
that situation. Under the proposed system,
when the Planning Commission has sent the
proposal to the EPA, at what time is a decision
made?

Mr Hodge: Before making a final decision on
a project, the Planning Commission seeks the
advice of the EPA.

Mr RUSHTON: The EPA is not the last
stop?

Mr Hodge: The Planning Commission on
most occasions is the last stop, although not on
every occasion.

Mr RUSHTON: Is there a situation in which
the EPA is the last stop? Can the Minister think
of a situation in which the EPA has power over
everybody else?

Mr Hodge: I cannot think of an occasion. In
most cases in which I have been involved the
Planning Commission has the final say and it
waits for EPA advice before making a final
decision.

Mr RUSHTON: Does the Bill change that
situation?

Mr Hodge: No, it does not change that situ-
ation. The advice from the EPA is a
recommendation.

Mr RUSHTON: What used to take place-
and it was not satisfactor-y to me-was that
Colin Porter or one of those people would be a
member of the Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority. It was considered at that time that
he would have his input, it would then be
approved -by the MRPA, and then the EPA
would want to get into the act again.

Mr Hodge: That is pant of the confusion
caused under the EPA set-up by having a De-
partment of Conservation and Environment
and a separate EPA.

Mr RUSHTON: It was nothing to do with
that; it was to do with the procedures that had
to take place. As in development now, the en-

vironmental and planning considerations
should be red in at the one time. This present
legislation apparently does not require that, in
any event, but it should happen.

Mr Hedge: That is what happens now, and it
will continue to happen.

Mr RUSHTON: No, it depends on what the
Planning Commission does. It is in its hands.

Mr Hodge: It is required to refer it to the
EPA.

Mr RUSHTQN: As soon as it gets a pro-
posal?

Mr Hodge: Yes.
Mr RUSHTON: Can the Minister see it set

out in the legislation?
Mr Hodge: Yes, it is spelt out in clause 38 (1)

(a) of the Bill. The moment it comes to the
attention of a decision-making authority that a
project may have an effect on the environment,
it must be referred to the EPA for assessment.

Mr RUSHTON: What time limitations are
on the EPA for its assessment of those develop-
ments?

Mr Hassell: For the Mosman Park marina, it
was done overnight.

Mr RUSH TON: We will get onto that.
Mr Hodge: The EPA has 28 days to make up

its mind whether it needs to have a formal
assessment of the project. If it decides to do so,
it conducts that assessment, and as Minister I
can set a time limit on that. I can say, "I want
to report on it at a specific time."

Mr RUSHTQN: Is it in the Minister's hands,
whether it takes six months or three months?
There is nothing in the legislation to say that it
must be done within, say, 60 days.

Mr Hodge: I can set a limitation.
Mr RUSHTON: Does the Minister not think

it is better that there be an arbitrary limit?
Mr Hodge: No, because the assessments vary

enormously.
Mr RUSHTON: Then one could seek an ex-

tension.
Mr Hodge: They may well be able to do it

quicker than the statutory time.
Mr RUSHTON: That would be desirable.

Then how would the circumstances be as we
have had in the last few days, where the Minis-
ter can make a decision on Mosman Park
within one day?

Mr Hodge: It so happened that at lunchtime
on that day, when I went back from the House,
I received a letter from the Mosman Park
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Town Council asking me to urgently refer the
matter to the EPA. The EPA happened to be
meeting that afternoon, and in fact, so did the
Swan River Management Authority. It was a
normal, scheduled meeting. Because the letter
said it was urgent, Mr Carbon took it around
by hand to the Swan River Management Auth-
ority, which considered it that afternoon.

Mr RUSHTON: Is there power within this
legislation, or any other, whereby the Chair-
man of the EPA can do a ring-around to the
other members of the authority to reach a de-
cision? For instance, it now appears to the
outsider that there is so much centralised
power through the structure of the planning
authority, the EPA, and so on, that the Premier
can, with confidence, make a decision that,
"We will agree to the Mosman Park develop-
ment", and the rest of the members of this
Chamber must follow on."

Mr Hodge: The Premier played no role in the
Mosman Park development.

Mr RUSHTON: He made a decision to ap-
prove it.

Mr Hodge: I beg your pardon?
Mr RUSHTON: He made a Press statement

saying it was approved before the EPA or the
Swan River Management Authority approved
it.

Mr Hodge: The EPA did not approve it-
that is not its role. It gives advice. It was asked
to give advice, and did so. The Swan River
Management Authority had given advice. We
received a fresh request from the Mosman Park
Town Council for me to formally refer it to the
EPA, which I did. However, this does not have
anything much to do with clause 38.

Mr RUSHTON: It does-it shows up the
concern. By elaborating on it, it shows, there is
no certainty that people can have confidence,
and that is what concerns me.

Mr COURT: The Minister said he can set a
time limit within which the EPA must report to
him. What is the procedure if a decision is
made by the authority that it will not make an
assessment, and then the proponent appeals?
Will that be a means by which lengthy, nuis-
ance delays can be caused?

Mr Hodge: No.
Mr COURT: What is the time limit?
Mr Hodge: I can simply dismiss an appeal. If

you are saying that a person is appealing
against the authority's decision not to assess a
project, and the person appeals to me, I can
dismiss the appeal.

Mr COURT: The concern I have is that a
problem could arise when people who really do
not have an interest in a matter can become
involved.

Mr Hodge: That is why we thought through
the appeal mechanism so carefully. The appeal
rests with the Minister, who can simply dismiss
it if he thinks it does not have merit.

Mr COURT: So the Minister has discretion
to knock off the appeal?

Mr Hodge: Yes.
Mr BLAIKIE: The last comment I wish to

record in regard to clause 38 relates to the steps
that will have to be taken by any person putting
forward a proposal that is referred to the auth-
ority and which the authority then determines
should have action taken on it and an environ-
mental impact assessment made. This is part of
the minefield the Opposition has been talking
about. There could be in the order of 13 separ-
ate steps to be followed if the proposal runs the
whole gamut of the legislative process which
the Government is putting up.

In step one, any person can refer a proposal
to the EPA. Under clause 40(1), the EPA will,
within 28 days, make a determination as to
whether or not the proposal will be assessed, so
there is a 28-day period there. After the first
four weeks, the authority will say whether or
not it will proceed. If it does proceed, that is
step three, in which the authority will decide
the level of assessment. This step is covered by
clause 40(2). The authority can require the pro-
ponent to provide information as specified by
the authority, and to undertake an environ-
mental review and report back to the EPA, or,
with the approval of the Minister, conduct a
public inquiry. It can take any two, or all three,
of these courses of action. That is step three,
but the Proposal still has not reached first base.

The proponent having reached that stage, the
Minister has now determined that a public
record be kept of all proposals referred to the
authority, and the level at which the proposals
are to be assessed. Under clause 100 of the Bill,
the proponent does have the opportunity of
appealing against that level of assessment.

In step six the authority has the opportunity
of advising that the proposal shall not be
assessed, or that a further order shall be served
on it under clause 45. Step seven relates to the
level at which the assessment will be made.
Under clause 40, the authority will determine
the content and timing of any environmental
review. It may cause any information or report
to be made available to the public and deter-
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mine the extent and dimension of the sub-
missions; and the proponent must, at his own
expense, provide copies of information or the
report, as the EPA determines.

These steps constitute an interesting and sig-
nificant departure from what has previously
applied.

This also provides that there can be a com-
mittee of inquiry. Under clause 42 the Minister
can determine that there shall be a Royal Com-
mission into the proposal.

We have reached only as far as step seven.
When one gets down to step eight, one finds
that during or after an assessment by the EPA,
the Minister can direct the EPA to assess or to
reassess the proposal more fully, more publicly,
or both. So the proposal having got over half
the hurdles, the Minister then arrives on the
scene and says, "Well, I want a further rerun,
but I want the proposal to carry heavy weights
and to do it more publicly and fully."

Step nine, which is contained in clauses 41
and 42, then has the EPA, within :six weeks of
completing its assessment, preparing a report
on the environmental factors and the con-
ditions and procedures to which any im-
plementation of the proposal should be subject.
In the initial stages, the proponent has to wait
for four weeks for the EPA to determine
whether the proposal will be assessed or
otherwise. After that he must wait a further six
weeks after the proposal has been assessed be-
fore the report will be made. Assuming that has
been done, the Minister can then direct the
EPA to prepare a report, and he can then cause
copies of that report to be made available to
any other people involved. Again my under-
standing of this is that this will be at cost to the
original proposal.

Step 10 deals with the Minister's power to
confer with other Ministers. Step 11 deals with
the Minister disagreeing with another Minister.
The matter might come into conflict with the
Minister for Planning, who might say that a
particular development should go ahead while
the Minister for Environment might disagree.
In such a case the matter must go before the
Governor for a decision.

The interesting part about this is that if the
Minister falls out, for example, with the
Bunbury City Council, the Minister can then
appoint an appeals committee. In the mean-
time, however, the poor old proponent of the
original proposal is still waiting for a decision.
Time will go on; it will not be a Mosman
'instant answer" within 24 hours. We are look-

ing at six or nine months down the track, and
the Minister calls this "enlightened" legis-
lation!

Step 12 deals with agreements reached under
clause 45. If an agreement is reached, the Min-
ister shall cause copies of the statement of the
proposal to be made available, setting down the
procedures and conditions of the EPA. The
Minister can also serve on the decision-making
authority, an authority permitting a decision to
be made.

The final step deals with an agreement being
reached that a proposal may not be
implemented; the Minister shall notify the
EPA, the decision-making authority and the
proponent, and any other person who refers a
proposal to the EPA.

These 13 steps are, as has been said by Oppo-
sition members, a minefield. It is certainly not
the Mosman method of dealing with such mat-
ters. The Opposition has indicated time and
time again that this will set a minefield and
open Pandora's box.

This clause is opposed by the Opposition. It
will certainly be condemned by developers and
by other people involved in the practical side of
decision making in this State because, rather
than simplifying the procedure, this legislation
will completely take away from people the op-
portunity to make decisions and to get on with
the j ob. It certainly will not be a Mosman-type
situation because the Minister has the oppor-
tunity to have assessments and reassessments
made of the proposal.

This is not good legislation; it is bad legis-
lation. I recommend to the Chamber that the
legislation be opposed.

Clause put and a
lowing result-

Mrs Beggs
Mr Berramm
Mr Bridge
Mr Bryce
Mr Brian Burke
Mr Cart
Mr Peter Dowding
Mr Evans
Dr Gallop
Mr Grill
Mr Gordon Hill
Mr Hodge
Mr Tom Jones

division taken with the fol-

Ayes 26
Mr Marlborough
Mr Pearce
Mr Read
Mr D. L. Smith
Mr P. J. Smith
Mr Taylor
Mr Thomas
Mr Tonkin
Mr Troy
Mrs Watkins
Dr Watson
Mr Wilson
Mrs Buchanan

(Me
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Noes 20
Mr Blaikie Mr MacKinnon
Mr Bradshaw Mr Mensaros
Mr Cash Mr Nalder
Mr Court Mr Rush ton
Mr Crane MrSPniggS
Mr Grayden Mr Stephens
Mr Hassell Mr Thompson
Mr House MTrTubby
Mr L.aurance Mr Watt
Mr Lewis Mr Williams

(Teller)

Pairs
Ayes Noes

Mr Parker Mr Lightfoot
Mrs Henderson Mr Clarko
Mr Terry Burke Mr Trenorden
Dr Lawrence Mr Schell

Clause thus passed.

Clause 39: Authority to keep records of all
proposals referred to it-

Mr BLAIKIE: I note that the Minister has
some amendments on the Notice Paper which
go pant-way to correcting a major deficiency in
this clause. However, I believe the philosophy
of public documentation, such as it is, is a mat-
ter which should be viewed with great caution.

I have indicated that a person making a pro-
posal could be obliged to follow 13 steps. If the
Government has its way, a public record will be
kept of that proposal. In the case of a person
wanting to subdivide a substantial area of land,
the EPA's attention would be attracted, and
clause 38 would apply because the land
involved is a significant area, and the proposal
if implemented would have an effect on the
environment. I believe the Minister would say
an environmental impact assessment should be
made. The proposal could be for 20, 30, or 40
acres of land in the North Beach area to be
subdivided.

Not all people have the ability to buy those
tracts of land. If it became known there was a
proposal to subdivide an area of land and turn
it into multi-residential development, it would
be on the public register and it would signal to
people in the community that if the proposal
were approved there could be a great oppor-
tunity for land speculation in or around the
area. It would also give some people an oppor-
tunity to lodge objections to the proposal, poss-
ibly through vested interest. It may be a case of
one developer using the access to information
provided by this Bill to lodge objections against
another developer. I do not think public
records are such a great idea. Local authorities
know what is going on, and any input should be
at that level.

I believe this proposal will cause the Minister
some concern. It has already done so to the
extent that he has put substantial amendments
on the Notice Paper, which amendments I sup-
port. However, I question the philosophy of
what the Minister is proposing and the impo-
sition on people who will not be protected by
the amendments.

Mr HODGE: I am amazed at the reluctance
of the Opposition to allow the public to par-tici-
pate in the environmental process and be given
even the most elementary knowledge of matters
being considered by the EPA. After all, we
work for the public; they pay our salary and
that of the officers of the EPA. I see nothing
revolutionary in providing the public with
some basic elementary information about what
the EPA is doing.

On the register will be kept the details of
what has been referred to the EPA and what it
has decided-whether an assessment is necess-
ary, and if so, what level of assessment is
necessary. That is the sort of detail which will
be there. All this nonsense about land
speculation is pie in the sky. The EPA does not
rezone laud or approve anything; it gives ad-
vice.

In view of the member for Vasse's reluc-
tance, niggling, and worrying about the role of
the public, I remind him that the public pays
his and my salary and that of the officers of the
EPA, and I think they have a ight to know
what the EPA is doing, and how it is spending
its time and the public's money. All those other
situations do not bear much resemblance to
what is proposed in the clause before us.

With the leave of the Chamber, I propose to
deal en bloc with all the amendments to this
clause which are on the Notice Paper in my
name. They were requested by the Chamber of
Mines and the Confederation of Western
Australian Industr Inc. They sought tighter
confidentiality provisions covering proprietary
information. The amendments have been taken
from the Trade Practices Act, and [ understand
they are satisfactory to those two organisations.
This matter was also recommended to me by
the Environmental Law Association seminar
which I mentioned previously.

To make sure that any fears those organis-
ations had about secrecy requirements are
allayed the Government has agreed to these
amendments to make it crystal clear there is no
way we will divulge confidential information.
All we want to do is provide basic, elementary
information to the public about what has been
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referred to the EPA, and what the EPA is pro-
posing to do about it.

I move the following amendments-
Page 30, line 2-To delete "subsection

(2), keep a" and substitute the following-
this section, keep a public

Page 30, line 7-To insert before
"record" the following-

public
Page 30, lines 9-12-To delete subclause

(2) and substitute the following
subclauses--

(2) The proponent of a proposal
which is referred to the Authority
under section 38 may at the time of
that referral or at any subsequent time
request the Authority not to keep a
public record under subsection (1) of
the whole or any pant of that proposal
by meason of the confidential nature of
any of the matters contained in that
whole or part.

(3) When a request is made under
subsection (2), the Authority-
(a) shall, if the whole or pant of the

proposal to which the request re-
lates contains particulars of-
(i) a secret formula or process;
(ii) the cash consideration

offered for the acquisition of
shares in the capital, or
assets, of a body corporate; or

(iii) the current costs of manufac-
turing, producing or market-
ing goods or services;

or
(b) may, if the whole or pant of the

proposal to which the request re-
lates does not contain any par-
ticulars referred to in paragraph
(a), but the Authority is satisfied
that it is desirable to do so by
reason of the confidential nature
of the matters contained in that
whole or part,

refrain from keeping a public record
under subsection (1) of that whole or
part.

(4) If a request is made under
subsection (2), the Authority shall re-
frain from keeping a public record
under subsection (1) of the whole or
part of the proposal to which the re-

quest relates until the Authority has
dealt with that request.

Page 30, line 1 3-To delete "(3) The
Authority shall cause each" and substitute
the fol lowing-

(5) The Authority shall cause each
public

Amendments put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 40: Assessment of proposals re-

ferred-
Mr RUJSHTON: This clause requires the

presentation of information by the proponent
to assist the EPA in its assessment. My query to
the Minister relates to the limitation that might
be provided and the extent to which it would
go through. One can make it almost impossible
for a proponent to present adequate infor-
mation. I suppose it could be a gauging of the
project against cost.

One could have a minor development by a
person who does not have large financial re-
sources. The EPA may want a lot of infor-
mation. Is it the EPA's responsibility to pro-
vide some of that information, or is the
developer or the proponent required to present
it? It could be a big development at great cost,
and the spending of a large sum may be
warranted.

Mr MacKINNON: My question relates to
subclauses (2) and (3). As I understand it, we
are talking about a situation where the auth-
ority can ask a company to put together a pro-
posal, and it indicates in subclause (3) the
form, content, timing, and procedure of any
environmental review required to be
undertaken under subclause (2). It has been put
to me that in the view of the company or the
proponent those directions may be considered
to be very onerous for the developer, be it large
or small.

From my reading of the legislation there are
no appeal provisions against such direction. In
other words, if I believe the conditions to be
too onerous, to whom do I appeal? Do I have to
grin and bear it because the authority says that
I will do it and that is that?

The people who have appoached me about
this legislation have indicated they are of the
view that there should be some avenue of ap-
peal to the Minister so they can put their case
as to the direction made by the authority.

Mr H-ODGE: In respect of the point raised
by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition: No,
there is not a formal avenue of appeal to the
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Minister. I would expect that, as reasonable
people, the officers of the EPA would be pre-
pared to discuss the issue with the proponents
and try to reach an understanding. I appreciate
the point the deputy leader made, but over the
last few days we have had a lot of discussion
about the independence of the EPA.

We have to be careful if we are to consider
intruding on the independence of the EPA to
the extent that the Minister, or some other
authority, can tell it that what it requires of the
proponent by way of an environmetal review or
study is too excessive, That is the reason we
have the EPA. It is supposed to have the en-
vironmental expertise and to give the Govern-
ment advice. It would be inappropriate for a
Minister to interfere. It would be going too far
and would be attacking the independence of
the EPA.

As far as I am aware,' there have been very
few significant disagreem~ents in the past be-
tween the EPA and proponents about the level
of assessment. One could make the point that,
theoretically, if a proponent disagreed with the
EPA's decision he is not compelled by law to
do anything, although it is highly likely that the
State Planning Commission would not approve
the development if he did not settle the matter
with the EPA. One could argue that there is no
provision in the present legislation which states
that a person must do what the EPA tells him
to do.

I would like to think that the EPA has a good
track record and will continue to have one, It
has negotiated and will continue to negotiate
with companies and reach an agreement. It
would be open to a company to make represen-
tation to the Minister of the day without its
being written into the Statute.

The member for Dale said that if a small
developer was interested in proceeding with a
proposal, he may well be subjected to excessive
expense. Again, I believe that the EPA has a
good track record in this regard and that it
bends over backwards to help small pro-
ponents. While it shies away from becoming
involved in studies, it does offer a significant
amount of personal advice and guidance to
proponents and decision-making authorities. I
know many local authorities which lean very
heavily on the Department of Conservation
and Environment.

Mr Rushton: Do you consider that there will
be an increase in staff as a result of this legis-
lation?

Mr HODGE: No. I answered that point last
night. In recent times the EPA has reduced its
staff and has shed them to other departments.

Mr Rushton: The legislation which you have
brought forward will require a great deal more
administration.

Mr HODGE: The member for Dale may
think that that is the case, but it is not. The
department was very happy with the draft legis-
lation, and the staff have gone through it
exhaustively. The department has shed some of
its functions and staff and has become fully
aware of its role and function in the scheme. So
far as I am concerned it will stick to its role and
will not start empire building. A number of its
staff have gone to CALM, the Department of
Agriculture, and the State Planning Com-
mission. I do not envisage the department
growing out of the ordinary, and this legislation
will not suddenly impose a greater workload on
the department.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit

again, on motion by Mr Blaikie.

TAXES AND CHARGES: FRINGE
BENEFITS TAX

Opposition: Motion
MR HASSELL (Cottesloe-Leader of the

Opposition) [4.39 p-m.]: I move-
That this House expresses its total oppo-

sition to the Hawke/Keating fringe benefits
tax legislation and believes that it should
be repealed in its entirety.

It is a very deliberately worded opening para-
graph; that our opposition is to the Hawke-
[Keating fringe benefits tax legislation and that
that legislation should be repealed in its en-
tirety. The motion continues-

Further calls on the State Government
to lead representations on behalf of
farmers, miners, explorers, business large
and small and employees to have the tax
measures repealed in their entirety on the
basis that they are wrong in principle and
practice.

Mr Brian Burke: That calls for a consump-
tion tax.

Mr HASSELL: The Government has made
some endeavour to make representation to the
Federal Government about the fringe benefits
tax, but it has failed and it still needs to keep
trying. It needs to keep trying on a proper basis;
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that is, that the tax should be repealed in its
entirety. The motion continues-

The House particularly expresses its con-
cern about,-
(a) the administrative complexity, incon-

venience and cost of collection-,
(b) the imposition of a tax on employers

related to employment regardless of
the profitability or otherwise of the
business;

(c) the numerous anomalies which have
been identified in the application of
the tax;

(d) the disincentive and discouragement
involved in the application of the tax
to the development of export indus-
tries and in particular resource indus-
tries in remote areas and the North
West of the State;

(e) the double tax aspects involved in the
imposition of the tax on the State
Government and local government
authorities;

(f) the breach of principle involved in the
Hawke/Keating tax package when
measured against their own standards
for taxation laws, especially in relation
to fairness, equity and simplicity; and

(g) the impact of the tax on churches,
charities and welfare agencies.

My colleagues will deal with each of those
specific clauses and bring forward some of the
many examples of the difficulties caused by
this tax. The motion continues-

Further the House calls on the State
Government to immediately institute the
one action clearly and immediately avail-
able to it to reduce the burden of the fringe
beniefits tax on Western Australian tax-
payers by avoiding the double taxation im-
pact on the State Government through a
challenge under section 114 of the Com-
monwealth Constitution.

Here is an immediate opportunity for the
Government to act; for the Government to be
seen to act; for the Government to join two
other Governments in Australia, Queensland
and Tasmania, which have instituted a High
Court challenge. That clause of the motion is of
critical importance to Western Australia be-
cause it is a well-established principle of
government and, of course, it is enshrined in
the Australian Constitution, that one Govern-
ment should not tax another. The challenge is

open to this Government, but it has chosen
deliberately to set its face against the challenge.

This motion was drafted some weeks ago so
it is indeed interesting to observe the last clause
relative to the announcement made from
Canberra today that the Commonwealth
Government has made some changes. The last
clause of the motion is-

The House expresses the view that ad-
ministrative changes will fail to resolve the
difficulties of this tax regime because of its
fundamental wrong concepts, and that
such abuses as may have existed before the
introduction of the fringe benefits package
could have been tackled within the then
existing law.

The changes made today have underlined the
importance of the last clause and the fact that
changing the administrative arrangements, and
poking around at the edges, as has been done
according to the announcements from
Canberra today, will achieve nothing.

The motion is moved to seek the Parlia-
ment's endorsement of a statement of position
in principle related to the fringe benefits tax.
Given the political realities that the Premier of
this State has repeatedly expressed his support
for the principle of the tax, one must assume,
even at this early stage of the debate, and be-
fore any of the arguments have been put in
detail, that the Government will vote against
the motion or will seek to amend it. If that be
so, perhaps it is not too much to expect or to
hope that at least the State Government will
define very clearly its position in relation to
this tax. It is important that the Government
define its position in relation to the principles
involved as well as the many anomalies which
still exist.

Mr Brian Burke: The member for Victoria
Park will outline the Government's position
and answer every one of your queries.

Mr HASSELL: That is a large presumption
on the part of the Premier, a very large pre-
sumption.

Mr Brian Burke: Why?

Mr HASSELL: The Premier has not heard
the arguments yet, so how can he know that the
member for Victoria Park can answer them all.

Mr Brian Burke: I know the respective abili-
ties of the proponents and opponents.

Mr HASSELL: That indicates the attitude of
the Premier.
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Mr Brian Burke: I was not trying to be smart,
I was saying that we would answer all your
points. I was not saying that the answers would
be satisfactory or conclusive but you wanted to
be smart. I meant to be courteous.

Mr HASSELL: I interpreted the Premier's
comments in the way he meant them.

The important thing is that the Government
of the State should define its position if it does
not agree with the position that the motion
puts forward, which is a very important
position.

Unlike the Premier, we have never said that
this tax could be fixed up; neither have we said
that there were not abuses; neither have we
ever said that the abuses should not be tackled.

Mr Brian Burke: You have said many differ-
ent things from time to time. You were
opposed to a consumption tax previously.

Mr HASSELL- I still am opposed to a con-
sumption tax. If the Premier is going to quote
me, I ask him to please do it honestly; he needs
to understand the basis on which I made my
remarks the other night, and which was
explained properly. Hie cannot take these things
out of context and misrepresent them.

Mr Brian Burke: I would not misrepresent
them because they are very damaging as they
are.

Mr HASSELL: They are not at all.
Mr Brian Burke: You are calling for

Copeman to come to this State and assist with
deregulation.

Mr HASSELL: No, I am not. The Premier
cannot even get that right.

Mr Brian Burke: You wanted strike-free
police.

Mr HASSELL: The Premier has that bit
right. I think we should have strike-free police
and strike-free ports when we are trying to save
the country from economic disaster.

Mr Brian Burke: By legislation.
Mr HASSELL: Again, the Premier has it

wrong. I am happy to make available a true
copy of the whole documnent so that he will
have no excuse for continuing his misrepresen-
tations.

Mr Brian Burke: I have one signed by you
but you can send me the other one if you like.

Mr HASSELL: I will make sure that the
Premier has the correct copy.

Mr Brian Burke: Can we have it soon so that
we can use it in the debate?

Mr HASSELL: It has little to do with this
debate, but I am happy to debate it in the con-
text of what was said.

Mr Brian Burke: Send it over then.
Mr HASSELL: I will not send it now because

we are debating something else but if the
P remier wants a copy, I will gi ve h im one.

Let us talk about the fringe benefits tax,
which is the subject of this debate. I understand
that the Premier would rather talk about some-
thing else and go off on some tangent to avoid
debating the issue of the fringe benefits tax.

Summarising the overall position, the first
and fundamental proposition is that the fringe
benefits tax is wrong in principle and practice.
It is wrong in principle because it is imposed on
the employer, it is wrong in principle because it
imposes that tax on the Government and local
government of the State, which means that it
imposes through that route a double tax on
taxpayers. It is absurd that the taxpayers of
Western Australia should pay tax on the taxes
they have already paid, as is being done
through the fringe benefits tax. It is absurd that
ratepayers should do so.

This tax is wrong in principle because it is
not profit-based, nor even income-based. A
number of taxes are not profit-based, but this
one is not even income-based. It does not de-
pend on any income at all but is a tax on em-
ployment, like payroll tax-it is an on-cost of
employment. When the Premier was Leader of
the Opposition, he spoke out against payroll
tax. He attacked the principle of it and said it
was wrong because it added to the cost of em-
ployment. Now we have a double standard be-
cause the Premier, as the political leader of the
State, is supporting a tax which adds signifi-
cantly-many times more than does payroll
tax-to the cost of employment. It is a very bad
tax in that sense.

The fringe benefits tax is wrong in principle
because it fails to distinguish between two quite
different things: Firstly, an employee's reward,
such as his salary or some allowance which is
given to him and which is unrelated to his em-
ployment but is a reward, such as the payment
of his children's school fees. The payment of
those fees is clearly something that ought to be
taxed because it is paid as a reward for his
employment. However, I see that as being com-
pletely different from a tax levied on some ben-
efit that the employee has as an incident of his
employment, such as a house, when he goes to
live in a country town as a teacher, or a police-
man, or a Government employee of some other
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category; or levied on a house provided to a
miner who goes to the north-west. Those sorts
of benefits are an incident of his employment
and are different in kind and character from
the rewards that are given for employment.
They are not rewards-they are elements of the
employment.

Of course, there are other elements of the
employment which will be subject to the fringe
benefits tax, which are actually elements of the
employment required to be paid under awards.
The member for Pilbara would know that a
number of benefits paid to employees in her
electorate would be subject to the fringe ben-
efits tax when those benefits are paid under an
award. They might relate to such matters as
safety, although some attempt has been made
to address that anomaly in the changes
announced today.

Mr Troy: Would you distinguish between a
house of a base standard and one of an ad-
vanced standard in a remote locality, on that
basis?

Mr HASSELL: If the add-ons to the base
house become excessive, they become an abuse,
but a decent house would not be an anomaly.
For instance, if a teacher establishes a house in
the metropolitan area and then is sent to work
in Halls Creek and is provided with a house
there, that house-

Mr Troy: Would that base standard be the
same for everybody above a certain geographi-
cal parallel?

Mr HASSELL: No, I would not do it geo-
graphically. One of the things I will remark an
later is the situation of a major Western
Australian company that provides houses in re-
mote locations which are not in the north at all,
but in the south-west.

Mr Troy: Is not one of the requirements of
the tax that it be administratively simple?
What you are saying would suggest that the tax
is not achievable.

Mr HASSELL: The question of administrat-
ive simplicity in relation to any aspect of this
tax does not arise. I will read to the House, not
the fringe benefits tax, but just three para-
graphs of the variations to the fringe benefits
tax announced today by the Treasurer in
Canberra. The Minister will see from that what
a farce it is to suggest any conceivable relation-
ship between simplicity and this tax, even as
modified.

Mr Stephens: I have not seen that. Are you
suggesting they have gone from one muddle to
another?

Mr HASSELL. They have. My office will
give the member a copy, if he wishes.

Mr Brian Burke: Do you not think you
should have waited until after the changes were
made known before moving this motion?

Mr H-ASSELL: No, I do not think so. In any
event, the changes are now known. I have a
copy of the Treasurer's Press statement, and
the detailed analysis attached to it. The changes
made by the Treasurer today in no way address
the fundamental issue with this tax, which is
the wrong principle of applying the tax in the
way in which it is applied.

Mr Brian Burke: Who pays for it, you mean?
Mr HASSELL: That is one pant of it. The

Treasurer himself has made it pretty clear in
his statement today that the Government is not
attempting to address the fundamentals of this
tax. All it is doing is addressing administrative
detail. The statement says-

The Government's clear intention has
been and continues to be to curtail those
practices in the most effective manner.
However, it is not our intention to impose
undue administrative burdens on tax-
payers, and we have been responsive to
constructive suggestions as to how such
burdens might be minimised.

So the Government has only addressed admin-
istrative matters-the changes have not
addressed any of the fundamental issues relat-
ing to this tax. However, I will come back to
that. At the moment I am merely sum mariing
the overall situation.

The eighth aspect of failure of the tax is that
it fails the Government's own test of equity,
efficiency, and simplicity. I will read to the
House the tests laid down by the Prime Minis-
ter, Mr Hawke, when he said he would do
something about taxation reform in Australia.
He laid down some very clear tests, and by
listening to what the Prime Minister said mem-
bers will hear that his own tax fails. I think the
State Government should say very clearly
whether it agrees with a tax which fails those
tests.

The tax is complex and costly to administer.
That goes without saying, and there is so much
evidence of it that it would take a week to
outline it all. I do not want to take a week, but 1
do want to cover the ground. I have a list of 49
anomalies relating to the tax, and I will go
through that list very briefly. It is interesting to
note that the changes made today do not affect
more than half a dozen of them, so far as I can
ascertain from the detail made available to me
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today. Those changes really make no differ-
ence-the number of anomalies that remain is
enormous.

The eleventh aspect of failure is that the tax
is not acceptable to the community, and that
has been shown on all sides. One of the tests
the Prime Minister laid down was that a tax
should have a broad acceptance in the com-
munity.

Mr Troy: Which tax is accepted by the com-
munity?

Mr HASSELL: Some are more acceptable
than others, as the Minister would know.
People do not resist many tax obligations at
all-they do not make a continuing fuss about
them. But this tax has resulted in a continuing
and really strong reaction from the community
because it is unacceptable.

Mr Thomas: Have you read the Daily News?
Mr HASSELL: Has the member been out of

the Chamber?
Mr Thomas: I have been here all the time.
Mr HASSELL: I have just explained that I

have a list of 49 anomalies and that the changes
announced today-which I have compared
with the Federal Treasurer's official statement
together with the appendix-address no more
than haif a dozen of those changes.

Mr Thomas: Would you agree it is a
substantial improvement?

Mr HASSELL: The member for Welshpool
has to face up to political reality, apart from
anything else. Whether there is a substantial
improvement will be judged over a period by
the continuing reaction of the community.

Mr Thomas: Answer the question.
Mr HASSELL: I do not think there has been

any substantial improvement- I made it clear in
response to one of the Premier's interjections
that the changes announced today do not go to
the fundamental wrongs of this tax. I have been
running through those wrongs, but I will now
do so in more detail.

The first fundamental wrong of this tax is
that it is imposed on the employer. It is like a
terribly bad double-dose of payroll tax. It is an
on-cost on employment. It is unrelated to
whether the employer has an income, any turn-
over of income, or is making a profit or a loss.

I will read what the Western Australian em-
ployers said in their submission to the Federal
Government, a submission which the Premier
was meant to be supporting when he went to
Canberra, except that Mr Keating would not

see him. I read from the summary of
recommendations as. follows-

It is the view of Western Australian em-
ployers that the statutory liability for
fringe benefits tax should fall on em-
ployees rather than employers. Therefore,
it is recommended that the Fringe Benefits
Tax Act 1986 and Fringe Benefits Tax As-
sessment Act 1986 be repealed with
amended provisions from the latter being
incorporated into the Income Tax Assess-
meni Act to give effect to section 26(e) of
that Act.

That was the old section relating to additional
benefits. To continue-

Alternatively, if section 2 6(e) is con-
sidered unworkable in any form, a new Act
should be drafted which provides for the
taxation of fringe benefits in the hands of
employees at their prevailing marginal per-
sonal income tax rates.

That is really the position this motion puts for-
ward. If section 26(e) were applied to its full
extent it would be as harsh and unconscionable
as the fringe benefits tax. The starting point for
dealing with the anomolies was to use the
existing law or to amend the existing law, not
to introduce this massive volume of complex
provisions that have been introduced.

The Primary Industry Association had some-
thing to say about the fringe benefits tax when I
wrote to it about the tax. I quote as follows-

We also welcome the Opposition's com-
mitment to repeal the tax as and when it
returns to Government.

it is of course referring to the Federal Liberal
and National Party coalition. To continue-

we will be looking to you for support to
ensure that commitment is met.

I assure the Primary Industry Association
that it does not need to look to me because I
can assure it unequivocally that if the Federal
coalition were to fail to fulfil its clear and un-
equivocal commitment, I would be the first to
get onto it about that. The PTA submission goes
on as follows-

You should note that while we are
seeking the repeal of the tax, we do not
disagree with the concept of taxing fringe
benefits.
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That sentence as it appeared in the original
letter read "we do disagree". I think there is a
mistake in that and I have read it as it should
be, that it does not disagree. To continue-

We object strongly to the idea of em-
ployers paying tax on an employees ben-
efits, but it is illogical not to seek to tax
them in the hands of the recipient. Failure
to do so contravenes a basic principle of
taxation viz equity.

Mr Brian Burke: Could you fill us in again on
that change you made?

Mr HASSELL: I do not think I need to. The
Premier can look at Mansard or I will give him
a copy of the letter some time.

Mr Brian Burke: You have put in or taken
out the word "not"?

Mr HASSELL: I read the context of the letter
and it appears the word "not" was left out by
mistake and I was just making it clear.

Mr Brian Burke: Have you checked with
them, because in the submission they agreed
that the fringe benefits tax was needed?

Mr HASSELL: That is how I have read the
letter. I will read the sentence again precisely as
it is written and then as I think it should be-

You should note that while we are
seeking the repeal of the tax, we do dis-
agree with the concept of taxing fringe ben-
efits.

I read the context of the letter as saying the PTA
does not disagree with the concept of taxing
fringe benefits but that it believes the tax
should be on the employees. That is why I read
the "not" into it.

Mr Brian Burke: It would have been better
had you rung them.

Mr H-ASSELL: I will do that just to make
quite sure, but it is very clear from the context
of the letter that the "not" should be included,
and the Premier has confirmed that.

Mr Brian Burke: I understand that, but when
you said it I did not follow it exactly.

Mr HASSELL: Fair enough.
The essential point is that where the Labor

Party in Canberra got itself into such trouble
was in thinking that it would be terribly smart
to put the tax on the employers. It thought that
if it taxed the employers it would not have any
objection from the great bulk of the people in
Australia. What the Labor Party does not
understand is that Australia has changed and
many so-called working people regard them-
selves and look at themselves as not being just

employees. For example, car salesmen on com-
mission do not feel in themselves that they are
just employed like factory hands, for instance;
they see themselves as being part of a system of
employment. When they are hit with the fringe
benefits tax-as many of them have been be-
cause their employers have passed it on to
them-they are resentful.

The Labor Party in Canberra completely
misjudged both the character and the mood of
the Australian working people, whether in
small or large business and even some people
who technically might be classified as em-
ployees. It is not just business owners who
object to the fringe benefits tax; it is a vast
array of ordinary working Australians.

As the member for Pilbara would know, the
unionists in the Pilbara are not people who are
lacking in the understanding of the impact of
this tax on them and their benefits. She must
know that many trade unionists have
recognised that the fringe benefits tax will af-
fect their benefits at the end of the day, one
way or another.

Mrs Buchanan: Yes, and they have done the
right thing in putting forward their submissions
all along the way, right back to the days when
the Federal Government had a summit on it.

Mr HASSELL: Their submissions did not
make much difference.

Mrs Buchanan: Yes, they did.

Mr HASSELL: If the member thinks their
submissions have really made a difference in
what has been announced today, I suggest she
have a close look at the announcement. What
has been done is really of no consequence.

Mrs Buchanan: Of course it is.

Mr Brian Burke: Why don't you admit you
have not had time to study the changes?

Mr HASSELL: I guess members opposite will
get the message eventually. The increase in that
concession in relation to remote area housing is
very small.

The submission from the Western Australian
employers' position paper on fringe benefits
tax sets out very clearly their various concerns.
They say that the principal criteria, including
the widely-accepted concepts of equity, ef-
ficiency, and simplicity fail in the fringe ben-
efits tax. Judged against the principal criteria,
the fringe benefits tax can be assessed as clearly
failing the equity, simplicity, and efficiency
tests. In the case of the equity criteria the
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position is plainly printed in the paper. I
quote-

''. . the best approach in principle,
would be to include the defined value of
fringe benefits in the employee's assessable
income so that tax would be paid on total
remuneration, whether received as salaries
or wages or by way of fringe benefits, at the
employee's personal tax rate ... . With
clear provisions in the law for valuing ben-
efits, it would generally be practicable to
collect tax on a PAVE basis in respect of
most such benefits.

It goes on to say-
In summary, the FBT fails the three

major criterion for assessing the efficacy of
individual tax instruments as well as fail-
ing four of the nine principles of tax
reform announced by the Prime Minister
in 1985. Substantial changes must be made
if the FBT is to comply with these criteria.

Mr Troy: Which of those four have been
addressed?

Mr HASSELL: We will get to that. I will run
through the list. We will see which have been
dealt with. Members opposite will find they
have not been dealt with. I refer to the double
tax on Government. We have the absurd situ-
ation that people pay their tax to the State
Government, whether it be State petrol tax,
stamp duty, or land tax. The Government
having collected that tax as a sovereign
Government is taxed again by the Common-
wealth. That is a wrong principle.

In section 114 of the Constitution of the
Commonwealth it recognises that there is no
rightness in Governments taxing each other.
Section 114 says-

A State shall not, without the consent of
the Parliament of the Commonwealth,
raise or maintain any naval or military
force, or impose any tax on property of any
kind belonging to the Commonwealth, nor
shall the Commonwealth impose any tax
on property of any kind belonging to a
State.

Until today one of the things that was to be
taxed-and has not been eliminated-is car
parking. We have a situation where the Com-
monwealth was going to tax the value of the car
parks outside this House. In direct contra-
vention of section 114 of the Constitution, the
Premier, as leader of the State has set his
Government against challenging that in the
High Court. I think, when the Premier's

spokesman answers, he should respond to that
point. Why no constitutional challenge?

Mr Brian Burke: The legal advice is that it
would Dot be successful. You want us to waste
taxpayer's money, but you would be the first to
criticise.

Mr HASSELL: Two other Governments in
Australia have had legal advice and they may
well be successful. Has the Premier conferred
with those Governments?

Mr Brian Burke: With political parties.
Mr HASSELL: What advice has the Premier

had?
Mr Brian Burke: I am not sure. I do not know

the name of the person, but it came through the
Attorney General. I do not know which officer
provided the advice.

Mr HASSELL: I think it would be a reason-
able proposition for the Premier to hold to that
position and table that advice so we can see it.

Mr Brian Burke: We have never tabled ad-
vice, or very rarely.

Mr HASSELL: This is an exceptional cir-
cumnstance.

Mr Brian Burke: In an exceptional circum-
stance we might table it.

Mr HASSELL: There is nothing to be lost in
this case by tabling it.

Mr Brian Burke: I have not seen the advice.
I have been told by the Attorney General. I do
not know who provided the advice.

Mr HASSELL: I believe the law is challenge-
able in relation to the State; and even if the
case has some elements of doubt-and what
legal case does not-it should be challenged
because there is a great principle at stake and
that principle is the power of the Common-
wealth to interfere in a State sovereign Govern-
ment by taxing its property.

Mr Brian Burke: Should it be challenged if
our advice is that the challenge would fail?

Mr HASSELL: I would be able to make a
comment about that only if I knew who gave
the Premier the advice and on what basis. The
Premier admits himself that he has not seen the
advice. He is going on hearsay from the At-
torney General.

Mr Wilson: Has Queensland or Tasmania
issued a challenge?

Mr HASSELL: I have had no direct com-
munication with them about it. I am going on
what has appeared in the media.
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I put it strongly that even if, as the Premier
claims, there is some possible doubt about a
challenge under section 114, it should be
mounted because of the great principle at stake.
It is not open to local government authorities
to mount a similar challenge unless they could
construe themselves as being instruments of
the State-which technically they are, because
they are created under a State Statute.

If we allow this matter to pass we are making
a grave mistake because it creates a situation in
the future where the Commonwealth can move
in and tax a State. That is a wrong principle
and that principle is recognised in section 114
of the Constitution. I suggest to the Premier if
he has not seen that 2dvice he should reassess
it. I think he should insist that the Attorney
General obtain the advice of a leading
constitutional lawyer. I do not know if Mr
T.EF. Hughes, QC would be a suitable person
in that field. He is a very distinguished Queen's
Counsel. Mr Ellicott is being used by the New
South Wales employers group.

Mr Brian Burke: I will speak to the Attorney
General now.

Mr HASSELL: I think the Premier ought to
consider the matter because his failure to chal-
lenge is a failure to the State.

I re-emphasise the point I made that this tax
is wrong in principle and practice because it is
not profit-based. Nothing more clearly demon-
strates the impact of that than the closure of
the Agnew nickel mine in Western Australia. I
do not think there is any member in this House
on either side who was pleased to see the clos-
ure of that mine.

In the announcement of the closure by BP
Australia on t8 July 1986, one of the final
paragraphs stated-

The Fringe Benefits Tax and other taxes
together with escalating direct and indirect
labour costs have been significant factors
in the decision to suspend operations.

That operation was never profitable. Yet, the
company kept it going for years. Finally, it was
closed down because the company could no
longer take the losses. The losses were directly
related to the dramatic fall in the price of
nickel.

Mr Taylor: They were pantly related to that-
Mr HASSELL: Just a moment. At the time

the decision to establish that operation was
made, the price of nickel was well over $2 per
pound and currently it is well under $2 per
pound.

Mr Taylor: It is $1.67.
Mr HASSELL: Yes, that was the figure

quoted to me yesterday. In those circum-
stances, the company could not go on. One of
the factors involved in its closing was the fringe
benefits tax. I use that example because, firstly,
the loss of the Agnew nickel mine to WA is
important and, secondly, it illustrates the
wrongness of the principle of the fringe benefits
tax-that it is in no way related to the
profitability of an operation and it becomes an
on-cost, adding to the burden. Of course, it is
not income-based, either. Not only is it not a
tax on profitability, but also it is not a tax on
income; so a company can operate without any
income at all-with no cash flow-and still be
liable to pay the fringe benefits tax.

Mr Taylor: Who would operate a company
without any income?

Mr HASSELL: Companies operate for long
periods in the establishment phase without in-
come.

Mr Taylor: Of course they have income when
they are off and running.

Mr HASSELL: I am not talking about when
they are off and running.

Mr Taylor: It depends on whether they are in
a building phase.

Mr H-ASSELL: That phase can last for a long
time and many companies have employees dur-
ing that time. Really, the Minister is helping
me to make my point because he has pointed
out that major projects will be prejudiced by
the fringe benefits tax as there is often a long
construction phase when there is no income.
That is the very point I am making. Not only is
this tax payable when there is no income, but
also it is payable when there is no profit, and
that is wrong, It is especially wrong for Western
Australia because we have such high hopes for
the State and hopefully we will still have high
hopes in the fullness of time that many major
projects will be undertaken.

I have already made a comparison between
the fringe benefits tax and the payroll tax. I
remarked on the fact that the Premier, particu-
larly when he was in Opposition, spoke con-
tinually about what a bad tax the payroll tax
was and how we should get rid of it.

Mr Troy: He has done a good job with pull-
ing it down.

Mr HASSELL: The collections on payroll tax
in a full year have gone up by $38 million or
$39 milion, I am not sure. What is that figure?
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Mr Tray: What is the impact on the various
sectors?

Mr HASSELL: The impact is that the con-
cessions made for small businesses are very
welcome and are supported by the Opposition.
However, one has to know the full story. The
Government is hitting big employers hard.
They provide many of the apprenticeships in
this State. The Government is reducing their
capacity to employ young people and appren-
tices and it should think about that. It should
not think that it has any great record on payroll
tax. That tax has risen to equal the highest rates
in Australia for big employers.

I am attempting to point out to the Minister
for Transport that the fringe benefits tax is
similar to the payroll tax in its impact on em-
ployment. It is a much greater on-cost to em-
ployment than payroll tax. If it is right for the
Premier to say on a number of occasions, as I
have said, that payroll tax is a bad tax and that
we should find a way to get rid of it, it should
be equally right for him to say that the fringe
benefits tax is a bad tax and we should get rid
of it. That is the point I am making; perhaps I
did not make myself clear. I am not arguing
about payroll tax or whether the Government
is taxing more on the up rate or the low rate; I
am talking about the similarity of the effects of
payroll tax and fringe benefits tax on employ-
ment. The State Labor Premier has said that
payroll tax is bad and we should get rid of it,
but he is now saying that the fringe benefits tax
is okay and that he supports it. What does the
Minister for Transport think of that?

Mr Troy: It is your speech.
Mr HASSELL: He has decided that it is my

speech.
Mr Brian Burke: The advice was from Mr

Parker, the Solicitor General. Apparently he is
a formidable expert on these matters. The At-
torney General told me that it would be irres-
ponsible to go against his advice.

Mr HASSELL: Maybe, but it would not be
irresponsible to obtain further advice from an
independent Queen's Counsel.

Mr Brian Burke: That is a new suggestion. To
be completely honest with you, if you were
asking me to back Mr Parker's view or your
view on the matter, I would go with Mr Parker.

Mr HASSELL: The Premier does not need to
be smart. I know that Mr Parker will be more
up to date on some of these matters than I am
so he does not need to get personal; I am not
being personal. I am suggesting that a funda-
mental principle is involved when the Corn-

monwealth taxes the property of the State and
the Premier should be fighting for that prin-
ciple.

Mr Brian Burke: You have now changed
your ground considerably.

Mr HASSELL: No,!I have not.
Mr Brian Burke: You were previously

demanding we join Queensland and you are
now requesting that we seek other advice.

Mr HASSELL: I still believe the Government
should follow Queensland and Tasmania. I be-
lieve this matter is fundamentally important
and that the Government would be justified in
mounting a challenge even if there were some
question about its capacity to win it.

The Premier said it would be irresponsible to
fly in the face of Mr Parker's advice. I said that
may be his view but it would not be irrespon-
sible to seek further advice from people
recognised as having a greater expertise in the
field of constitutional law than Mr Parker. I
stand by both these points: Firstly, at the very
least, the Government should obtain further
advice from outside the immediacy of Mr
Parker's advice; and, secondly, the Govern-
ment should be totally inclined towards mount-
ing that appeal. I cannot believe that Mr
Ellicott has been able to advise a group of em-
ployers that they have grounds on which to
challenge the fringe benefits tax, but apparently
he has.

Mr Brian Burke: It is political. I have tried to
point out that the employers and the Premier
of Queensland would mount a challenge for
different reasons than we would.

Mr HASSELL: The Premier can make every-
thing political. Every decision he makes as
Premier is political, but that does not mean it is
wrong.

Mr Brian Burke: Not only are they not politi-
cal, but also they are invariably right.

Mr HASSELL: The Premier is being silly. He
should face the issue. The fact that someone is
challenging something on the advice of Mr
Ellicott does not mean it is political and the
fact that Bjelke-Petersen's Government and
Robin Gray's Government are challenging
something, does not mean, ipso facto, that it is
wrong.

Mr Brian Burke: It doesn't mean that it is
right, either.

Mr HASSELL: At the end of the day it comes
down to asking whether the Government wants
to challenge the tax, or whether it wants to
defend it. That is what it is really about. The
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Premier wants to defend it. 1-e does not want
to challenge his Labor males in Canberra.

Mr Brian Burke: I don't want to mount a
legal challenge, that's true.

Mr HASSELL: No, the Premier does not.
That is right.

Mr Brian Burke: It is against the advice of
the Solicitor General.

Mr HASSELL: The Premier does not want to
mount it for political reasons. His mates are in
Government in Canberra and although he likes
to beat the drum about his independence and
to make out that he is prepared to defend West-
ern Australia against Canberra, when it comes
to action he does not do much. He has the
opportunity to mount a challenge and to be
seen to be doing something about it, but he will
not.

Mr Brian Burke: We still have this problem
that the Solicitor General says that the chal-
lenge will fail- The Leader of the Opposition
has said that we should seek alternative advice
from a constitutional expert- I have heard the
suggestion and will take it up with the Attorney
General.

Mr HASSELL: I will repeat what I have said,
so that it is clear. I said, firstly, that because it
is a matter of such fundamental principle, the
Premier ought to be seeking to mount a chal-
lenge. I have suggested, in other words, that he
would have to have very strong advice from a
very well-placed source before he rejected the
possibility of challenge. Secondly, I said that
Mr Parker's advice, worthy though it may be,
should not be the stopping point for advice.
Thirdly, I said that the Premier should proceed
with a challenge even if his advice is that there
is some doubt about success because such a
preat issue of principle is involved.

Leave granted to continue speech at a later
stage of the sitting.

Debate thus adjourned.

AMERICA'S CUP YACHT RACE
(SHOPPING HOURS) BILL

Assent
Message from the Governor received and

read notifying assent to the Bill.

jQuestions taken.j

Sitting suspended fromn 6.00 to 7.1IS p.m.

TAXES AND CHARGES: FRINGE
BENEFITS TAX

Opposition: Motion
Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the

sitting.
MR HASSELL (Cottesloe-Leader of the

Opposition) [7.15 p.m.]: Before the suspension
I was referring to the many problems associ-
ated with the fringe benefits tax. A fundamen-
tal flaw in the tax is its failure to distinguish
between an employee's reward for his work,
such as a payment of school fees, and the ben-
efits given to an employee as an incidence of
his employment.

News bulletins tonight revealed that the
National Farmers Federation, the Confeder-
ation of Australian Industry, and others have
criticised the amendments to the fringe benefits
tax announced by the Prime Minister today
because they fail to address that fundamental
flaw. It was pointed out in discussions on the
fringe benefits tax on the radio programme
"PM" that fanmers, some earning as little as
$6 000 or $7 000 a year, will still be required to
pay the tax in respect of housing provided to
their employees. The Royal Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Animals will also be
required to pay the tax on accommodation
provided to some of its very lowly-paid inspec-
tors who happen to live on the premises in
order that they may carry out their duties.

In the short time since the Federal Govern-
ment announced it would make amendments
to the fringe benefits tax, we have seen very
clearly that because the tax is fundamentally
flawed in principle, the amendments proposed
will not solve the problem.

Let me go back to what I see is a critical
distinction-and one which I am sure the
member for Welshpool would understand be-
cause of his background in the union move-
ment and his understanding of employment re-
lations-between private school fees paid for
an executive as a means of avoiding tax and the
provision of a house for a teacher, a mine
worker, a policeman, or a Government worker.
There is a distinction between those two things.

Mr Thomas: What about a car you can use
for your private use?

Mr HASSELL: In many cases there is a dis-
tinction between a car which is provided
simply for private use and one which is
provided primarily for employment. The
struggle going on at the moment is to introduce
a system which distinguishes between the two.
The provision of a car falls in the middle. Of
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course, there is some private benefit attached
to providing a house even though it is some-
times a necessary part of the employment. That
benefit-whether it is a private benefit or an
incidence of employment-very much depends
on the situation.

If a house is provided to an employee in
Perth in respect of an ordinary job he does on a
daily basis, of course that is a fringe benefit
that should be fully taxed.

Mr Rushton: There is provision in the tax
law for the employee to be taxed.

Mrs Buchanan interjected.
Mr HASSELL: I would like the member for

Pilbara to understand very clearly what has
been said and what is in the motion, which is
specific in referring to two things. Firstly, we
are moving for the repeal of the Keating-
Hawke fringe benefits tax package. Secondly,
the motion says very clearly that such
anomalies or abuses as exist can be dealt with
under the law. I refer to a part of the motion
which states-

and that such abuses as may have
existed before the introduction of the
fringe benefits package could have been
tackled within the then existing law.

I did not say resolved, I said tackled.
Mrs Buchanan: You are saying employees

would then pay tax on those rewards.
Mr HASSELL: Let me make it clear. I do not

believe now, any more than I believed when Mr
Fraser dabbled with the idea, that the person
who lives in a company-provided house in the
Pilbara should pay fringe benefits tax. I did not
believe in it then, and I do not believe in it
now.

Mrs Buchanan: You have said there are other
things which you consider would be a reward.

Mr HASSELL: I do not think the member for
Pilbara thinks that we could possibly have a
situation in which people could avoid all their
tax obligations by translating all their rewards
into fringe benefits and not have any tax on
them. If an executive in Perth has his employer
pay for his children to go to a private school, I
would see that as another way of paying him
his salary, and it should be taxable as pant of
his overall tax.

Mrs Buchanan: You disagreed with the prin-
ciple of fringe benefits tax.

Mr HASSELL: I have never argued with that
sort of situation at all and I do not argue with it
now. I am sure John Howard does not argue
with it.

Mrs Buchanan: You believe in the principle
of a fringe benefits tax to be paid by the em-
ployee.

Mr HASSELL: That is a distinction that
ought to be made. Before the member for
Welshpool whips up his example, it will always
be easy to make the distinction. I have readily
conceded it is not easy in the case of a car.

This fringe benefits tax utterly fails to draw
that distinction at all. I am sure members
would understand it particularly fails to draw it
in relation to some obligations which are inci-
dences of employment and are also required
under awards.

Again, I do not think one can have a system
which allows awards to be used as a means of
avoiding a fundamental tax obligation. Once
again, this fringe benefits tax that the motion
talks about is the one that fails to draw those
distinctions or fails to have that understanding.

The next ground on which the fringe benefits
tax utterly fails is on the tests laid down by the
Prime Minister, Mr Hawke. I would like to
quote those tests and run through them with
the House because they are the tests of our
political opponents.

These are not our tests. We are not condemn-
ing in this instance the fringe benefits tax on
the grounds of what we should say but on the
grounds of what the Prime Minister himself has
said.

The nine principles of tax reform are set out
in appendix A to the employers' submission, to
which I have previously referred, and they ap-
pear at page 12 of that submission. The appen-
dix. reads as follows-

The nine principles of tax reform
announced by the Prime Minister in 1985
are as follows:

First, there must be no increase in
the overall tax burden, as measured by
the share of Commonwealth Govern-
ment tax revenue in gross domestic
product through the Government's
current term in office.

I do not know whether this test is technically
met, but I do know that the increases in the
Federal Government's tax collections in the
current financial year are no less than $800
million, so maybe it does fail that test. I am
talking about the increase in the total Com-
monwealth Government tax collections.

Mr Troy: Are you saying that those prin-
ciples will apply to the total package of tax
reforms or the FBT. How do you interpret that?
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Mr HASSELL: I am relating it to what the
Prime Minister said-

First, there must be no increase in the
overall tax burden, as measured by the
share of Commonwealth Government tax
revenue-

I am talking about total Commonwealth tax
revenue-

.in gross domestic product through the
Government's current term in office.

That was one of the Prime Minister's trilogy
promises. I do not know whether the incidence
of this fringe benefit tax breaches that, but I
know that the total increase in the tax burden
in the current financial year, as I am informed,
is $800 million.

The second principle is--
.... .any reform must continue the pro-

cess already begun by the Government,
and provide further cuts in personal in-
come tax.

Again I find it hard to believe that the FBT will
meet that criterion. The third principle is-

Mr Troy: What if it is linked to marginal rate
reductions? You don't think it satisfies that
second criterion? He is talking about the pack-
age of reforms; you are talking about the FBT
in isolation.

Mr HASSELL: I am talking about the FBT as
pant of the total scene. The third principle
reads as follows-

Third, taxation changes must contribute
to smashing tax avoidance and evasion,
which remain as features of the tax system
which the Government inherited.

The fringe benefits tax actually legitimises
some payments of advantage to the taxpayer,
and it is explained this way: if an executive has
his children's school fees paid by his employer,
the employer will pay FBT at 46c in the dollar,
but of course the executive pays tax at a much
higher rate. This tax is actually legitimising
some of the very tax avoidance schemes that
these changes are meant to attack. It is very
interesting-

Mr Troy: You arc having 50c each way!

Mr HASSELL: I am just discussing this
measure. Perhaps I should ask the Minister for
Transport whether he supports the PET or not.

Mr Troy: I might reply to you shortly. It is
your speech.

Mr Watt: You guys are pretty good at
thumping the tub. Let us hear from you now.

Mr HASSELL: It is very interesting. The
Minister for Transport was very keen to inter-
vene until I asked him whether he supported
the tax or not. He suddenly became very con-
cerned to impress upon the House that this was
my speech. I think it is very interesting that the
Minister for Transport should try to back out
of saying whether he does support the tax.

Mr Troy. Not at all.

Mr HASSELL: Well, I hope that when the
Minister for Transport does get to his feet he
will give the House what he, the Government,
and the member for Victoria Park, who is
representing the Premier in this matter, think is
the answer to one simple question: Do the
Labor Party members in the Western
Australian Parliament support the fringe ben-
efits tax as amended by the Treasurer, Mr
Keating, today?

Mr Court: The Minister for Small Business
should tell us.

Mr HASSELL: He will not tell us. I think it is
very important that this Government and its
members should have the courage to give us an
answer to the simple question-a "Yes" or
"No" answer-whether they support Mr
Keating's fringe benefits tax as amended by his
announcement today. Perhaps the member for
Victoria Park could tell us if he supports the
FBT?

Dr Gallop: Yes.

Mr HASSELL: I hope it is on the record that
the member for Victoria Park says he supports
the FBT, as amended today. The Opposition
would like to get that very clear.

Mr Brian Burke: We have been making that
statement since earlier this afternoon. We sup-
port it, obviously. I do not support tax evasion.
What about your position on the other side of
the question on tax evasion?

Mr HASSELL: What about the other side of
tax evasion?

Mr Brian Burke: Do you people support the
tax rip-offs in which everyone was involved
before changes occurred?

Mr HASSELL: I spoke to the member for
Pilbara and the member for Welshpool for
about a quarter of an hour on how those things
were deserving of tax, so we do not need to run
over them again.

Mr Brian Burke: We have been going over it
since the dinner adjournment.
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Mr HASSELL: As I said to the Treasurer
before, I have never said that we support a
system which allows the incidence of payment
or reward for effort to avoid tax.

Mr Brian Burke: You would not allow any
changes that make sure the tax changes are
passed?

Mr HASSELL: Let us continue to measure
this FBT against the Prime Minister's stan-
dards because the fourth of these standards is
as follows-

Fourth, any reform must lead to a sim-
pler system, which therefore all
Australians can understand more easily,
and which therefore makes tax avoidance
and evasion more difficult.

Mr Brian Burke: It was using "all" in the
very general sense.

Mr HASSELL: It is really an amazing
proposition to support the fringe benefits tax
on the basis of that statement-

.. any reform must lead to a simpler
system, which therefore all Australians can
understand more easily, and which there-
fore makes tax avoidance and evasion
more difficult.

A person who wishes to find out how the
fringe benefits tax will operate has to wade
through 139 pages of legislation; 16 tax rulings,
so far amounting to 12 pages with much more
to come; two booklets, one of 56 pages and the
other of 1 3 pages; two Press releases; one video
tape; the changes announced today; the instruc-
tions which the Treasurer has announced will
follow; and the legislative changes which will
follow that in the autumn session. Manifestly,
the fringe benefits tax totally and utterly fails
the Prime Minister's fourth test.

The fifth principle of tax reform announced
by the Prime Minister was that any reform
package must result in a tax system which is
fairer, so that Australians are required to pay
tax only according to their capacity to pay, and
the overall system must be progressive.

I wonder if the people who have lost their
jobs as a result of the fringe benefits tax regard
it as fairer; I wonder if the car salesmen who
have lost theirjobs regard it as fairer; I wonder
if the small business people who are being put
out of business regard it as fairer; I wonder if
the people who used to work at Agnew regard it
as fairer-pant of the reason for the closure of
the mine was the fringe benefits tax.

Mr Brian Burke: That is a bit of a long bow.

Mr HASSELL: I will read again part of the
BP news release which was issued when the
mine suspended operations, because it appears
the Premier has overlooked it. It reads-

The Fringe Benefits Tax and other taxes
together with escalating direct and indirect
labour costs have been significant factors
in the decision to suspend operations.

Let not the Premier try to downgrade these
things and let him not avoid the fact that the
fringe benefits tax is not fairer on balance, or
overall.

The sixth test of the Prime Minister was that
any tax reform must not disadvantage recipi-
ents of welfare benefits, and should reduce or
remove "poverty traps".

I can refer only to the day on which I visited
a woman who worked for the Silver Chain
Nursing Association (Inc). At the time she was
working in her front yard and the Silver Chain
car was on her property, as was her private
vehicle. She told me about the strict rules ap-
plied by the Silver Chain which permitted her
only to drive that car to her home from her last
call of work for the day. The next morning she
was permitted to drive her Silver Chain car
from her home to the first call of the day. All
other use of that Silver Chain car was totally
banned and her own car was testimony to that
fact.

The lady concerned is single and if she were
allowed private use of the Silver Chain car she
would not need a private vehicle. Nevertheless,
the Silver Chain Nursing Association has to
pay fringe benefits tax on that vehicle; so, does
the Prime Minister's test conform with the so-
called tax reform? It is only disadvantaging the
recipient of welfare benefits when it attacks the
providers of those benefits, such as the Silver
Chain and the Red Cross Society.

The seventh principle of the Prime Minis-
ter's states that if any reform package which
includes changes in indirect taxes is contem-
plated, it must be acceptable to the various
groups in the Australian community whose re-
sponse will determine whether we can maintain
moderation in wage movements.

It would be interesting to ask the member for
Victoria Park to name some of the groups who
accept the fringe benefits tax. Who accepts it?
Even the Federal Caucus does not accept it.

Mr Brian Burke: It is very hard to say who
objects to this or that part of the tax. Even the
employers have committed themselves to ERT
as an essential part of the taxation reform.
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Mr HASSELL: I am talking about the
Keating-Hawke hinge benefits tax.

Mr Brian Burke: Nothing is perfect in this
world.

Mr HASSELL: True, especially the fringe
benefits tax. The point is that the Premier
would be hard put to name those people in the
community who accept the fringe benefits tax.

Mr Brian Burke: I will tell you someone-the
Commonwealth Treasury, and that is a very
substantial body in the country.

Mr MacKinnon: How much of the fringe
benefits tax does it pay?

Mr Brian Burke: Knowing it, I would say
none.

Mr HASSELL: The reason the Federal
Treasurer looked gaunt is because he lost on
the day. We all know that he did not want to
make any concessions. He said he would not
make concessions.

Mr Brian Burke: I had something to do with
the concessions.

Mr HASSELL: Good on the Premier: The
Federal Treasurer did not see the Premier
when he was in Canberra with the various busi-
ness groups.

Mr Brian Burke: It is lucky for him that he
didn't.

Mr HASSELL: It is interesting to read what
has been said about the Federal Treasurer.

Mr Brian Burke: He is a good Treasurer. The
country was on its knees when you left.

Mr HASSELL: The country was on its knees
but along came Keating and gave it a kick in
the jaw and now the country is on its backside.

I think the House should wait patiently and
quietly to hear the eighth test for tax reform
laid down by the Prime Minister-by the
Government's men in Canberra, but by the
Prime Minister in particular. He said that any
reform must provide the best possible climate
for investment, growth, and employment in
Australia.

With your knowledge of employment, Mr
Acting Speaker (Mr Thomas), you would not
suggest for one minute-

Mr Brian Burke: When the Acting Speaker
was sitting in his seat you said he knew nothing
and now you are applying knowledge to him.

Mr HASSELL: I attributed knowledge to him
then.

Mr Brian Burke: When he sits in his seat he
is the same person,

Mr HASSELL: The Premier is often forgetful
and he is forgetful once again.

With your knowledge, Mr Acting Speaker,
and with the Premier's knowledge in particular,
of employment matters, you would know that
the Keating-Hawke fringe benefits tax is not
only not providing the best climate for invest-
ment growth in Australia, but also in fact is
providing a bad climate and is discouraging
employment.

The ninth test of the Prime Minister's is that
any reform package must have widespread
community support, including support at a
widely representative National Tax Summit of
economic organisat ions and community
groups.

We all know that the fringe benefits tax has
the support of no-one except the Labor Party,
both State and federally. No other group in the
community actively supports FBT.

I ask the member for Victoria Park to name
one organisation which supports FBT. I ask
also the Minister for Small Business to name
one small business organisation in Australia-
never mind Western Australia-which sup-
ports FBT.

Mr Troy: I talk to a number of them.
Dr Gallop: It is good government-that is

what it is.
Mr HASSELL: I ask the Minister for Small

Business to name one small business organis-
ation which supports the fringe benefits tax.

Mr Troy: I talk to a number of them and they
do not object to the principle.

Mr HASSELL: The truth is that this tax is
widely and totally resented and that it will not
lead to a reduction in tax avoidance, but in fact
will promote it, because a tax which is so fun-
damentally objected to will not succeed.

Mr Brian Burke: I have found one. A news-
paper article reports Federal Opposition front
bencher, Wilson Tuckey, as maintaining that a
coalition Government would retain the fringe
benefits tax, especially in relation to ears, hous-
ing and education.

Mr HASSELL: The Premier still does not
understand. He has a real problem.

Mr Brian Burke: I thought I had found one.
Mr HASSELL: This motion is about Mr

Keating's and Mr Hawke's fringe benefits tax.
It is not about a fringe benefits tax per se.

Mr Brian Burke: What about Mr Tuckey's
fringe benefits tax?
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Mr HASSELL: The comments in the article
the Premier referred to are not about Mr
Hawke's and Mr Keating's fringe benefits tax
either.

Mr Brian Burke: They are being attacked
very firmly.

Mr HASSELL: I have seen that article. I
think I even have a copy on my file.

Mr Brian Burke: You should have another
one. I will get you a copy.

Mr HASSELL: I do not need another copy.
Mr Brian Burke: Mr Howard even had to

pull Mr Tuckey into line over this.
Mr HASSELL: The Premier is really mixed

up. The fact is that this fringe benefits tax does
not have the support of anyone in the com-
munity and it is a failure.

The fringe benefits tax is complex and costly
to administer. We have been in touch with
some people involved in the retail business. An
executive of a leading chain of supermarkets
commented that the paperwork for the tax was
just astronomical. He added that the progress-
ive and excessive tax structure made untaxed
fringe benefits necessary. The company now
pays allowances to its employees in lieu of
fringe benefits and the employees are then
taxed on those allowances. The company can-
not put up its prices, but has to suffe a cut in
its profitability. That relates to the issue of
reduced jobs and reduced job opportunities.

I want to deal in particular with a Western
Australian company, Bunnings Limited, which
has indicated to me the details of its concern. It
has also indicated that it is happy to have these
details quoted. In a letter sent to me, Bunnings
referred first to remote area housing.

Mr Brian Burke: Bunnings made very good
profits.

Mr HASSELL: It had a bit to say about the
Premier's tax regime too.

Mr Brian Burke: Did it have a bit to say
about royalties too?

Mr HASSELL: And taxes and electricity
charges.

Mr Brian Burke: Bunnings has been getting
the best timber in the State for a long time at
very low royalty rates.

Mr HASSELL: I invite the Premier to con-
tinue. According to an article in The West
Australian, the Bunnings Ltd Chairman
pointed to certain increases in Bunnings' pay-
ments to State and Federal Governments in the
past two years. For example, royalties for hard-

ware timber were increased by 68 per cent.
Perhaps the Premier would like me to get him a
copy of this article?

Mr Brian Burke: I have a copy.

Mr HASSELL: I will get the Premier another
copy. He seems to think that people need two
copies of things. The article detailed the other
increases as follows-

Power charges up 47 per cent.

Fuel levy and excise up 98 per cent.

Payroll tax up 47 per cent.

Fringe benefit tax (the cost to Bunnings
estimated at $280 000 after tax).

Federal income tax effect up five per
cent.

The situation is serious, but I want to examine
the matter in relation to the fringe benefits tax.
The letter from Bunnings stated-

With over 430 Company houses, includ-
ing workers' cottages, many in remote
towns which would not exist without the
timber industry, the Company is required
to determine market rental on a "self-as-
sessment" basis. In such towns, market
value is arbitrary guess work. The
Company faces the threat of a future deter-
mination of market value in an ERT audit
which would result not only in a higher
retrospective tax assessment but also in a
200 per cent penalty. Note that the Bill
does not provide for penalties of up to 200
per cent.

According to the company the penalty would
be 200 per cent, not up to 200 per cent. The
letter continues-

This destroys remote area housing ben-
efits as an incentive to draw workers to
remote areas. In the past, it has proven
very difficult to attract workers to such
areas without such housing opportunities.
We do not regard this as a "Fringe Ben-
efit", but as a commercial necessity, es-
pecially bearing in mind that the
occupants of most such houses are award
workers.

The letter then refers to company cars. The
provisions with respect to company cars may
have been altered to some extent by the an-
nouncements made today. There is also refer-
ence to uniforms, Protective clothing, and
safety awards. The letter then makes reference
to something I have already referred to; namely
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that the fringe benefits tax is not profit-related.
The Bunnings letter reads-

FBT for marginal businesses making a
small profit will result in a liability that
places such businesses in a negative cash
position. While they may show a book
profit, proprietors of such companies will
not be able to afford to pay the FBT. They
will have to borrow money to meet their
FBT tax requirement.

Should adverse economic conditions
place larger companies in low profit situ-
ations, their rational strategy would be to
abandon so-called Fringe Benefits. In the
case of a company such as ours, this could
mean withdrawing housing incentives in
remote mill towns, leading to mill closure.
It could also lead to abandonment of
Company uniforms with adverse effects on
sales efficiency and Company image. It
could also lead to abandonment of safety
incentive schemes which this Company
has pioneered and which have led to high
standards of employee safety.

With respect to the cost impact on Bunnings,
one of Western Australia's most important
companies, locally owned and locally operated,
the letter states-

In addition to extra administrative staff
required to handle the paperwork, we esti-
mate the extra tax burden at $280 000 per
annum, which is not tax deductible giving
a net effect after allowing for increased
levels of corporate tax next year of
$560 000 per annum. We would need to
make another $6 million in sales to pay for
this as we cannot pass it on to the cus-
tomer.

That is a Western Australian company doing
its job.

One of the Prime Minister's tests was that of
simplicity, the ability of people to understand
the tax. I read to the House an extract from
today's announcement by the Federal
Treasurer. The simplified version for revised
log book requirements reads as follows-

for the first year for which motor vehicle
expenses are claimed, a log book should be
kept only for a continuous period of 12
weeks at any time in the year. Those tax-
payers who have been maintaining log
books continuously since I July 1986 have
already satisfied this requirement.

once the extent of business use of the
vehicle during the log book period has
been established, the taxpayer will be

required to estimate the business pro-
port ion of motor vehicle expenses, for the
full year, taking into account the pattern of
use established iii the log book period and
allowing for variations in the pattern of
business use throughout the year, due to
things like holidays or seasonal factors;

the proportion of business use
nominated for the full year may not exceed
the proport ion established by log book
records in the 12 week substantiation
period;

a taxpayer who feels that he or she
would be disadvantaged by using the log
book information for the period prior to
today (for example, because business is
highly seasonal) is free to select any 12
week (or longer) period during the year;

where more than one car is claimed
(other than on the statutory formulae) log
books must be kept at the same time for
each car;

That is today's announcement; that is the sim-
plified version put out today!

I turn now to the anomalies of this tax. I
have here a list of anomalies. As I have already
mentioned, there are 49 items in that list. I
know that you, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr
Thomas), want me to read every one of them,
but I am going to disappoint you. However, 1
will refer to a number of them. The member for
Victoria Park will say that the Government
supports this tax. He should take note of these
anomalies. We have been able to discover only
half-a-dozen or so anomalies which would be
relieved by today's announcement.

Mr Read: You have problems on that side;
you do not have a great deal of thinking talent.
You are the only bright spot on that side.

Several members interjected.
Mr HASSELL: The member for Mandurah

really should be embarrassed, as he was a little
while ago, for making such silly comments
unrelated to the debate.

I will refer to some of the anomalies. Firstly,
in many large factories, timber mills, and other
companies, awards are given to sections which
achieve the best safety record over a week or
month. Under the fringe benefits tax this gift to
employees will be taxed even though it is
rewarding higher productivity.

Secondly, also taxable are special provisions
made by some employers to cover death and
total disability for workers in the period prior
to their qualifying for full company insurance
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schemes. In the case of one mining company
the cost of this service to employees is
1152 000 a year, incurring a fringe benefits tax
of $70 000. A recent death involved a payment
of $75 000, attracting an expected fringe ben-
efits tax of $37 000.

I ask the member for Mandurah whether he
thinks that is sensible.

Mr Read: Are you talking to me? I did not
hear you.

Mr HASSELL: Thirdly, a Western Australian
employer, the Swan Brewery, must pay fringe
benefits tax on the carton of beer it gives to
each wage earner each week. Under the Fringe
Benefits Assessment Act, if the brewery had
remained -wet", where employees could drink
on the premises, no fringe benefits tax would
be payable.

Mr Peter Dowding: What do you think about
that? Do you think it should be paid?

Mr HASSELL: Does the Minister think the
fringe benefits tax should be payable when they
drink on the premises?

Mr Peter Dowding: Yes. Do you think it
should be?

Mr HASSELL: No, I do not. The Swan Brew-
ery changed to a "dry" status due to concern by
the management at employees driving home
from work under the influence of alcohol after
drinking at work during the day, and in a bid to
improve safety in the Workplace. The brewery's
responsible social action has been penalised by
the fringe benefits tax levy.

The fourth example: The cost of sending a
sick employee home in a taxi is subject to
fringe benefits tax. The changes made today
apply to employees sent home in taxis after
hours. I do not know whether they will apply to
employers sending home sick employees in
taxis.

The fifth example: The cost of bags of fruit,
sweets, biscuits, etc., sent to a sick employee or
his family qualify for fringe benefits tax.

Sixthly, when an organisation or authority
pays for a funeral for a policeman, army
officer, or fireman killed on duty, the gesture
will be subject to fringe benefits tax. This is
because fringe benefits tax also applies to ben-
efits given to a worker's associates, in this ease
his family who are relieved of funeral expenses.

The seventh example: The cost of annual
firm Christmas parties for children of em-
ployees is subject to the tax. Perhaps the Minis-
ter for Employment and Training would like to
tell us that the cost of Christmas parties for the

children of employees should be subject to the
tax? Does the member for Mandurah think
they should be subject to the tax?

Mr Peter Dowding: You tell us how you
would do it.

Mr Read: If one receives benefits, they
should be taxed.

Mr HASSELL: Do you think that when a
company puts on a kids' Christmas party for
the employees, it should be subject to fringe
benef its tax?

Mr Read: A party for the children, do you
mean?

Mr HASSELL: Yes, that is what it is about.
Mr Read: Are you positively sure of that?
Mr KASSELL: Yes. The member for

Mandurah was spouting before, and I ask him
that simple question.

Mr Read: I was talking about the lack of
ability on your side.

Mr HASSELL: The member for Mandurab is
a great one to talk about that; but never mind,
we will leave his ability out of it and ask him a
simple question: Does he think that the cost of
annual firm Christmas parties for children of
employees should be subject to the tax?

Mr Read: Let me ask you a question.
Mr HASSELL: The member for Mandurah is

sitting in judgment on people on this side of the
House, yet he cannot answer that question.

Mr Read: Are you the Leader of the Oppo-
sition or not? Why are you seeking my opinion?
Here I am, a backbencher, asking whether you
agree with it.

Mr HASSELL: I will ask the member for
Mandurah another one. The ninth example:
Does the member for Mandurah believe that
subsidies to help run a company social club for
employees should be taxable?

Mr Read: Do you believe they should be?
Mr Troy: Is it a benefit to the employees?
Mr HASSELL: Of course it is a benefit to the

employees.
Mr Troy: Is it solely of benefit to the em-

ployee? There is no company benefit in that?
You would not understand that sort of arrange-
ment.

Mr HASSELL: The Minister for Small Busi-
ness should be interested in small business. It is
pretty usual for small com panics to help in this
way. Is the Minister supporting the motion?

Mr Troy: I am vitally interested in small
business.
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Mr HASSELL: The tenth example: Gold
watches and gifts given on retirement to
workers are subject to fringe benefits tax if they
are a reward for long service. According to the
announcement today, there has been a change
to that. It will refer to people who have been in
service for more than 15 years and for gifts the
value of which exceeds $500. Apparently 11I
years is not long enough, and an employee can-
not have a gold watch valued at more than
$500.

The eleventh example: Council civic recep-
lions attended by employees are subject to tax
under current legislation.

The twelfth example: Rations, bread, flour,
vegetables, and tinned food provided to
stockmen and their families are subject to
fringe benefits tax.

The thirteenth example: A sheep or cow
Provided to pastoral workers is -regarded as a
benefit and is subject to fringe benef its tax.

The fourteenth example: Meals prepared to
serve to rural workers by a cook or assistant are
subject to an assessed value of $2 per meal per
employee and incur a tax liability of $ 1.

The fifteenth example: A single or working
parent who employs a childminder to look after
the children in the evening and prepare a meal
will have to pay fringe benefits tax if the nanny
eats a meal in the home. There may have been
a change to that in the announcement today.

I am leaving out the sixteenth example.

Even tonight we cannot get the member for
Mandurah to say that he disagrees with one
tiny provision. He is so timid that he cannot
put himself on record as disagreeing with even
one provision such as employers giving money
to a kids' social party. He is so committed to
the Labor Party.

I give two more examples of anomalies-

17. School teachers, police, bank man-
agers and ministers of religion who take up
country positions usually receive free or
subsidised accommodation. Their housing
falls under fringe benefits tax despite the
difficulty of constantly finding a new home
of their own each time they move. State
Governments are liable to fringe benefits
ta on home rental subsidies and non-cash
benefits they provide to remote area or
other employees.

(The Victorian Government owns
about 5 000 houses affected by the
tax.)

18. Any accommodation, whether in a
house, caravan or a tent, is counted for
EDT if it is provided to workers. This
means even onboard sleeping quarters
provided for fishermen.

Can members imagine a tax on fishermen be-
cause they have sleeping quarters on a boat!
That is how absurd this is. These people sup-
port it. It is hard to believe.

M r Hodge: H ow wou ld you handle i t?
Mr HASSELL: I wonder whether the Minis-

ter for Conservation and Land Management
has yet read the motion?

Mr Hodge, I have been listening to you. All
you have done is whinge.

Mr HASSELL: Has the Minister read the
motion?

Mr Hodge: I have not.
Mr HASSELL: If the Minister had read the

motion, he could then ask questions.
Mr Hodge: All you have done is to nitpick

and whinge.
Mr HASSELL: If I stand here far another

four hours, nothing wilt convince the Minister
to support the motion-not for any reason of
logic or even belief. I know he must support his
colleagues. He does not support these
measures. I know the member for Welshpool
and the member for Pilbara do not. They
simply oppose this motion because it refers to
their political mates in Canberra.

Mr Hodge: You have been whingeing all
night.

Mr HASSELL: Members support it because
Bob Hawke put it up. Why do they not begin to
understand that Australians will not accept a
tax regime which imposes a tax on a kid's
Christmas party?

Mr IHodge: You support tax dodgers, obvi-
ously.

Mr HASSELL: Come, Mr Minister!

Mr Hodge: How would you tackle tax
dodgers?

Mr HASSELL: When the Minister has read
the motion, he should ask that question again.

Mr Thomas: Why do you not give credit
where credit is due? Representations have been
made by the Western Australian Government
and Premier to achieve substantial concessions
which go a long way to meet some of the com-
plaints you have made this evening. There is
not a single word of credit.
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Mr HASSELL: They do not go a long way.
Apart from the fact that the Federal Treasurer
refused to see the Premier when he went to
Canberra-what an incredible insult that
was-the changes do not address the funda-
mental problem of the tax. Members opposite
have still not got the message; they are still
defending the indefensible.

Mr H-odge: The mining industry was so dif-
ferent.

Mr HASSELL: We have yet to hear what the
mining industry says. We have heard what the
Confederation of Australian Industry says. We
have heard what the National Farmers Feder-
ation says. They all say with one voice that the
changes are peripheral, empty, and ineffective.

Mr Peter Dowding: What is your solution?
Mr HASSELL: The fringe benefits tax should

be repealed.
Mr Hodge: All you have done is whinge all

night.
Several members inteyjected.
Mr HASSELL: I know members are getting

touchy over there because the long list of
anomalies is embarrassing to them.

I was referring to the fact that even
fishermen on a fishing boat will be subjected to
fringe benefits tax in respect of their accommo-
dation on that boat. I wonder if the member for
Mandurab supports that? He has a few
fishermen in his electorate.

Mr Peter Dowding: Would you tell us what
your position is?

Mr HASSELL: I am telling the Minister what
my position is. It is spelt out in the motion
before us.

Mr Peter Dowding: And in relation to con-
sumption tax?

Mr HASSELL: We do not happen to be de-
bating consumption tax. What is wrong with
the Minister? He should wake up. If he wants a
debate about consumption tax we can have that
any day of the week he likes to bring it on.
After all, members opposite are in charge of the
business of the House.

Several members interjected.
Mr HASSELL: His head sank below the level

of the seats. He went further and further down.
Several members interjected.
Mr HASSELL: These people are trying to

divert me from my important theme. They are
trying to interrupt my train of thought.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: That is how it
sounds from the Chair.

Mr HASSELL: I know that you will exercise
your quiet persuasion to gel them to shut up.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will not use that
word, but no doubt my tolerance will run out.

Mr HASSELL: To continue-
19. FBT is payable on the value of power

supplied to workers' cottages.
(in remote areas, generating plant

operating costs can lead to an FBT
liability of as much as $900 a year).

20. Local Councils in remote areas will
be subject to significant FBT burdens.

21. Schools will be liable to FBT on ac-
commodation and board provided to
teachers, many of whom are required to
live in as pant of their duties.

22. Country school hostels will be liable
for FBT on accommodation and board
provided to Wardens and staff, many of
whom are required to live in as part of
their duties.

23. University colleges will be liable for
FBT on accommodation and board
provided to Principals, Wardens, Rectors
and resident Tutors who are required to
live in as part of their duties.

24. At the RSPCA animal shelters which
operate 24 hours a day, the person-in-
charge is usually paid only in a small sal-
ary, but may live on the premises. Under
FBT the RSPCA will have to pay tax on
the assessed value of rent in the quarters.

25. National Trust buildings and proper-
ties are usually occupied by caretakers,
often retired couples, who look after the
plac& and open it to visitors on weekends.
The National Trust will have to pay FBT
totalling hundreds of thousands of dollars
on the alleged rent value of its buildings.

It goes on and on, but I am not going to go on
and on because I want to give the member for
Gascoyne an opportunity to second the motion
and make same comments about the very im-
portant issue of remote areas. I have covered in
some detail the many anomalies. Those
anomalies are serious and they have not been
removed or resolved by the changes announced
today.

I deal with the question of whether the tax is
acceptable to the community. Again I do not
intend to deal with all the details; I refer mem-
bers to statements made in the Daily Mirror of
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26 May 1986; The Australian of 27 May 1986;
The Age of 28 May 1986; the Adelaide News of
27 May 1986; The West Australian of 29 July
1986; the Hobart Mercury of 2 June 1986; and
The Australian of 9 May 198 5.

Itris of interest to read our local newspaper,
and this part I will put in the record. It reads-

The adminstration of the tax is another
area of concern. And the Government's
decision to recruit an extra 590 bureau-
crats to collect the tax only adds insult to
injury.

By even the most conservative estimate,
the annual salaries of the extra tax office
staff will cost almost $15 million. The tax
payer is not only being hit by tough new
measures, but is expected to pay for the
privilege as well.

The concept of taxing remuneration
paid in non-wage form is fair enough as far
as it goes. But fringe benefits are an inevi-
table by-product of our punitive income
tax system. And taxing fringe benefits
without tackling the underlying cause of
the problem-confiscatory tax rates-will
not improve the system.

The basic issue of acceptability is referred to by
Eric Risstroni in an article in "The Australian
Accountant" dated September 1986, in which
he says-

If people were honest with themselves
they'd have to agree that "fringe benefits"
have to be taxed. But two major things are
wrong with the present law-first, it taxes
the wrong person, and second-it's too
complicated.

The West Australian of 13 Febmuary 1986 car-
ried a story from Canberra which indicated
that almost 60 per cent of Australian workers
got fringe benefits on top of their wages last
year. As I have said, that is where the Govern-
ment has made its fundamental error-it
assumed that the fringe benefits tax, in its at-
tack on employers, would not be felt by all
Australians. The fringe benefits tax hits at and
disadvantages all working Australians.

The State Government should state its
position on the tax, and define that position as
being opposed to the tax generally because of
its impact on Western Australia. The Premier
failed in his attempt to have the Federal
Treasurer listen to reason when he was in
Canberra. That is not surprising, because the
Federal Treasurer said over and over again that
there would be no changes to the fringe benefits
tax. Indeed, the Federal Treasurer did look

haggard tonight, because he had suffered a loss
at the hands of his colleagues. They had forced
him to accept changes to the fringe benefits tax
that he did not want.

But as the Farmers Weekly of I October
1986 recorded, the fringe benefits tax did not
receive any satisfactory reply from the Federal
Government. It reported-

The. Primary Industry Association has
launched an 'all-out' attack on Federal
Members of Parliament following
Treasurer Paul Keating's refusal to meet a
WA industry and Government delegation
on fringe benefits tax.

Last week West Australian employers,
including the State Government went to
Canberra to present their joint submission
on the tax to the Federal Government,
only to receive a tongue lashing from Min-
ister for Finance, Mr Peter Walsh.

'Suckers for sob stories from habitual tax
evaders' was Senator Walsh's response to
the submission.

Suckers for sob stories from habitual tax
evaders!

Mr Peter Dowding: Peter Wells did not write
that one.

Mr HASSELL: Does the Minister agree with
that?

Mr Peter Dowding: I am sure he did not
write it. That sounds like the member for
Gascoyne.

Mr HASSELL: It is a quotation from Senator
Walsh, who supposedly represents the interests
of Western Australia-the man who referred to
the business and Government delegation of
Western Australia that went to Canberra about
the fringe benefits tax as "suckers for sob
stories from habitual tax evaders".

The South Australian Premier did not think
much of our Premier's attempts in this matter.
In the South Australian Parliament on 6
August 1986 he said-

As to the question of whether I will, like
Mr Brian Burke, Premier of Western
Australia, lead a delegation to Canberra, I
suggest that at this stage it is an exercise in
futility and I am not terribly interested in
such exercises.

Mr Thompson: Isn't he the guy we are sup-
posed to be applauding for the great results he
has achieved?
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Mr HASSELL: Yes, this is Mr Bannon
talking about his Labor mate, Mr Burke. The
article continues--

I am not quite sure what Premier Burke
seeks to achieve and I will certainly consult
with him about exactly what he has in
mind. But, there is no question that the
federal budget at the moment is virtually
locked into place and to believe that post
budget we shall achieve some change in the
Federal Government's attitude after all the
evidence and all the submissions that have
so far been made is absolute nonsense. I
will not unreasonably raise hopes and
spend time, effort and energy on a useless
pursuit at this stage.

The Premier does not deserve praise because of
his abortive trips to Canberra; he deserves con-
demnation because he has failed to oppose the
fringe benefits tax.

Mr Thomas: But he has obtained results.
Mr HASSELL: He has not obtained any re-

sults in dealing with the fundamental problem
of the fringe benefits tax. The Chamber of
Mines of Western Australia (incorporated) has
been advertising with a brilliant advertisement,
which reads as follows-

Would you apply for this job?
Wanted

Person to live in 4?* heat every day
with no air conditioning.

To work 3,000 kilometres from
family and friends with no travel as-
sistance.

To live in sub-standard housing,
again, with no air conditioning.

To suffer a cost of living much
higher than in the city.

And to do all this with no promise
of long term employment anyway.

Would you apply for this job? Would the mem-
ber for Pilbara? Of course she would not, and
neither would anyone else. That is the result of
the fringe benefits tax-the tax the Govern-
ment is supporting. Perhaps the Minister for
Employment and Training still has not got the
message that the jobs of Western Australians
depend on the provision of fringe benefits that
make it possible to develop economically the
remote areas of this State.

Mr Peter Dowding: The trouble with you is
that if you had come out and supported the
Premier instead of trying to be totally political
100 per cent of the time; if you had supported

him-and, to the extent that I made a contri-
bution, me-in relation to option C, we might
not be in this situation. But you were not pre-
pared to support him. You put your head in the
sand and waited for the next political event.
That is why no-one will take this seriously.

Several Government members interjected.
Mr HASSELL: These smart alec members of

the Government, interjecting in two cases from
out of their seats, may enjoy temporarily the
luxury of treating with contempt a real problem
in our State-a problem they have not been
prepared to confront with their friends in
Canberra-however, I assure the House that
this problem will not go away. To suggest that
the Premier is deserving of praise when he has
constantly said he supports the fringe benefits
tax is to suggest that I am stupid; to suggest that
I should have supported the Premier in a futile
exercise based on his support of the fringe ben-
efits tax is an insult.

Let us hear what the Chamber of Mines of
Western Australia stated in a letter dated 24
October 1986-five days ago. The letter com-
men ces

The Fringe Benefits Tax on remote area
housing and travel is one of a series of
Government imposts on the mining indus-
try in recent months, which have totalled
in excess of $200 million. However, the
Fringe Beniefits Tax is of particular con-
cern to The Chamber of Mines of Western
Australia (Inc) because it basically
amounts to a penalty for employing
people.

This Government should face up to the real
substance of the issue, which is that this is a
wrong tax in its inception. It is not that it is
wrong that people should pay tax on the ben-
efits they receive from their employment, but
that tax should not be imposed on the em-
ployer, and nor should it be imposed in respect
of necessary incidents of the employment itself.
The State Government should Mount a chal-
lenge under section 114 of the Constitution
straightaway. I find it staggering that the
Premier of this State admitted tonight that he
had not seen the legal advice. He had not con-
sidered the matter, and dashed out of the
Chamber tonight for a few minutes to consult
the Attorney General about the possibility of a
challenge.

What a disgrace. A most fundamental issue
relating to the sovereignty of the State-the
right of the Commonwealth to tax the State-
and the Premier before tonight has not even
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discussed it with the Attorney General other
than to have received the information without
reading the opinion, that we could or perhaps
could not succeed in a challenge. The Premier
is derelict in his duty just as he was when he
went to Canberra with his winipish submission
to fiddle with the edges of the tax. That is what
he did, member for Welshpool; he achieved
what he set out to achieve, which was a fiddling
with the edges of this iniquitous tax which is a
disaster for WA.

Mr Thomas: Would you call $7 million a
fiddling with the edges?

Mr HASSELL: Out of how many millions?
Mr Thomas: I don't know.
Mr HASSELL: If the member were to read

this statement he would know it refers to total
collections of something like $700 million.
Does the member think $7 million out of $700
million is a change to the tax?

All members opposite, the Premier in par-
ticular, are failing in their duty because they
will not face up to the damage this tax will do.
The legislation should be removed completely,
which is what this motion is all about-seeking
to have the support of this Parliament in the
total removal of the legislation. It is bad legis-
lation and this Parliament should be clear in its
opposition to it.

All of the smart alec interjections from mem-
bers opposite will not make any difference to
the facts, because this Government's time will
run out while its members carry on with this
attitude. Members opposite think they are be-
ing very clever, but they sit on the Government
benches for the time being only. They are
identified very clearly as failing in their duty to
this State and they will suffer electorally.

Members opposite have failed in two ways:
They failed to oppose the fundamental wrong
of this tax and they failed to challenge it in the
High Court, as they should.

If the Government does not support this mo-
tion it will show itself up for what we suspect it
really is-a supporter of the Keating-Hawke
tax package, a package which has brought the
Federal Labor Government into discredit and a
package which will continue to discredit not
only the Federal Government but also every
Labor Government that supports it. For the
Government's own sake it should have the
courage to support the motion, as I do.

MR LAURANCE (Gascoyne) (8.33 p.m.]: I
second the motion with considerable enthusi-
asm.

The fringe benefits tax very quickly became
known as the "farewell Bob tax", and I know
that because I heard it-the death rattle of the
Federal Labor Government.

A few weeks ago I was fortunate enough to be
able to travel to Melbourne to watch the VFL
grand final, where 102 000 people gathered for
that magnifltcent spectacle. At the end of that
very exciting event the Prime Minister was
asked to come to the dais to present the VFL
grand final cup for 1986, and 100 000 people
booed. They booed the fringe benefits tax. The
Minister for industrial Relations was there.
Those boos rattled around that enormous audi-
torium where 100 000 people booed and booed
for five minutes. I thought to myself, "Thank
goodness I'm not the only one here to hear
this." Two State Ministers were there and they
heard it too. I do not know whether they joined
in and I will never know. They probably did
because they would have looked silly as the
only ones who did not. The Minister for Edui-
cation was there too; he beard it, that death
rattle of the Federal Labor Government. Those
boos were the result of the "farewell Bob tax". I
thought it was only me who was upset because
of the tax, a tax that is decimating jobs all
around the country, and particularly in the
north-west. But on that day I found I had a few
friends- 100 000 of them.

Mr Lewis: What happened on Sunday?

Mr LAUJRANCE: On Sunday he was in
Sydney for the rugby grand final and the same
thing happened. But on Saturday 100 000
people gave vent to their spleen on our Prime
Minister. That was the death rattle of the Fed-
eral Labor Government. The Prime Minister
will never recover. I felt sorry for him at the
time. He could not pause for breath because he
had to keep shouting into the microphone in
order to try to be heard over the booing be-
cause of the "farewell Bob tax". It was music to
my ears. I had gone 2 000 kilometres to see
Carlton win the grand final and it got thrashed.
At the end of the game, instead of reeling un-
happy, my soul was uplifted by the shouting
and booing of 100 000 people showing their
feelings about Bob Hawke.

On the following Monday, when I picked up
that day's edition of The Age, I saw a little
column by a person called "Footnotes". Under
a headl ine of "Hawke gets the fans' grand final
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bouquet of boos" he finished his little article
with the following passage-

Television viewers may have heard
some of his congratulatory speech, but
Footnotes remains in the dark. The booing
was so loud that we didn't hear a word.

That was five minutes of his speaking to
102 000 people at the 1986 Vfl grand final
where not one Word could be heard because of
the booing of those people about this Govern-
ment's friend Bob and his "farewell Sob tax".
Those people let him know in a very clear way
that he is finished.

There is nothing in this for members op-
posite, either. They came in on his coat-tails
and they will go out on his coat-tails. The
"farewell Bob tax" will also be the "farewell
Brian tax". Members opposite need not vote
for this motion; it is quite immaterial how they
vote tonight. Our motion is just the start of the
slide for members opposite because the
"farewell Bob tax" is also the "farewell Brian
tax"; it will chuck both the Federal Labor
Government and this State Government clean
out the window. That is the clear message from
a whole lot of Australian people out there. Yes,
I heard the death rattle of the Hawke Federal
Labor Government.

The problem has not gone away, either, be-
cause of this statement tonight. Within a week
of today the outcry over the fringe benefits tax
will be just as loud as it is now. Members op-
posite think they have got themselves off the
hook. The problem is not about pulling back a
little, by 10 per cent, and it is not about the
margin. The problem is the principle of the
fringe benefits tax, but this is what members
opposite cannot understand.

Members opposite will understand in a week.
It will not happen tomorrow; they will still be
basking in the glory of today's changes
tomorrow, but they will not be doing so in a
week's time.

Mr Peter Dowding interjected.
Mr LAURANCE: The member for Pilbara

knows. The Minister for Employment and
Training left the area. He could not hack the
pace, but the member for Pilbara knows that
within a week people in the north will be dem-
onstrating again. The problem will not go away
by taking away 10 per cent. She knows that
discounting 50 per cent for north-west housing
instead of 40 per cent will not take the problem
away.

Mr Peter Dowding interjected.

Mr LAURANCE: The Minister should tell us
whether he supports the fringe benefits tax. He
can tell us when he is sitting on this side again
as a result of that tax. We will remind Govern-
ment members of this motion after the next
election. We will read it out at great length, and
we will delight in it.

I thought this tax would have this effect, but
it did not hit me until early one morning some
months ago when my daughter had to return to
Carnarvon by coach.

Mr Peter Dowding: Did you loosen the nuts
on the differential first?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr LAURANCE: The coach was due to

leave from Perth bus station at 6.00 a.m.
Mr Peter Dowding interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I think I

am fairly tolerant, and tonight I am even in a
quiet mood. If there are interjections when *a
Government member is speaking, or an Oppo-
sition member, and they are representing their
party, the interjections may have some bearing
on the debate; but the recent interjections have
not been of any quality. Let us just drop them.
The quicker we hear the member for Gascoyne,
the quicker we can get through the night's pro-
ceedings. His is the only voice I would like to
hear, and I think that is pretty fair.

Mr LAURANCE: This was one of the major
coach lines that travels around the State and
the country. When I went to the bus with my
daughter at about 5.40 a.m., I noticed the
dniver was a man who comes from Carnarvon.
That need not necessarily be so, because the
drivers live in Perth, Carnarvon, Port Hedland,
and other parts of the country. This chap was a
person I know fairly well as he comes from my
electorate. I greeted him and told him that my
daughter was travelling, and so on. I said,
"How are things going?" He said, "This is my
last trip." I said, "Why is that?" He said, "I
have worked for this coachline for seven years
and it provides me with subsidised housing in
Carnarvon, and I drive from Carnarvon to
Perth and back, and from Carnarvon to Port
Hedland and back. The company has written to
tell me that as a result of the fringe benefits tax
it is not going to provide any subsidised hous-
ing anywhere around Australia. It will use what
is called the two-driver system, and drivers will
have to locate themselves in Perth and provide
their own housing."

The company said to him, "You are a valued
employee, but you no longer have a job in
Carnarvon. We still want to employ you and if
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you pack up and take your family to Perth you
can drive for the company. If you stay in
Carnarvon you do not have a job." This driver
said to me, "After seven years my family is
settled in the town, my kids are at the school,
and my wife has a part-time job. I love the
town, and I want to stay, so I am out of a job."
He is now looking for a job. It really hit home
to me what effect this tax would have on em-
ployees.

Mr Brian Burke: What is this chap's name?
Mr LAURANCE: The Premier wrote a letter

to me a few months ago saying that I should
not maisc names in Parliament, and I think I
should stick to that.

Mr Brian Burke: Write it on a piece of paper
and pass it over, and I will make inquiries on
his behalf.

Mr LAURANCE: I am helping him. He
thinks the Labor Ponty has let him down.

This example brought home to me how dev-
astating this tax will be. The driver did not
have to pay the tax-the employer pays the
tax-but it still cost him his job. I want to talk
about the sorts of problems that have been cre-
ated in the north of the State.

Mr Peter Dowding: Which bus line was it?
Mr LAURANCE: One of the major bus lines.
Mr Peter Dowding: We can see if we can

help.
Mr LAURANCE: Hot on the heels of that

example, a retail group which has four or five
retail outlets in the north of the State, at
Karratha, Port Hedland, and Carnarvon, sell-
ing white goods and electrical goods, said it had
done its sums and found that these four or five
stores in the north would have to sell an ad-
ditional $600 000 worth of retail goods to get a
return that would just pay the company's fringe
benefits tax. One can see the effect the tax is
having. The bus driver to whom I referred can
keep his job only if he moves to Perth. Imagine
the effect it will have on communities in the
north of the State.

The Leader of the Opposition and I have just
returned from a northern Australian develop-
ment conference at Kununurra. The Premier
was there, and one of the matters which the
conference gave attention to through its coun-
cil, which has representatives from Western
Australia, the Northern Territory, and
Queensland, was the fringe benefits tax. The
council meets on an ongoing basis between
annual conferences, and it raised the FBT with
the Federal Government. The response was

that if companies used the fly-in fly-out
alternative they would not be hit with the tax.
They said, "Close down the north and bring the
employees south, and then fly them up to work
and home again, and you do not have to pay
fringe benefits tax."

What sort of Government is that? Liberal
Governments built the Pilbara and the north
and got resources developments going. Not one
such development has been started by this
Government, and nothing is in sight. The
Government will have been there six years and
it will not have got one resource development
off the ground. The Government wants to close
down those resource developments we started
and fly everybody in and out so they do not
have to pay fringe benefits tax. We would see
whole mining towns closed down. It was not
only the fringe benefits tax, but the additional
$5 million that caused Agnew nickel company
to close Leinster. We opened it up, and this
Government closes it down. That is its record;
what a wonderful record!

The Premier was at that conference in
Kununurra, and all he could say was that we
should bring in a heap of Asians.

Mr Brian Burke: That is not true. You can-
not tell the truth.

Mr LAUJRANCE: Any Australians who are
there will be shipped to Perth, Sydney, and
Melbourne, and will be flown in and out of the
north so that the companies do not have to pay
fringe benefits tax. No wonder all those people
were booing the Prime Minister. They did not
even live in the north-west. Imagine 100 000
people from the north-west in the MCG on that
Saturday afternoon! Government members
would be lucky to get out of there. That is the
devastating effect of this tax.

If members look at our motion they will see
that it points out all these difficult ies.

The alleged benefits that will be taxed under
the fringe benefits tax provisions are not ben-
efits at all but incentives for people to go to
those areas. They are forms of compensation to
make up for the difficulties that most of those
people living in those areas put up with.
Government members accept their lives in the
city and take them for granted. They do not
understand that people do not want to go to
these places of hardship unless they receive
some form of compensation. I bet the member
for Pilbara ended up in that area because of the
compensation she received for living there.

Mr Peter Dowding: You tried to have her
sacked.
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Mr LAURANCE: The Minister got out. He is
a wimp. It was too hot for him and he had to
come south. He had to retire to the lower
House because he was given such a beating in
the upper House. He was called bad names and
could not take it. I thought he would be quiet
on this matter, particularly after he went to
Melbourne for the grand final. I had to pay my
own way, but he went on ministerial business. I
hope he did plenty of work while he was there
for the weekend.

Mr Pearce: I saw you at Melbourne airport
and you looked a wreck.

Mr LAURANCE: The booing was still ring-
ing in my ears when I saw the Minister.

Employees and employers in the north are
stunned by the fact that a Government could
do this to them after previous conservative co-
alition Governments had given them incen-
tives to go north, to open mines, and to develop
those areas. It has been traditional to tell those
people that we knew it was hot and tough, but
they would be compensated for working there.
Then, along came the Government and said,
"If you fly in and fly out we will not charge you
the fringe benefits tax." I think the devastation
of this tax will be felt more in the north than
anywhere else.

Paragraph (c) refers to double tax aspects be-
cause of the imposition of the tax on the State
Government and local government authorities.
The Leader of the Opposition covered that
ground well. He spoke about how this Govern-
ment turned turtle and would not join with two
other State Governments to challenge the tax
in the High Court. He spoke about how it
deserted the people of Western Australia.

Local government rates will now have to be
increased because of this tax. No wonder there
was such a large increase in the consumer price
index for the last quarter. Because of the impo-
sition of the fringe benefits tax, local govern-
ment authorities will have to increase their
rates across the State, including the north-west.
Taxpayers will be hit in the neck directly by the
fringe benefits tax and by increases in local
government charges.

The impact of the tax on churches, charities,
and welfare agencies will be extreme. Despite
what the community believes, most private
schools are not wealthy. However, this tax will
affect both private and public schools. Where
do the boarders of private and Government
schools come from? They come from my area
and the member for Pilbara's area. People liv-
ing in remote areas will have to pay higher fees,

and their employers will be taxed on school
fees. The people in my area send their children
to boarding school because they do not have
the proper educational facilities in those areas.
No-one likes sending his children to boarding
school. However, it is a fact of life in remote
areas. People have to fork out huge amounts to
send their children away to school.

Mr Peter Dowding: Is that why you live in
Perth?

Mr LAURANCE: I do not. I reside here
while Parliament is sitting.

Mr Peter Dowding: No-one believes that.
Mr LAURANCE: Is Maylands cool enough

for the Minister?
Mr Peter Dowding: I am proud to represent

Maylands; it is a good place.
Mr LAUJRANCE: What about Albany; would

it be cool enough for you?
Mr Pearce: Can you walk to City Beach?
Mr LAURANCE: I am much closer to the

beach in my house at Carnarvon. I own two
houses in Carnarvon and one in Perth, so I live
twice as much in Camarvon.

Mr Thomas: You still have not given us your
feelings on the fringe benefits tax.

Mr LAURANCE: I only have eight minutes.
I was at the VFL grand final in Melbourne on
Saturday, 27 September, too.

The SPEAKER: Order! Not only is this tedi-
ous repetition, but also it does not have any-
thing to do with the debate.

Mr LAURANCE: I must disagree, Mr
Speaker. Repetition it might be, but it is not
tedious; it is very uplifting. I did not realise
that the death rattle of the Federal Labor
Government would sound so sweet to my ears.

People in all positions are being hit by the
fringe benefits tax. They are being hit through
local government charges, school fees, and in so
many other ways. I think that all members op-
posite should vote for the Leader of the Oppo-
sition's motion. Regardless of whether they do,
I want them to remember my speech tonight
and remember the huge auditorium and the
booing which was overwhelming from all sec-
tions of that ground. That is the real message
on this motion. The Government will pay
dearly for implementing the fringe benefits tax.

DRi GALLOP (Victoria Park) [8.58 pim.]: I
oppose the motion with particular enthusiasm.
However, before I do, I wish to make a few
introductory comments about this debate.
Today is private members' day, a day on which
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it is possible for the Opposition to raise all sons
of matters of interest to its members. One won-
ders why the Press was absent for much of the
speech by the Leader of the Opposition. I think
most people recognise that we are dealing basi-
cally with a Federal issue, an issue that relates
to policies in Canberra.

Since coming to this Parliament, it has been
my view that the Opposition complains con-
stantly about two basic issues. Firstly, it com-
plains about what it claims is the Govern-
ment's maladministration. It makes extraordi-
narily extremist claims that the Government is
"corrupt". It does not suppport any of those
claims with evidence. Its second line of attack
is to criticise this Government for the existence
of the Hawke Government in Canberra.

There was very little discussion in the Parlia-
ment on policy questions. Opposition members
tell us very little about where they stand as a
potential State Government on the basic issues
that face Governments. For example, where
does the State Opposition stand on trading
hours? I could not find out last week because it
was the most confusing set of arguments I had
ever heard. Where does it stand on the issues of
the TAFE lecturers? Where does it stand on
Public Service conditions? It has not given us
any clearcut decisions on the basic questions
that face the State Government. Either it does
not have any policies on these questions or it is
too embarrassed to put forward its viewpoint
because the people would be able to compare
and contrast Labor's approach to the Liberal
approach. On occasions the Labor Government
does create some pain but the consequences of
a Liberal Government would be much worse.

I refer now to the issue of the fringe benefits
tax. Why was this tax introduced into this
country? It was introduced because the income
tax laws as they exist were exploited. The
higher income tax payers 'were exploiting the
income tax laws of this country by converting
income into non-taxable fringe benefits or by
overstating their income tax deductions. In-
deed, the question of substantiation is just as
much an issue as the question of fringe benefits
tax.

The result was that the payment that had to
be made to meet the costs of Government ser-
vices in this country increasingly feli on the
shoulders of those ordinary working men and
women who did not get fringe benefits. That
was the unfairness of the system that was
tackled by the Federal Labor Government led
by Bob Hawke. It was an unfair system that

existed before the Federal Government
attempted to attack it.

Secondly, it was inefficient because as people
moved up the scale and paid higher marginal
rates they were encouraged to seek ways to
avoid tax. Our whole tax system and the par-
ticular interpretations placed upon it by Hi1gh
Court judges from time to time encouraged tax
evasion. This was a basic inefficiency in our
system of revenue raising.

We must look at what the aim of the Federal
Government was in this issue. The first aim
was to increase the degree of fairness and ef-
ficiency in the system-in other words, to
tackle the two problems I pointed to, the
unfairness and inefficiency of the system.

We cannot debate the question of fringe ben-
efits tax in isolation from the question of in-
come tax relief. The Hawke Government is
tackling the question of reducing the rates of
income tax at the different levels of income.
The basic argument we have to face today, as
presented by the Prime Minister, is very clear.
He said we should compare the incomes of two
people. Person A earns $35 000 a year and
gains no fringe benefits while person B earns
$35 000 a year plus many thousands of dollars
of fringe benefits on top of that figure. We
know the extent of fringe benefits for individ-
ual businessmen can be enormous. Person A
pays exactly the same rate of tax as person B
despite the fact that person B obviously enjoys
a higher rate of income. Is that fair?

If it is not fair, how do we administer a tax
system to get rid of that unfairness? As we have
found with any system of income tax, the ques-
tion of adminstration is a difficult and complex
one. There is always room for interpretation, as
we see in the issue of deductions under the
Income Tax Act. There are always detailed ar-
guments of the sort presented by the Leader of
the Opposition between individual taxpayers
and the Australian Taxation Department about
what is and what is not a legitimate deduction.
It will always be a difficult area when it comes
to interpreting a particular law.

We have seen the Federal Government tackle
this issue of tax evasion by tightening up on the
substantiation requirements under the Income
Tax Act.

Mr Rushton: Do you oppose the employee
paying some of these benefits? As an employee,
many of these beniefits were taxed when I was a
bank manager.
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Dr GALLOP: Does the member for Dale not
believe that is income to him? If he does, I
think he is an honourable person. Perhaps he
should talk to the member for Gascoyne about
it.

Mr Rushton: You oppose that system.
Dr GALLOP: We do not. We have argued

consistently-I will come to the question of the
fundamental principle of tax later-that the
principle of the tax is correct. The practice, on
the other hand, is less than desirable. The State
Government has pulled together various people
to put forward propositions that would be of
benefit to the Federal Government in assessi ng
where it was going with the fringe benefits tax.
In other words, we clearly said the principle is
correct but we should look at the
administration of it so that some of the
anomalies raised could be ironed out. We got
together a working party of concerned people
who took their package to Canberra. The work-
ing party said the principle was okay. That was
the appropriate thing for the State Govern-
ment to do in the circumstances. It took a par-
ticular set of well worked out and detailed
measures to the Federal Government and
asked it to consider it in the interests of the
proper administration of the tax system and in
the long-term interests of the fringe benefits tax
itself.

I refer to the fine detail of the Federal
Government's response to those proposals. Ob-
viously we have not had time to compare and
contrast the package that has been presented by
the Treasurer alongside that working party re-
port. However, the Federal Government i
address the thrust of the argument presented In
that report. I will list the basic changes made to
the fringe benefits tax by the Federal Govern-
ment and include in my account the question
of the substantiation procedures.

Mr Lewis: Why did it take so long?
Dr GALLOP: Because the Federal Govern-

ment was looking at a very detailed issue. What
a pathetic question from the member for East
Melville.

I refer to the issue of log books. I did not find
that amendment confusing, although the
Leader of the Opposition did. The amendment
is quite clear: Where the taxpayer elects to use
log books, new arrangements are to be
instituted for both the fringe benefits tax and
substantiation purposes whereby taxpayers
need maintain log books for only 12 weeks.
Since most people will have maintained log
books for at least that period, there will be no

need for these people to maintain them after
today. That seems a very reasonable amend-
ment.

Mr Lewis: Why did it take so long for it to
sink in?

Dr GALLOP: That is a completely and ut-
terly irrelevant question. The fact that the Fed-
eral Government amended the tax is the issue
of the debate today, not the time it took to
amend the tax. Does the member for East
Melville know what the process of Government
is? Does he know that Governments amend
laws day in and day out?

A commonsense rule is to be introduced to
eliminate taxation on numerous minor benefits
of small value for which it would be impracti-
cal to account, and/or which are infrequently
provided, will not be subject to taxation or
record keeping requirements. I would have a
bet that many of those examples, particular
pernickety examples, used by the Leader of the
Opposition, would be covered by this particu-
lar amendment. For example, the exemption
for staff discounts and in-house benefits is to
be increased from $200 to $500. All private use
by employees of employers' facilities and busi-
ness equipment other than vehicles is to be
exempted.' All car parking benefits are to be
exempted.

The Leader of the Opposition did not even
bother to go through these particular proposals
put forward by the Federal Government in
Canberra today when he presented that long
list of anomalies at the end of his speech. All
additional concessions will be extended to relo-
cation expenses, occupation, health and
counselling, safety, long service leave awards,
holiday travel, and children's education for
overseas consultants. Fourthly, board and ac-
commodation provided to live-in help
employed to care for disadvantaged or elderly
people and to domestic staff of religious insti-
tutions is to be exempted, as is aid rendered by
employers to employees in times of emergency.

The Government has never said there were
not problems with the tax, and the Federal
Government has acknowledged this point and
sorted out many of the anomalies.

Finally, remote area benefits in respect of the
treatment of remote area housing and other
benefits provided to workers in remote areas,
such as holiday travel, is to be made consider-
ably more concessional at a cost of over $20
million. The changes increase the remote area
discount for housing from 40 per cent to 50 per
cent, simplify the valuation rules, and signifi-
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candly reduce record keeping requirements.
What did all the so-called minor amendments
to which the Leader of the Opposition referred
add up to? These responses to a public argu-
ment about the fringe benefits tax? We have
seen the Federal Government respond to many
of the unintended consequences of that tax,
and the Opposition is criticising it for doing
that.

The Federal Government has reduced rev-
enue to the Commonwealth by $75 million.
The remote area allowance itself and the con-
cessions, as I said, reduced the revenue by $20
million. Yet the tax will still yield $700 million
in a full year. We have yet to hear from Mr
Howard and the Federal Opposition what they
are going to do when that $700 million does
not go into the Federal coffers.

In terms of public sector working conditions,
and public sector employment, I ask: What
would be the record of a Liberal Government
at the Federal level and a Liberal Government
at the State level, given the sont of tax cutting
methods they are proposing to both the Federal
and Labor State Governments? I ask all public
servants, at both State and Federal level, to
look very carefully at those figures. That $700
million is indicative of the extent of tax
evasion which was going on in this community.
That is what this debate is all about.

Let us look at some of the specific questions
raised by the Leader of the Opposition. He said
that this was a tax On employers, and that was
unjust. It is only a tax on employers if they
provide a fringe benefit. In fact, this tax is be-
ing introduced as a disincentive to employers
to provide these fringe benefits within our so-
ciety.

Several members interjected.

Dr GALLOP: There are, certain benefits that
flow to employers from not paying fringe ben-
efits tax. If we look, for example, at the area of
payroll tax, employers can avoid that through
the use of the fringe benefits tax. The whole
aim of the exercise is to cut out the practice
which has cost this country so much money
and has created such an unfairness when one
considers the situation for an ordinary man or
woman who gains a wage without benefits. The
statistics clearly show that the numbers of
people who will suffer from this tax are small.

Several members interjected.

Mr Lewis: Have you ever employed people?

Dr GALLOP: Yes I have. I was the chairman
of a programme at the university which
probably employed many more people than the
member for East Melville has ever employed.

Mr MacKinnon interjected.

Dr GALLOP: I think I will tell the member
for Murdoch's electors who work at Murdoch
University about that interjection.

The first thing is to remove these fringe ben-
efits from the system, by providing a system of
law which provides a clear disincentive. Let us
look at the injustice of the system which
existed-

Mr Brian Burke: It didn't exist for the people
of East Melville. It certainly existed for the
people of Balga. and Nollamara, and the
agrarian socialists do not realise how unfair it
was for their people.

Dr GALLOP: The situation, as it existed,
was that the existing Income Tax Act, which
has a provision for dealing with this area, was
not capable of producing the results. It is a fact
that, on over 20 occasions, the Tax Com-
missioner informed the former Federal Liberal
Treasurer, one John Howard, that the tax
system of this country was failing miserably to
deal with this question. He informed the
Treasurer of the tax evasion which existed and
that the system of tax was not capable of
producing the results needed. Apparently, the
Leader of the Opposition in this State, after
dinner tonight, appeared to be telling the
House-although this is not absolutely clear-
that the current income tax law could do the
job. At the same time he was telling us about
the administrative nightmare of the fringe ben-
efits tax. I point out to members the inconsist-
ency of the Leader of the Opposition's argu-
ment.

I ask members of the Opposition to examine
the argument of the Leader of the Opposition
and explore the administrative system that
would have to be created to achieve the
objectives he set out. That is what he said
tonight, unlike Mr Howard who has a complete
and utter lack of clarity in his position. When
Mr Howard is asked, "What is your view on
the fringe benefits tax?" he answered, "I would
tackle tax evasion." When he is asked, "What
is your view on the existing fringe benefits tax
and income tax laws in this country?" he re-
plied, "I would abolish the fringe benefits tax."
When he was asked, "What would you do in
respect of the income tax laws of this country?"
he replied, "I would tackle tax evasion." The
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answer is repeated and repeated. No detail is
given.

Mr Brian Burke: He said, "Lock, stock and
barrel."

Dr GALLOP: This indicates the level of the
Federal and State Liberal Parties. They do not
have any principles at all. They do not know
what they stand for. All they know is that they
should oppose something that is done by a
Labor Government, be it a State Labor
Government or a Federal Labor Government.

Several members interjected.
Dr GALLOP: That is the only principle that

the Liberal Party has-oppose, oppose, oppose.
When I was door-knocking in my by-election
campaign I met someone who said that he had
always voted Liberal but that he had changed
his mind at the last State election because he
was sick and tired of the Liberals' whingeing.
He said it reached a sorry level when they re-
lated the loss of the Ashes to the state of the
nation under Labor. He said that was the final
straw.

Mr Brian Burke: They really are whingers,
aren't they?

Dr GALLOP: Totally.
Let us deal with the question of the Consti-

tution. The Leader of the Opposition wants the
State Government to spend a lot of money by
mounting a constitutional challenge under sec-
tion 114 of the Constitution, which reads as
follows-

A State shall not, without the consent of
the Parliament of the Commonwealth,
raise or maintain any naval or military
force, or impose any tax on property of any
kind belonging to the Commonwealth, nor
shall the Commonwealth impose any tax
on property of any kind belonging to a
State.

Let me refer to a judgment of the High Court in
1971 which involved the payroll tax case.

Several members interjected.
Dr GALLOP: The member for Stirling

should realise-
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Dr Lawrence): Or-

der! Could we hear the member for Victoria
Park, please.

Dr GALLOP: It is just as well that the mem-
ber for Avon is not in the House tonight.

I refer to the 1971 payroll tax case and to
Lumb and Ryan's Constitution of the Common-
wealth of Ausimalia. It states that the court was

concerned with the Pay-roll Tax Act of 194 1-69
which made the Crown in right of a State liable
to pay tax in respect of wages paid to em-
ployees of Government departments. It was
held unanimously that section 51 (2) of the
Constitution was a sufficient basis for the legis-
lation. The Act did not single out the States as
entities liable to pay payroll tax; it applied to
private employers as well.

The Opposition wants the Government to
mount a case in the High Court against the
firinge benefits tax on the basis of section 114 of
the Constitution. Anybody who reads that sec-
tion must see very clearly that it states, "tax on
property". A fringe benefits tax on certain ben-
efits given to employees by employers could
not under any reasonable reading of that sec-
tion apply. We would simply be wasting our
money.

Mr Stephens: It sounds like a tape recorded
speech of a centralist Government to me.

Dr GALLOP: The National Party has a prob-
lem on the question of federalism. I like the
member for Stirling and have done so for many
years. As members in this House may know, I
completed an academic study of the National
Party before I came into this place. It is a very
useful chapter of a book. The National Party
thinks that if one keeps saying things like
"federalism" and "States' Rights", it means
that one believes in them and that the argu-
ment is complete.

They have to look at the concrete nature of
the relationship. We have a Federal system of
Government. If the member for Stirling is a
secessionist, his logic may work. I think he
should go to the people in the electorate of
Stirling and tell them that he is a secessionist
and then we will do a study-I will get the
member an article from a publication called
"Economic Activity" from the University of
WA-on what it would cost the country people
from the electorate of Stirling if Western
Australia were to secede. The cost would be
enormous.

Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!
Dr GALLOP: The Solicitor General has

given his advice. What the Opposition wants to
do is to use the courts for a purely political
reason. We have seen the Opposition doing this
to Parliament. It does not believe in a Select
Committee of this Parliament as a means by
which it can investigate particular matters of
concern. It wants the Select Committees of Par-
liament, in public session, to be used as a plat-
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form to slander people. That is what the Oppo-
sition wants to do. What it wants to do in
respect of this issue is to use the High Court
and the Queensland and Tasmanian Govern-
ments as a platform for propaganda. That is
how seriously it takes the Parliament of this
State and the High Court of Australia.

It is another example of the Liberal approach
to the question of taxation, the approach in
which we contrast the judgments of Sir
Garfield Barwick with those of the late Lionel
Murphy-pernickety legalism in-the interests
of those with property and weafth as against
judgments on the basis of principles laid down
in the Parliament.k

What we have seen from the Federal Oppo-
sition and its various New Right business sup-
porters is an attempt to use the law against the
very principles that were laid down in the Par-
liament. Excessive legalism is the very basis on
which many a perk, many a privilege, and
many an injustice have been supported over
the years in our type of society. I was not
talking about the National Party when I made
those comments because its record on Select
Committees is somewhat different from the
record of the Liberal Party.

Mr Crane. What is my record on Select Com-
mittees?

Dr GALLOP: I honestly do not know, but I
do know that being criticised by the member
for Moore is rather like being mauled by a dead
sheep.

The approach of this State Government to
Federal-State relations is to adopt a political
approach-an inter-governmental approach to
the question of Federal-State relations-and
not an excessively legalistic constitutional ap-
proach. The State Government will look at the
question of the costs it has to bear as a Govern-
ment in the context of federal-State relations. I
believe that is the proper way in which we
should use the Federal system. There is no dif-
ference in principle between the way we look at
the question of the Cringe benefits tax and the
cost on the State Government and the way in
which we look at the distribution of income tax
that is collected at the central level. It is a
much better, more productive, and much more
accountable way of looking at Federal-State re-
lations because one can look at the nature of
the deal that is done by the Commonwealth in
the States in any particular case and judge the
Governments on the basis of that, rather than
just shunting the issue of VeT off to the High
Court with excessive legalism.

An important set of arguments were used
about the analogy between payroll tax and the
fringe benefits tax. The Leader of the Oppo-
sition maintained that there was a direct
analogy between the two. Of course, there is
not a direct analogy between the two. Payroll
tax is paid on the number of employees
employed by a particular enterprise, and fringe
benefits tax is paid on the fringe benefits given
to those employees. There is a clear distinction
between the two.

The point the Leader of the Opposition
attempted to make was to argue that it was a
cost on employers. Undoubtedly, it is a cost on
employers; there is no question about that. It is
a tax and no-one is running away from that. All
that the Leader of the Opposition told this
House was that a fringe benefits tax is a tax
and, therefore, it is bad. That is the type of
argument the Opposition uses when any tax is
introduced into this State Parliament and it
seems to be the same argument which is used
by the Federal Opposition.

Of course, major projects will have to meet
the costs of the fringe benefits tax. However, in
looking at the economic consequences of the
fringe benefits tax-the overall employment
consequences, the overall consequences for jus-
tice in our society-one has to look at the
substantiation strengthening under the income
tax law and also at the income tax cuts which
will be introduced in a phased process by the
Government.

if we consider all these things together, as
well as the consistent framework that is
provided for people in society and the direct
income tax cuts that are given to consumers in
this society, overall we can argue on the
grounds of justice and economic growth that,
as a country, we will benefit from the introduc-
lion of the fringe benefits tax.

The Leader of the Opposition revealed an
unbelievably simplistic account of what leads
to economic growth and development in this
country. There was no assessment of the overall
wage stability that the Hawke Government has
provided. There was no assessment of the in-
dustrial relations stability that the Hawke
Government has provided. There was no as-
sessment of the growth and development that
the Hawke Government has provided. There
was no assessment whatsoever of the industrial
policy of the Hawke Government. At the Fed-
eralt level we have one of the best Ministers for
Industry we have seen in this country for many
a year.
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I now move to the central argument of the
Leader of the Opposition. He said that we have
to make a distinction between a private benefit
and a benefit which is an incidence of employ-
ment. That was his central distinction. He used
the example of a private school fee for edu-
cation and the provision of a house for a
teacher. That is the contribution of the Leader
of the Opposition to this complex area of fringe
benefits. He said that we needed to put fringe
benefits taxes on private benefits, but not on
those benefits which are conferred as a result of
normal employment patterns. That is his main
principle.

I ask members to put themselves in the
position of a tax official who has to interpret
that particular judgment of the Leader of the
Opposition. The problems which exist with the
current fringe benefits tax in terms of interpret-
ation would be far greater under his proposal.
Is the Leader of the Opposition honestly trying
to tell us that problems would not exist if the
tax laws of this State were based on the distinc-
tion that he used? What we see very clearly is a
very slippery Leader of the Opposition. We see
revealed in his argument the concession that
we need a fringe benefits tax, but we see also an
unbelievably insufficient basis on which to
have tax officials interpret any law that he may
Create in that area.

There is another contradiction in his argu-
ment. He abuses the fringe benefits tax on all
sonts of counts, particularly in the area of the
effects on those living in remote areas and with
respect to administrative costs. Is he trying to
tell this Parliament that the distinction he
wants to use as the basis of the tax law would
not be very difficult to interpret, and would not
lead to massive administrative machinery i .n
terms of the intent to discover what the legit-
imate requirements for any particular person
were? But at least he has conceded-and it is
an important concession; he must write off to
the Federal Leader of the Opposition and tell
him-that he believes in the principle of a
fringe benefits tax.

The Leader of the Opposition rhetorically
put to the Parliament this question: Who in our
society agrees with the fringe benefits tax? He
said that no one agreed with it. He asked mem-
bers to look at all the pressure groups walking
around talking about the fringe benefits tax,
putting up various arguments, some relating to
the very principle of the tax, and some relating
to its administration. He said that no-one in
this society supported the fringe benefits tax.

It appears that the State Opposition and the
Federal Opposition have created a new system
for dealing with questions of Government. The
Opposition says that those in Government
should add up the demands of interest groups
and pressure groups in our society and create
something called a package. It would not be a
package; it would be an unbelievably complex
and internally inconsistent set of measures.

I contrast that with the approach of the
Hawke Government. It looked at the principles
at stake in the area of taxation. It looked at the
problems that existed in terms of inefficiency
and injustice. It put a set of propositions to the
people at a Tax Summit and amended them
when criticisms were made. It produced a pack-
age of measures, went to the people with it, and
said, "This is what we stand for. Even though
there is going to be criticism in the short run, in
the longer run there will be benefits for the
country at large." That is what is called strong
government. That is what is called good
government.

The Hawke Government amended the tax in
various ways, as it was revealed to it that there
were problems in respect of its details. That is
what I call good government-facing up to the
fact that what a particular pressure group may
say at a particular point in time may not
necessarily be the basis on which it should
govern the country. We see this in all the areas
of Government policy at State and Federal
levels. We see it in the area of public sector
efficiency. We see it in the areas of industrial
policy and taxation. The Hawke Government
and the Burke Government stand up for par-
ticular principles and introduce particular
measures. If necessary, and if a good argument
is produced, they amend those measures and
they attempt to govern in the interests of all
people in the long-term interests of Australia.

The Opposition is really saying to this Parlia-
ment that the ordinary workers, the ordinary
men and women of this country, must forfeit
their proposed tax cuts because the Liberal Op-
position at State and Federal levels does not
want to confront the question of tax evasion.
The Federal Leader of the Opposition, when he
was the Treasurer, clearly revealed that he did
not want to confront this question of tax
evasion. State and Federal Oppositions consist-
ently reveal that they do not want to confront
that question. Despite the advice given to them
over the years by the Commissioner of Tax-
ation, they do not want to confront that system.
I would like the Federal Leader of the Oppo-
sition and the State Leader of the Opposition
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to tell us how they would deal with the public
sector of the State and the Commonwealth
when they introduce the types of cutbacks they
have talked about over the years. We would see
a massive imbalance in our system.

The real tax that we in this State Parliament
ought to start looking at is that tax which is
imposed on businessmen in this State by the
State Opposition and its financial backers.
That is what I call the "mixing-with-Labor"
tax. Local businessmen who have the gall to
undertake financial dealings with the State
Government find themselves having to waste a
lot of time dealing with completely fallacious
legal arguments about propositions they may
put forward to advance the economy of this
State, legal costs that are being borne also by
supporters of the Opposition, given their nar-
row commercial interests. Let us consider the
time they waste on these measures when they
ought to be getting on with the job of building
the economy of this State and the cost to thecir
reputations as honest people in this State. That
is the kind of tax the State Parliament should
look at and that is the tax imposed by the State
Opposition on local businessmen, who, as com-
mercial entrepreneurs, in the normal course of
events, come into relationships with the State
Government. It is a shameful fact to see this
occurring in contemporary Western Australia.
People want to get on with the job and be
entrepreneurs and they are not able to do it.

I indicate my opposition to the motion put
forw~ard by the Leader of the Opposition.

Amendment to Motion
I move the following amendment-

To delete all words after "That" in line
one with a view to substituting other
words.

The SPEAKER: The amendment moved by
the member for Victoria Park will be split into
two pants. The amendment I will accept at the
moment is that all words after "That" in line I
be deleted.

MRS BUCHANAN (Pilbara) [9.40 p.m.]: I
have much pleasure in seconding the amend-
ment moved by the member for Victoria Park
and in supporting the comments he made in his
excellent speech on this somewhat difficult sub-
ject of fringe benefits tax.

Mr Cowan: It is not difficult at all.
Mrs BUCHANAN: I see it as a difficult tax

and I have been concerned about the effect it
will have on the Pilbara.

I welcome the move made by the Federal
Government in increasing the concessions on
subsidised housing in my area. It has not been a
very easy issue for the Federal Government,
and obviously it has needed time to go through
all the arguments and submissions put to it. In
fact, that is the reason we are where we are
today in gaining and achieving considerable
concessions as a result of the submissions and
arguments put forward.

Noticeably absent from those putting for-
ward arguments has been the Opposition. That
goes back to day one when we engaged in a Tax
Summit organised by the Federal Government.
There was absolutely no contribution from the
Opposition, apart from a few rantings and
ravings in the Press. I do not think the Liberal
Party has learnt its lesson yet, because it per-
sists with its attitude on this issue. It has been a
losing issue for the Liberal Party for a very long
time, going back to when it supported a tax on
subsidised housing, as it was then known. Dur-
ing the term of a Federal Liberal Government
it was proposed to introduce a tax on the ac-
commodation provided by mining companies
in the Pilbara. We all know the result of that.

In fact, it was a major contributing factor to
the toppling of the former Federal Liberal
member, Mr Cotter, who at the time wrote a
series of letters to people throughout the
Pilbara and accused them of being on the gravy
train. That was in connection with a fringe ben-
efits tax but in that case it was proposed to tax
the employee receiving the benefit.

With regard to the fringe benefits tax as it
stands today, the Opposition continues to mis-
represent the intentions of the Government,
and it does so by continually putting full page
advertisements in the newspaper. I thought the
Liberal Party would have learned its lesson be-
cause it put full-page advertisements in the
newspaper during the last election campaign,
and the advertisements today have not changed
very much. The advertisements during the elec-
tion campaign did not achieve much for the
Opposition, and yet it continues to place the
ads.

I have in front of me one advertisement
which refers to some of the comments I made
at the time. It is a somewhat better ad than that
published during the election campaign, which
contained a lot of purple, turgid prose, as the
Premier put it at one stage, and was only just
intelligible. It is mildly better and it is certainly
the best publicity I have had for some consider-
able time. It refers to comments I made about
the tax. My only objection to it is that the
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Opposition has pinched my motto. The adver-
tisement contains the line, "Liberals- Work-
ing for the North". That has been the motto of
the Labor members in the north-west for some
time. This advertisement appeared in the News
of the North on 10 October 198 5, and it stated
that tbe member for Pilbara, Pam Buchanan,
said that there was "no cause for alarm". Those
were my very words at that time. I made that
statement because in its campaign the Liberal
Party was tearing around the Pilbara making all
sorts of statements about the fringe benefits tax
and grossly exaggerating the effiect it would
have on the mining industry in particular. The
Liberal Party was wrong then, and it is still
wrong.

Mr Court: They were underestimating the ef-
fect.

Mrs BUCHANAN: No, the Liberal Party
had been well and truly exaggerating the situ-
ation. If the member would like to present
some figures, perhaps he might gain some
credibility. The truth of the matter is that the
Opposition has no figures and very little credi-
bility.

Mr Court: The iron ore companies estimated
$30 million-

Mrs BUCHANAN: No, the Opposition was
talking about 1100 million. It was frightening
workers in the north-west into believing that
they would all lose their jobs because of the
fringe benefits tax. The Opposition was wrong.
It is still putting these ads in the newspaper and
still exaggerating and misrepresenting the
truth.

I quote a further statement in these ads-

"The People Will Pay," concluded the
recent Pilbara Regional Development
Committee Seminar on the Fringe Benefits
Tax reported in the North West Telegraph
of 17.09.86.

1 am sure my colleague, the Minister for The
North West, will tell the Opposition that that is
completely and utterly false. Perhaps the North
West Telegraph was somewhat remiss, or per-
haps the Liberal Party has deliberately painted
the wrong picture. Certainly that seminar did
not conclude that the people of the Pilbara will
pay. In fact, a conclusion has not been reached
because after the seminar was held an officer of
the department was given the job of writing a
report. To my knowledge-perhaps the Minis-
ter will correct me if I am wrong-that report
has not yet been released.

This advertisement is a gross misrepresen-
tation of the truth. It also stated-

The estimated cost of the tax to the
Mining Industry is $40 million per year.

Another misrepresentation of the truth.

Point of Order
Mr HASSELL: I do not want to interrupt the

member unnecessarily but, Mr Speaker, you
said that you were splitting the motion into two
parts: The first part was to delete the words. Is
the seconding of the amendment related to the
deletion of the words or both parts? Also,
would the member's remarks more appropri-
ately be made to the second part rather than
the first part. At what point should one prop-
erly respond in this debate, and how much shall
we be confined within the ambit of the split
you have made?

The SPEAKER: The Leader of the Oppo-
sition takes a very good point of order. I have
been tossing around in my mind how we should
handle this question. I do not want to get to the
ridiculous state of affairs we had some time in
the past when we could debate only the words,
"That all words be deleted", which precluded
discussion on anything else. That is a crazy
state of affairs.

By the same token members should not inter-
pret what I am saying to mean that they can
debate in toto the words to be inserted. I hope
the member for Pilbara has heard that. I am
sure she has, and I am sure she will follow a
very sensible course of action designed to do
what I have just asked for.

Debate Resumed
Mrs BUCHANAN: Perhaps I could leave

aside this advertisement about which I am con-
siderably worried, not in terms of what it might
do to me but in terms of the misrepresentation
which could be misleading to some people in
the north-west.

The motion put forward by the Opposition
talks about the breaching of principle involved
in the Hawke-Keating tax package. There is
something which the Opposition has totally
disregarded. It has really dealt only with the
fringe benefits tax part of the package, when in
fact it is the total taxation package which I
know people in my constituency will welcome
in terms of the actual tax cuts they will receive
at the end of this year.

The announcement made by the Federal
Government this afternoon-I do not pretend
to be a full bottle on this-still needs to be gone
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through. Indeed I have a few questions which I
will be checking on tomorrow. What sticks out
in terms of the concessions achieved as
announced in the Daily News this evening is
the fact that concessions for housing have been
increased. It is said this will save the companies
millions of dollars. The concession rate alone
will save $7 million.

The member for Victoria Park has referred
to a figure of $20 million. If that refers to the
Pilbara alone, it will remove most of the fears
people in the mining industry had before these
concessions were made. In fact I think the total
figure calculated at the last Iron Ore Industry
Consultative Council meeting, which dealt
with fringe benefit tax, was $28 million. Taking
$20 million from that represents a much more
reasonable figure on which to tax the
companies.

In view of the late hour I do not want to
delay the House. I know one or two other
speakers wish to make a contribution to the
debate.

I totally condemn the Opposition's moves on
this issue. I do not think it knows where it is
going. It obviously has some Federal members
who have made statements about what they
intend to do, and others making other
statements. The Leader of the Opposition has
said that he agrees with the principle of fringe
benefits tax. Whether he thinks his party's
fringe benefits tax is better than ours does not
matter; he agrees with the principle of it.

As has already been pointed out tonight,
some of the Federal Opposition frontbenchers
have made it clear that a Federal coalition
Government will maintain a fringe benefits
tax.

A member: No, they will not.
Mrs BUCHANAN: Can members be sure of

that?
Mr MacKinnon: Absolutely positive.
Mrs BUCHANAN: That is very interesting.

The Leader of the Opposition has said this
evening that he believes some things should
attract a fringe benefits tax. Obviously mem-
bers opposite are all over the place. Do they
think their fringe benefits tax is any different
from ours?

In an article on 27 September in The West
Australian, Mr Tuckey supports the mainten-
ance of a fringe benefits tax. The article says
that that undermines the attempts of Mr
Howard to take advantage of any electoral re-
sistance. I suggest that is quite true. They are

no further ahead on this issue than they ever
were. The Opposition is playing ducks and
drakes. It has clearly indicated that it supports
tax avoidance and tax evasion, and it should be
ashamed of itself for maintaining such a policy.

I support the amendment.
MR THOMAS (Welshpool) [9.55 pi.m.j: I

wish to speak very briefly in this debate be-
cause it is not necessary to go on at any great
length to get to the nub of the issue and deal
with the motion of the Leader of the Oppo-
sition. It is quite clearly political opportunism.

Mr MacKinnon: We are not debating that
motion; we are debating that the words after
"That" be deleted.

Mr Brian Burke: He is telling you why we
should delete the stupidity of the Opposition
Leader's motion.

Mr MacKinnon: Ilam just giving him a bit of
advice.

Mr Brian Burke: I am just giving you a bit of
advice; he does not need it.

Mr THOMAS: Those words should be de-
leted. The reason is that that motion represents
an act of political opportunism. It is very easy
for any Opposition to get up and oppose an act
and find that in some circles that might be a
popular move. However, it gets away from a
principle which I think the Leader of the Oppo-
sition admitted, although the member for
Gascoyne was not prepared to say whether he
admitted the principle.

I put a proposition to the Leader of the Op-
position, the member for Gascoyne, and other
members opposite who would support the mo-
tion moved by the Leader of the Opposition.
Suppose two people live next door to each
other and each earns a gross income of, say,
$35 000 a year. Suppose one of those people
receives $35 000 by way of cash remuneration,
and the other $30 000 cash remuneration and
$ 5 000 by way of access to a vehicle and petrol
for private use. Can one possibly justify the
circumstance where the person who receives
part of the total remuneration in kind should
not pay tax on that last $5 000?

Mr MacKinnon: He is not paying the tax;
that is the point.

Mr Cowan: No-one argues with that.
Mr THOMAS: The Leader of the Opposition

tried to draw a distinction. He said where there
is a clear benefit to the employee it should be
taxable, but where it is incidental to employ-
ment it should not be. I keep asking the mem-
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ber for Gascoyne if he supports the distinction,
and he refuses to answer the question.

When the Leader of the Opposition was
asked to say whether he regarded private access
to a motor vehicle and petrol as a benefit or as
incidental, he said quite clearly-I think he
said this but he might like to clarify the
position-that there would be some sort of ad-
ministrative problem in making a distinction.
Quite clearly there is, and quite clearly the Fed-
eral Government has found in the last few
months that that is the position.

Praise and credit must be given to the Feder-
al Government for at last biting the bullet and
having the political courage to tackle the tax-
ation system. We have seen grow up in this
nation over the last decade or so a situation
with substantial sections of the community not
paying taxes, while others have been paying
them. That has put an intolerable burden on
those who have been paying their way.

Most people in the community will accept
this is un-Australian and unfair, and that there
should therefore be a restructuring of the tax-
ation system. The national Government has
been prepared to confront this. There have
been some administrative problems, but it has
also been prepared to confront those and re-
view them. We have seen the results of that
announced today.

Another aspect of the taxation system which
the national Government has been prepared to
confront is the question of capital gains tax,
which was similarly an area where substantial
portions of the community were able to capital-
ise their incomes and avoid paying taxation.
The Government has also looked at areas such
as the assets test. We have found a total review
of the system by the Government is fair.

Mr Cowan: "There will be no capital gains
tax". Can you remember who said that?

Mr THOMAS: Yes, I do remember,' but I
also remember that someone said there would
be a tax summit.

Mr Brian Burke: And be honest. He said it
before an election, and then there was another
election before the tax was introduced. You
cannot hold someone forever to a statement
like that.

Mr THOMAS: And before that second elec-
tion it was said that there would be a taxation
summit and that the taxation system would be
reformed, and that is what happened. I ask
members opposite what they really believe. The
Leader of the Opposition said there should be
some form of fringe benefits tax. He is trying to

make cheap political mileage out of the fact
that the system has been introduced and that
some people might'be disadvantaged by that
system. However, he does not run away from
the fact that there should be a fringe benefits
tax, and that is to his credit.

Also, most people would argue that there
should be a capital gains tax. People were pre-
viously capitalising income in order to avoid
taxation. There should also be a fair distri-
bution of benefits on the expenditure side of
the ledger so that the expenditure side of
Government also distributes services and wel-
fare within the community. Anyone who
seriously aspires to Government within
Australia, at either State or Federal level, must
face up to these facts. The fact of the matter is
that we are an ageing community, and that the
demands made upon Government for welfare
and other services are increasing and will con-
tinue to increase. At the moment at least, it
looks as though the revenue base is not able to
expand significantly, particularly if we want to
reduce imposts on business and consumers,
and for that reason we must fairly tax the com-
munity in order to raise revenue and make ex-
penditure of Government so as to distribute
the resources in a fair manner.

I believe anyone who seriously aspires to
Government in Australia must face up to that
fact and design a taxation system that takes
that into account. Although the fringe benefits
tax has been criticised in the House this after-
noon, there have not been any constructive
suggestions as to what those on the other side
of the House who aspire to Government would
actually do about it. That also has an impact at
a State Level. If the Government is unable to
raise revenue, quite obviously it must have an
impact on the expenditure side. Similarly,
cheap points have been scored in areas such as
the dispute with lecturers in the TAFE sector. I
think it was the member for Darling Range
who adopted a new-found role as the workers'
friend the other night by playing to the gallery
of TAPE teachers who were dissatisfied with
certain State Budget decisions made by this
Government. Do members opposite seriously
suggest they would not make similar Budget
decisions, talking in that case about an item in
the State Government's Budget of some $9
million that must he found somewhere? If the
national Government is not able to raise its
revenue, that must have an impact on expendi-
ture. That impact will ultimately affect rev-
enues able to be paid to the State, and that has
budgetary implications here. It is only very
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rarely that we have any positive suggestions
from the other side of the House.

Mr Court: I can give you a positive sugges-
tion on the TAFE issue. You talk about $9
million. If you bring in contract cleaners to do
the cleaning in the Education Department, you
will save more than $ 10 million.

Mr THOMAS: I know that is not right, and
in fact it certainly is not the case.

Mr Court: It might be more than $ 10 million.
With one move you could save that much
money.

Mr THOMAS: I know that is not right be-
cause I have been involved in the costings of
those two methods and the figure is nowhere
near that magnitude.

I believe that the other aspect which has been
adopted by the Opposition which demonstrates
quite clearly that they are seeking to make
cheap political pins without addressing the
serious problems that face Governments--

Mr Court: Do you think the debate has be-
come political?

Mr THOMAS: I guess everything that hap-
pens here is political.

Mr Court: That is usually one of the
Premier's interjections to us.

Mr THOMAS: Members opposite are mak-
ing cheap political points without addressing
themselves to the positive and necessary ques-
tions which Governments must face. The final
point on which the Opposition made it quite
clear that that was the nature of the Opsto
was when the Leader of the Opposition said the
State Government was wrong in not mounting
a challenge in the High Court to the effect that
the fringe benefits tax would apply to the State
Government.

As the member for Victoria Park so ably
pointed out, if there is one thing that has been
wrong with the evolution of the taxation
system in this country over the last 10 or 15
years, it is the fact that a substantial part of that
evolution has been effected not by the Parlia-
ment but by the High Court. The judicial de-
pravity of the former Chief Justice, Sir Garfield
Barwick, cost the national revenue many
millions of dollars and placed Governments in
a position where, if not for any other reason, it
was necessary to have a very substantial reform
of the national taxation system. Decisions
made by the High Court under the leadership
of Sir Garfield Barwick cost the national rev-
enue many millions of dollars and put us in the
position where many people in the community

simply were not paying their way. Of course,
that meant others had to pay an inordinately
high amount in taxation.

This Government has reduced that. It has
reformed the tax scales and changed the rev-
enue scales so that people making capital gains
now have to pay tax, and people receiving re-
muneration by way of fringe benefits also have
to pay. The taxation system is a political, not a
judicial, system and if it is to be reformed it
should not be changed by the judiciary but
rather by the Legislature. That is the attitude
the State Government has decided to take. The
State Government has been very forthright in
its representations to the national Government
as to what it has seen as shortcomings in the
way in which the fringe benefts tax was
introduced.

The point is that that has actually shown
results. Today the national Government has
announced some very substantial changes to
the fringe benefits tax, yet members opposite
have not had the good grace to give credit
where it is due and to admit that substantial
achievements have been made. Areas affected
in this State include remote area housing, re-
mote area holiday travel, and so on. Figures in
the documentation made available indicate a
saving on the remote area housing concessions
alone of $20 million, which is a substantial
amount of money. It would seem that the total
package would cost the national revenue in the
order of $75 million, and presumably that is a
significant reduction in the impost which that
tax would make on business. I would have
thought that members opposite would at least
have the good grace to say that the Premier and
those involved in making representations to the
national Government should be congratulated
for their success in that area.

It also demonstrates that the effective way in
which to counter these sorts of problems is a
political, not a judicial, one. Rather than big-
noting themselves in the High Court and
attempting to play to a constituency, which is
really all that is involved with the
foreshadowed actions of the Premiers of
Queensland and Tasmania, the way to do it is
to make creative and political submissions,
which is precisely what the State Government
has done, and it has produced results.

In principle, what the national Government
has done in terms of introducing a fringe ben-
efits tax as part of its overall package of cre-
ating a fair taxation system in this country is
very good. Any shortcomings or "unforeseen
consequences" in the administration of that tax
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should be countered, as they have been by the
State Government, by political action and not
by judicial action. I believe credit is due to the
Western Australian Government, the Premier,
and others who have been involved, for the
success they have achieved in that area.

For those reasons, it is entirely appropriate
that the motion moved by the Leader of the
Opposition be rejected, and the amendment
supported.

Government members: Hear, hear! Well
spoken!

MR COWAN (Merredin-Leader of the
National Party) [10.09 p.m.]: The National
Party cannot support the amendment moved
by the member for Victoria Park, and much
prefers the original wording of the motion
moved by the Leader of the Opposition.

I do not wish to go into great depths about
the justification, moral or otherwise, of the im-
position of the fringe benefits tax. When the tax
was first mooted it was the National Party that
said the tax should not be countenanced and
that if it were ever to be introduced, upon the
return of a coalition Government it would be
abolished. That statement was being made for
at least six months before the Federal Liberal
Party took up that catvhcry. We have seen one
or two hiccups where members of the Federal
Opposition have said that some form of fringe
benefits tax would apply under a Federal co-
alition Government. I say quite categorically
that my Federal National Party colleagues
would not enter into coalition in Canberra un-
less the fringe benefits tax was abolished.

Mr Hassell: You must accept that Mr Hunt
was one of those hiccups.

Mr COWAN: Mr Hunt was very quickly
corrected by his leader, and informed that he
was wrong and that he must publish a retrac-
tion. How much of that retraction made the
papers I do not know. I do not think too many
members of the Federal Liberal Party who have
said that a fringe benefits tax should be
retained have been asked to publicly retract
their statements.

The National Party will not have a bar of the
fringe benefits tax. We do not intend to be
involved in a long-winded debate about the
moral justification of such a tax. The principle
remains that if a person receives a benefit and
people want to interpret that as incomne, that
person should pay the tax. No-one else should
pay the tax for him or her. That is the basic
principle on which the National Party stands
on this issue. For that reason we very strongly

oppose the deletion of the words as proposed in
this amendment.

Secondly, it is quite clear that section 114 of
the Constitution provides for a challenge to be
mounted in the High Court against such a tax
as this, and for the very good reasons that per-
haps the member for Victoria Park stated. The
section reads-

A State shall not, without the consent of
the Parliament of the Commonwealth,
raise or maintain any naval or military
force, or impose any tax on property of any
kind belonging to the Commonwealth, ..

Here is the pant that matters-
.. ,. nor shall the Commonwealth impose

any tax on property of any kind belonging
to a State.

Clearly the opportunity is provided for a chal-
lenge to be mounted in the High Court. For
that reason we cannot support the amendment
moved by the member for Victoria Park.

Finally, the Labor Governments in Canberra
and in WA would seem to have great faith in
their propaganda if they do not believe this tax
to be unpopular. There is no question in the
minds of ordinary people that the tax is un-
popular and most unjust. If the Federal
Government wants to persist with it and if this
State Government wants to be seen to be sup-
portive of it, they can be hanged by their
stance. That suits me. Most people are aware
that it became patently obvious to the Federal
Government that the majority of its supporters
in the community were, through bracket creep,
moving into an area of personal income tax-
ation that was so high that they resisted the
payment of tax at the level at which they were
paying it. The Federal Government made the
decision that it would transfer the burden of
taxation over to the employers. That is all the
fringe benefits tax does; it allows the Govern-
ment to make some tax cuts to personal income
taxation which will benefit the majority of
Labor Party supporters, but it does this by
transferring the burden of taxation across to
employers. That is the third reason that the
National Party will not have a bar of this
amendment to the motion.

We oppose the amendment.
MR BRIAN BURKE (Balga-Premier)

[10.15S p.m.]: I support the amendment moved
by the member for Victoria Park.

Among the most interesting of the aspects of
tonight's debate has been the ability of three
relatively inexperienced but very able Labor
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members of Parliament to completely highlight
the impotence of the Opposition. It is a luxury
for any leader to be supported by people of
such obvious ability, and to compare and con-
trast the performances of the Leader of the Op-
position and the member for Gascoyne as they
floundered to make points that were tired and
boring, and made irrelevant by the develop-
ments in Canberra today.

The Government believes this debate is
about one simple question, and that is whether
we want a taxation system that is fair to all
Australians, whether we want a taxation system
that allows those people able to exploit the
fringe benefits system to cause the taxation
system to haemorrhage to a degree that distorts
it and causes its incidence to fall more heavily
upon the least privileged in the community.
That is what this debate is all about, nothing
else.

As the member for Victoria Park so ably
pointed out, for more than two years prior to
the defeat of the former Treasurer at the elec-
tion in 1983, he was warned, urged, and cajoled
by the taxation commissioner about the effects
of the haemorrhaging of the taxation system
through the exploitation of fringe benefits. The
Federal Liberal Government did nothing about
those effects. In the same way that by its inac-
tivity the Liberal Government promoted the
bottom of the harbour tax avoidance schemes,
the Liberal Government of Malcolm Fraser
ensured that eventually the crunch would come
for fringe benefits, because it promoted the ex-
ploitation of the fringe benefits system by em-
ployers and employees. Both parties to the re-
lationship were keen to exploit the fringe ben-
efits option and to maximise their personal
positions through that exploitation. The Oppo-
sition cannot blame the unions; it cannot
blame the employers. What it can do is say that
together they set about the exploitation of a
system that threatened the whole taxation
regime in this country.

The ludicrous situation was reached in which
people were paid more in fringe benefits than
they were paid in dollars and cents. Something
had to be done.

Mr MacKinnon: Where was that?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: On several occasions I

saw advertised remuneration packages that
meant the income equivalent of the fringe ben-
efits was greater than the income equivalent of
the dollars and cents.

Mr MacKinnon: I have not seen one example
of that.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition may not have seen such an
example, but it is certainly true that the exploi-
tation of fringe lbenefits was causing a
haemorrhaging which was a danger to our
whole taxation regime. If the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition supports the ability of people to
use fringe benefits to avoid or evade tax, he
tenders that support on his own because the
Government in this State does not support that
proposition at all.

The Western Australian Government is
quietly proud of having played a pant in, firstly,
supporting the notion and the principle that
underlies the fringe benefits tax system, and
secondly, persuading the Federal Government
to make sensible, commonsense changes to the
system when it had been in operation for a
short time. We do not apologise for the need to
make changes. It would have been a rare
achievement had the changes not been
required. That the Federal Government was
prepared to confront the need for change and
implement the changes is a credit to it, and in
some small measure to the part played by the
Western Australian Government in the pro-
cess.

The alternative is a taxation system that is
exploited by mostly the supporters of the con-
servative parties who are able to take advan-
tage of the private use of motor vehicles and
the assistance with education and soft housing
loans that employers provide. By providing
them on a tax-free basis, the employer supplies
a benefit that costs him or her less than it
would if it were provided in dollars and cents.
The Opposition has failed to grapple with that
fundamental challenge to the tax system as it
has failed to grapple with the need to develop
positive approaches to fundamental economic
problems in its quest to be returned to Govern-
ment here and in Canberra.

Let us understand very clearly that this
whole debate surrounds the question of
whether a sensible and fair tax system should
cause people who receive fringe benefits in-
stead of dollars and cents income to pay tax on
those fringe benefits.

Mr Stephens: They don't; that is the point.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: That is the point I am
going to make. The benefit accrues not to the
employee, but to the employer. That has been
demonstrated time and again. Do members of
the National Party honestly believe their
farners would attract employees at wage rates
they are able to pay were they not to provide
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the fringe benefits which they do? Of course
not. Under the old system the fringe benefit-
providing farmers are relieved of the taxation
obligation of the fringe benefit and therefore
are permitted to pay a much lower wage rate to
their employees. There is an easy way to avoid
the fringe benefits tax, apart from not paying
fringe benefits.

Mr Cowan: You really do not know anything
about it. That is a very large assumption.

Mr Stephens: Next time you have a fort-
night's holiday I will take you around the farm-
ing community.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: And I will tell them
what the member for Stirling is really like and
what a strong Labor person he is, and he will
never be returned here.

If the farming example does not ring true,
take the example of someone working in the
areas referred to by the member for Gascoyne.
One can avoid the fringe benefits tax easily by
simply paying the employee the amount of
wages one would have to pay him or her had
one not decided to provide the fringe benefit.
In that way, possessed of greater wages, the
employee I am sure will pay the fringe benefits
tax, but the benefit is accruing to the employer.
It is as simple as that. Why do members think
employers structure a wage package which in-
cludes fringe benefits? It is because they are
providing a benefit at lower cost than if they
were to pay the income in dollars and cents.

Mr Hassell: You poor old chap. You need
some help!

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Perhaps I am wrong. I
do not know. I understood the attraction to
employers of paying fringe benefits was that
they could provide a motor car valued at a
certain amount tax-free to the employee,
whereas to provide the employee with that ben-
efit in dollars and cents would involve a bigger
payment because the employee was being
taxed. Perhaps that is wmong. I understood that
to be part of the reason. I understand, too, the
compulsion of the union movement and work-
ing people to seek remuneration in a tax-free
form. I do Dot agree that the benefit accrues
solely to the employee. Clearly, it does not. If
there is a benefit to the employee there is also a
benefit to the employer.

Mr Laurance: There is only one bloke: in
Australia who knows less about this than you,
and it is Paul Keating.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: In any case I am trying
to make the point that on the fundamental
objection which the Opposition appears to

want to raise continually, it is not true to claim
that the fringe benefit is a benefit to the em-
ployee only. That is'clearly not the case. As far
as the Government is concerned, there is ample
evidence to suggest that the employer should be
responsible for paying the fringe benefits tax.
On that basis alone, even if one were to ignore
the fact that if the tax were levied on the em-
ployee it would simply result in wage claims
against employers that would cause wage rates
to escalate, so the tax would be covered in that
way. It is unintelligent and irrational to think
one can suddenly load onto employees a new
tax of this nature.

Mr Cowan: It is also unintelligent and ir-
rational to think you can load it onto the em-
ployer.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not know that that
is true. The employer receives a benefit that
should be taxable. As the member for Victoria
Park ably pointed out, the tax is intended to be
a disincentive to the provision of fringe ben-
efits. That is something I suspect the business
community will eventually come to thank this
Government for, because in a few years there
will not be such things as fringe benefits.
People will not be paid in pawpaws and hair-
cuts; they will not be receiving fringe benefits
at anywhere near the level they are now receiv-
ing them, and that will be the elimination of a
distortion from the taxation system for which
the constituents of members opposite will be
very pleased. Some of the accountants and law-
yers will not be so pleased because they have
created an industry around this subject.

As far as employers are concerned, when the
day dawns that they are able to pay their em-
ployees in dollars and cents and not motor cars,
housing loans, free trips, free boots, or free any-
thing else, we will find a much happier business
constituency, and it will thank this Govern-
ment for that.

The benefit does not accrue only to the em-
ployee. The fringe benefits tax will work to
eliminate the provision of fringe benefits which
distort the tax system. Fundamental to the
proposition involved in the fringe benefits tax
is that the taxation system should be as
unpolluted as possible. It should not be subject
to the distortions so precisely reflected in the
fringe benefits tax.

The other aspect we have repeated in support
of the amendment is the point made by the
member for Victoria Park when he addressed
the Opposition's promise to abolish a plethora
of taxes without attempting to indicate where
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expenditure would be reduced realistically, or
what new taxes-apart from the Leader of the
Opposition's consumption tax, which he is not
capable of implementing-would be
introduced to compensate. We have an incred-
ible Opposition which is not prepared to ex-
plain its policy which is divergent in its rep-
resentation by different Opposition members,
regardless of how they are pulled into line from
time to time. This Opposition is prepared to
talk about abolition of a number of taxes, but
not about expenditure cutbacks which would
support the abolition of those taxes. The Oppo-
sition is led by a man who is prepared to say
fringe benefits should be taxed, but then refuses
to say what sort of sytem it would implement
except to refer in a qualified way to the present
taxation system and indicate that it might be
harsher or more lenient than the proposed or
existing fringe benefits tax.

So three Government backbench members
have highlighted the absolute impotence of the
Opposition when it comes to discussing mat-
ters of fundamental economic and financial im-
portance in this State and nation. It was
highlighted not only by the competence of
those backbench members, but also by the way
the member for Gascoyne carried on about the
VFL grand final and the bus driver from
Carnarvon, without being prepared to name
that man, and the way he tritely and smartly
called the fringe benefits tax the "farewell Bob
tax" and "farewell Brian tax".

No-one is convinced by those sorts of argu-
ments, particularly when they are held up
against the contributions of members such as
the member for Victoria Park who was absol-
utely competent and absolutely convincing in
the case he put.

Mr Laurance: He knows a lot more about it
than you.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Perhaps he does.
Mr Laurance: I understand why you were

not prepared to lead the debate.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am proud of the fact

that he is on this side of the House and sup-
ports me. The quality of the support I get from
him is ver different from the quality of the
support that the member for Gascoyne's leader
gets from him.

Mr Carr: Even the leader smiles.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: Yes, even the leader

smiles. Anyway, I do not have a mean attitude
towards the ability of the member for Victoria
Park and I am glad the member for Gascoyne
acknowledges that because the member for

Victoria Park made him look fairly ordinary
tonight.

Mr Laurance: And you.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: He may have, in which
case we have one ordinary person and one ex-
cellent person on this side and a group of ordi-
nary people on the Opposition side.

Mr Laurance: You are getting more personal
and becoming more and more like a leader of
the Opposition.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: That may be true, too.

In conclusion, the points for tonight's debate
rest squarely with the Government and its
members. Their contributions far outshone
those of members of the Opposition. I think the
Opposition made a very elementary mistake in
thinking that people should receive fringe ben-
efits and not be taxed. Most people believe they
should be taxed on fringe benefits.

Mr Stephens: Why did the Federal Govern-
ment change its attitude? Most public opinion
polls indicate a situation contrary to the one
you are now putting.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I wanted changes made
to the previous fringe benefits tax. I thought
changes needed to he made and I said repeat-
edly that absurd situations had been created.

Mr Hassell: Are you happy now?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I believe I am. I have
never said I objected to the principle of the
fringe benefits tax. Opposition members are
mistaken if they believe their constituents
think that fringe benefits should be paid and
not taxed because they do not.

Mr Cowan: You know that it is a question of
who pays the tax.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: That may be the ques-
tion, but it is not what the Opposition's motion
is about. it is about no tax.

Mr Hassell: It is not.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I have heard Oppo-
sit ion members say repeatedly tonight it should
be repealed.

Mr Hassell: That is right-the Keating fringe
benefits tax should be repealed.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Leader of the Op-
position in the Federal Parliament said there
would be no fringe benefits tax under his
Government. Is the Leader of the Opposition
now suggesting that there will be?

Mr H-assell: Read the motion.
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Mr BRIAN BURKE: Let us be straight-for-
ward about this. The Leader of the Opposition
in the Federal Parliament said there would be
no fringe benefits tax under him and I am say-
ing to the leader of the Opposition that if that
policy is based on his estimation of the desires
or intelligence of the electorate, he is wrong.
The electorate does not believe that fringe ben-
efits. should go untaxed. It believes that those
who receive income in the form of fringe ben-
efits should be taxed. I do not know how much
of the beast the Leader of the Opposition has to
bite off before he finds out it is tainted. The
short-term political gains that the Opposition
hopes to make because of the attitude it has
adopted tonight are just that-short-term pol-
itical gains.

MR MENSAROS (Floreat) (10. 35 p.m.]: Mr
Speaker, I wanted to rise after the member for
the Pilbara when you would have given me the
call, but then I could not anticipate your com-
mendable tolerance which you have exercised
in dealing with the question before the Chair. I
wish to deal with two aspects which are very
important even from the point of view that the
words should not be deleted.

The two aspects with which I wish to deal are
firstly, the disincentives of the fringe benefits
tax to present and future mineral and resources
development and the tremendous disadvan-
tages that the State will suffer; and secondly,
the incomprehensible reluctance of the
Government to go against the proposal of the
fringe benefits tax by legal means.

When development in the Pilbara began,
many business people and banks might have
wondered what incentives there were to invest
in Western Australia. We did not have the only
reserves in the world. Developers were faced
with many opportunities. However, one of the
main reasons investment occurred here was
that the Brand and Court Governments
devised a method of State agreements with de-
velopment companies. Those agreements gave
absolute security to companies which were pre-
pared to invest tremendous amounts of money
either on their own or through their bankers. it
was through those agreements that they were
encouraged to take many risks and finally earn
money to service the loan and then make a
profit. The companies sought security and that
security was embedded in these State agree-
ments which spelt out the future duties, obli-
gations, responsibilities, and rights of the
companies and the State.
(120)

When one wanted to emphasise the security
of the investment in Western Australia, one
referred to the State agreements and said to
people who did not have experience in WA but
who wanted to invest here that they were on
safe ground because if in the future an ex-
tremely socialistic Government were elected to
power and that Government's policy was to
nationalise or expropriate private companies,
those companies had recourse to the agree-
ments, firstly through arbitration and secondly
through the courts of the land. They had every
reason to believe they would succeed in such
appeals and receive adequate compensation.
The very fact that that threat would have to be
dealt with by a Government was enough to
deter the most extreme Government from ever
doing such a thing.

The Commonwealth has now introduced the
fringe benefits tax. It is retrospective as it af-
fects companies involved in these State agree-
ments, even though those companies were as-
sured that their futures were safe. The rules are
now being changed during the game.

I do not think even the Premier could say
that development companies in the Pilbara
have benefits accruing to them from the pay-
ment of fringe benefits. Do development
companies create infrastructure by investment
of capital in order to incur a tax benefit? Surely
they do not. They create infrastructure to de-
velop a resource. Nobody would have gone to
the Pilbara without some security of operation;
no employee would have gone to the Pilbara if
he were not offered accommodation, even air-
conditioned accommodation, and other frills.

.The agreements became insecure. We should
not be mistaken and think overseas financiers
do not watch the situation or know about it. I
am not talking about the people who are
operating at present. It could be bad tuck for
them, but because most of them amortised
their capital investment they might survive. It
is still not fair on them.

I refer now to possible future development.
We cannot dismiss that point altogether. What
happens to those people who contemplate de-
velopment and time and time again are assured
they have a State agreement? They are
answered that we would have to be very pessi-
mistic not to believe in independence or the
course of justice in a democratic country like
Australia to think anything can happen to any-
one in the future by a Government breaching
the agreement. Why do certain developments
occur? I have personal experience of this. Why
did the original Alwest development occur in
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Worslcy? It happened because the Government
in Jamaica fleeced Reynolds and the company
finally decided to come to a country which was
safe from the point of view of investments. I
spent many hours talking to people and trying
to persuade them that this was a safe place to
invest. The fringe benefits tax is retrospective
from the point of view of the people who have
signed a State agreement, in principle, although
perhaps not legally. It is retrospective because
they are confronted with new rules half-way
through the game they are playing.

I remind the Government of what it will do
to the future development of this country when
it amends this motion. I do not know what the
arguments of the present Minister are because
most of the time he is overseas. We should
have some statistics comparing the time the
Minister for Minerals and Energy is overseas
and the projects he procures, and the time I
spent overseas when responsible for that port-
folio and the projects I realised for WA. It
could be an interesting exercise. Even the Min-
ister argues that investment in WA is safe, yet
he does not oppose this retrospective tax.

The fringe benefits tax does not benefit the
employer. I do not know of an argument that it
benefits the developer to supply houses in the
Pilbara. Such benefits are needed to attract the
workers. That puts very grave doubts on future
developments from the point of view of secur-
ity of investment. It happened in other
countries in front of my eyes.

The Premier said he does not propose to
challenge the tax because the Solicitor General
advised him against it. Before the Premier
takes up his legal career he should take cogni-
sance of the fact that lawyers do not always
agree. I have enormous respect for the present
Solicitor General. Even Mr Parker would not
disagree that his predecessor was an equally
good lawyer. When I sought Cabinet approval
to unilaterally extend the offshore permits for
the Woodside consortium upon which the
North-West Shelf development hinges, Sir
Ronald Wilson, who is now a High Court judge
and is Mr Parker's predecessor, recommended
that I not do it- He said it would not stand up
in law. We had arguments and the Under Sec-
retary for Mines made the same
recommendation. The only support I received
came from Hon- 1. G. Medcalf, who later be-
came an Attorney General, a man for whom I
have tremendous respect. Finally, Cabinet ac-
cepted my proposition. Had I not unilaterally
extended the offshore permit as designated
authority, based on my interpretation of the

law, the North-West Shelf project would not be
here today. That is an example of how one
person's advice is not necessarily justification
for the matter to be di opped altogether.

Many people could advise the Premier. Even
his own reading of section 114 of the Consti-
tution should indicate to him that he ought to
be successful in part because it talks about any
property of the State. Does the Premier, as
Treasurer, not pay fringe benefits tax on prop-
erty he provides as a fringe benefit to the em-
ployees of the State? Of course he does. I have
asked him how much was the total cost of the
fringe benefits tax to the State. He replied that
on the Treasury's advice it was estimated-and
there are a lot of ifs and buts-at $5.5 million
per annum. If that calculation is just as accu-
rate as the Federal Treasurer's calculation in
connection with the mining developments, the
amount would be very much higher. The mem-
ber for Pilbara cited a Figure of $40 million a
year for the iron ore industry. It is not only the
iron ore industry in the Pilbara which has to
pay the fringe benefits tax. That estimation was
accepted by the member for Pilbara.

Mrs Buchanan: I didn't accept that figure. I
was quoting from a newspaper advertisement.

Mr MENSAROS: The member quoted in the
affirmative. I accept the figure of $40 million.
It contrasts with the Federal Treasurer's esti-
mration for the total fringe benefits tax ov4;r all
Australia which, according to his estimate, is
$ 18 million for housing and $5 million for tax.
That is a total of $23 million for Australia for
the mining industry, as opposed to the more
accurate estimate of $40 million in the Pilbara
for the iron ore industry only. The State has to
pay $5.5 million to the Commonwealth based
on housing mentioned in section 114 of the
Constitution. It could be immensely more.

Does the Premier believe that he, as an em-
ployer representing the State, benefits from the
fringe benefits which the public servants re-
ceive? Of cou rse he would not believe that, but
he did mention that it was the employer who
benefits. The State of WA would be at an enor-
mous disadvantage, because it is not only the
$5.5 million multiplied, but also there is a
fringe benefits tax payable by all Government
agencies. That question related only to the
Treasury. We then had the Government
agencies and instrumentalities like the SEC, the
Water Authority, and Westrail. 1 can imagine
how much that will amount to.
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It is very plain that the Government's
amendment is not justified by the words to be
deleted because what it foreshadows is that the
Parliament should applaud the fringe benefits
tax. It is clear, even from only these two points,
that this tax will very much disadvantage the
State.

MR HOUSE (Katanning-Roe) (10.52 p.m.]:
I would just like to speak very briefly in order
to correct a couple of points made by the
Premier, which he got wrong when he spoke to
this amendment.

I commend this present State Government
for making representations to the Federal
Government to have some of the anomalies in
the fringe benefits tax corrected. However, that
is not to say that I support the fringe benefits
tax. I do not think those representations went
far enough. I do not agree in principle, and nor
does my party, with any fringe benefits tax. If
one lived in a country area of Western
Australia, one would be aware that there has
been a drift to the city for some time. That has
led employers in the bush to having to offer
incentives to their employees to stay and work
in the country towns and on the farms and
stations. If some of those incentives are seen as
fringe benefits under this new tax, that would
be a pity. The Premier said that he saw some
benefits for the employer. I am blowed if I can
see any-I really cannot see any at all. I think
that there are many things wrong with the tax.
For a start, it is directed at the wrong people.

I believe that all members of this place would
acknowledge that we have a responsibility to
pay our rightful share of tax, and that includes
employees as well as employers. As a farmer
and somebody who employs people on my
farm, I do not see any enormous benefit for
myself by providing the things that I do for my

employees and being taxed on top of that. I see
some benefits for the employees. That is the
point-

Mr Brian Burke: If you did not provide those
benefits, what would happen?

Mr Cowan: We would not get any employees.
Mr Brian Burke: Right, or you would have to

pay them higher wages.
Mr HOUSE: One is already making an out-

put by providing a house, for example.
Mr Brian Burke: The point I am making is

this: Why do you provide the house? Because if
you did not, you would not attract the em-
ployees.

Mr Mensaros: If the employer were to pay
that difference in cash, then the employee
would have to pay him to rent a house and the
employer would end up having to pay, not
double, but triple tax because he had received
an income.

Mr HOUSE: My final point is a valid one
and it deals with exactly the situation the
Premier said was happening, On the one hand,
employers are paying their employees more
and, on the other hand, they are taking it back
off them. Many of the things which employees
receive are not totally tax deductible, so in
actual fact the tax is counterproductive to
people who are paying the tax.

Dr Gallop interjected.
Mr HOUSE: I would like to extend an invi-

tation to the member for Victoria Park to visit
my farm.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr
MacKinnon (Deputy Leader of the Oppo-
sition).

House adjourned at 10. 54 p. m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

HEALTH
Drug Education Kits

1371., Mr BRADSHAW, to the Minister for
Health:
(I) Does he support. the rnatenial in the

drug education kit recently released?
(2) Is he aware in Drug Information Ser-

vice No. 11I the information under
long-term effects of cannabis states-
"is cannabis a stepping stone to her-
oin? (it isn't)"?

(3) Is he aware that there is information
available to suggest that information
expressed in (2) is highly doubtful?

(4) Does he intend to have the infor-
mation under long-term effects in bro-
chure No. I 1 changed?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) The kits were specifically prepared for

professional drug education and
health Workers and not for the general
public.

(2) Yes.
(3) 1 understand that there exists a range

of views both scientific and otherwise
on this matter.

(4) [ am not in the business of censorship.
-However, all publications are always

subject to regular review.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Interest Rates- Federal Government Policy

141 1, Mr CASH, to the Premier:
Further to his answer to question 1255
of 1986 concerning interest rates, does
he support the Hawke Labor Govern-
ments' monetary policy which by in-
fercee in his answer he appears to
hold responsible, along with inter-
national economic movements, for the
increase in interest rates?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
My answer to question 1255 did not
imply that the policy of the Common-
wealth Government was responsible
for "the increase in interest rates".
The Commonwealth Government is
primarily responsible for economic
policy in Australia.

As I said in response to the member's
previous question, the Western
Australian Government will play its
part in supporting policies which, in
recent days, have resulted in a
strengthening of the Australian dollar
and evidence of an easing in interest
rates.

GOVERNMENT BUILDING: COLONIAL
MUTUAL LIFE BUILDING

Rental:, Increase
1434. Mr COURT, to the Premnier:

(1) Has the Government decided to lease
further space in the Colonial Mutual
Life Building at 197 St George's Ter-
race?

(2) If "Yes"-
(a) how many floors are involved;
(b) which Government departments

or Government corporations will
be using this space;

(c) what are the lease conditions in-
cluding the annual rental?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a)

(b)
Two floors;
relocation of part of the Depart-
ment of the Premier and Cabinet,
and Minister for Employment
and Training;

(c) this is a commercial dealing be-
tween the current lessees and the
Government, and as such must be
treated in confidential terms.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND
Allocation: Albany Prison

1466. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Prisons:

Will he provide details of the
proposed expenditure of $1 600 000
in respect of Albany Prison-Ad-
ditions as set out in the General Loan
and Capital Works Fund Estimates of
Expenditure for the year ending 30
June 1987?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
The purpose of the proposed ex pendi-
ture is to commence work on provid-
ing an additional 60 beds at the
prison, to extend and upgrade existing
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internal facilities, and to improve the
perimeter security. Refer to page 8 of
the Supplement to the Capital Works
Estimates

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocation: Bartons Mill Prison

1467. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Prisons.

Will he provide details of the
proposed expenditure of $171 000 in
respect of Bantons Mill-Repairs and
Renovations, as set out in the General
Loan and Capital Works Fund Esti-
mates of Expenditure for the year end-
ing 30 June 1987?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

The purpose of the proposed expendi-
ture is to complete work in progress to
carry out repairs and renovations to
prisoner accommodation, ablutions,
general engineering services, visitors'
toilets, administration building, rec-
reation area, and education centre.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocation: C W Campbell Remand Centre

1468- Mr CASH, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Prisons:

Will the Minister provide details of
the proposed expenditure of $909 000
in respect of C. W. Campbell Remand
Centre as set out in the General Loan
and Capital Works Fund Estimates of
Expenditure for the year ending 30
June 1987?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

The purpose of the proposed expendi-
ture is to complete work in progress to
extend the remand centre by 60 beds
and provide the necessary expanded
support facilities, such as visiting,
medical, and reception areas, and at
the same time modify and upgrade
perimeter security.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocation: Greenough Prison
1469. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing

the Minister for Prisons:
Will the Minister provide details of
the proposed expenditure of
$ 1085 000 in respect of Greenoughi
Prison-Upgrade as set out in the
General Loan and Capital Works
Fund Estimates of Expenditure for the
year ending 30 June 1987?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
The purpose of the proposed expendi-
ture is to complete work in progress to
upgrade existing perimeter security
with physical and detection security
systems and to extend the prison-
er programme facilities-education
centre-recreation area, and visiting
areas.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocation: Multi-functional Prison
1470. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing

the Minister for Prisons:
Will the Minister provide details of
the proposed expenditure of $650 000
in respect of construction costs at the
Multi-functional Prison as set out in
the General Loan and Capital Works
Fund Estimates of Expenditure for the
year ending 30 June 19 87?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
The purpose of the proposed expendi-
ture is to undertake preliminary site
works and for the establishment of
services to the Orton Road, Casua-
ria, site.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocation: Canning Vale Prison
1471. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing

the Minister for Prisons:
Will the Minister provide details of
the proposed expenditure of $500 000
in respect of additions at Canning
Vale Prison as set out in the General
Loan and Capital Works Fund Esti-
mates of Expenditure for the year end-
ing 30 June 1987?
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Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
The purpose of the proposed expendi-
ture is to commence work on provid-
ing an additional 60 beds at the
prison, to extend and upgrade existing
internal facilities and to improve the
perimeter security. Refer to page 8 of
the Supplement to the Capital Works
Estimates.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocation: Prisons Department

1472. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Prisons:

Will the Minister provide details of
the proposed expenditure of $430 000
in respect of Prisons Department,
Computing Equipment as set out in
the General Loan and Capital Works
Fund Estimates of Expenditure for the
year ending 30 June 198 7?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
The purpose of the proposed expendi-
ture is to proceed with stage 2 devel-
opment of a distributed decision sup-
port system, integrated with office
automation, to be networked between
all prisons and the Prisons Depart-
ment head office.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocation: Prisons Department

1473. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Prisons:

Will the Minister provide details of
the proposed expenditure of $700 000
in respect of land acquisition for the
Prisons Department as set out in the
General Loan and Capital Works
Fund Estimates of Expenditure for the
year ending 30 June 1987?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
Provision was made by the Prisons
Department for funds to purchase
land for the new multi-functional
prison in formulating the 1985-86
General Loan and Capital Works
Fund estimates. The funds were not
spent and have been included in the
1986-87 allocations on a carry-over
basis.

The decision to locate the new prison
at Casuarina will now allow the funds
to be reallocated by Treasury.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocation: West Perth Prison Hostel

1474. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Prisons:

Will the Minister provide details of
the proposed expenditure of $120 000
in respect of West Perth Prison Hos-
tel-Renovations as set out in the
General Loan and Capital Works
Fund Estimates of Expenditure for the
year ending 30 June 1987?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

The purpose of the proposed expendi-
ture is to undertake maintenance and
renovation work to the kitchen and
associated storerooms and several ab-
lution areas.

PRISONERS

Bush Surviv'al Course

1483. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Prisons:

Is a bush survival course or equivalent
being offered to some prisoners in
Western Australia?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

No. However, the member may be re-
ferring to a course designed to ready
prisoners for employment, which in-
volves a rural component including
first aid, windmill maintenance,
"bush" cooking skills, and fence con-
struction and maintenance.

AGRICULTURE: FERTILISER

Superphosphate: Use

1484. Mr BRADSHAW, to the Minister for
Agriculture:

(1) Adverting to question 1167 of 1986,
in view of the downturn in the use of
the "coastal" superphosphate and
"coastal" super potash, has an investi-
gation been carried out to determine
why there is a downturn in the use of
these products?
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(2) Have the phosphate levels altered in
any significant way this year in the
mun-off from the Harvey Estuary
catchment area?

(3) If "Yes" to (2), what are the differ-
ences?

Mr GRILL replied:
(1) to (3) As the member is keenly

interested in the use of "coastal"
superphosphate, I will arrange for an
officer from the Department of
Agriculture to brief him.

TECHNICAL AND FURTHER
EDUCATION

Courses: Time Reduction
1510. Mr WATT, to the Minister for

Education:
(1) In respect of changes announced to

the working conditions and arrange-
ments relating to lecturers in the Tech-
nical and Further Education Division
of the Education Department, further
to his assurance that there will be no
reduction in courses, can he provide
details of all courses which will have
their hours reduced, and by what
amounts?

(2) In each case how will students be
disadvantaged by the reduced hours?

(3) How will the same curriculum be
covered in the reduced hours?

(4) Will students in country colleges in
courses under contract from tertiary
institutions be affected, if so, in what
way?

(5) Is it proposed that the minimum num-
ber of students required for-
(a) the commencement; and
(b) the continuity
of classes will be varied; if so please
provide details for both country and
metropolitan areas?

Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) Changed conditions of service and

reduced course hours are separate
issues. Pant-time and full-time courses
leading to the same qualification cur-
rently involve different amounts of
teacher-student contact time, yet they

have the same entry qualifications.
Many courses designed, approved,
and introduced in part-time mode
have had the hours expanded through
ad hoc arrangements at college level
when offered full-time. Courses are
being modified so that course hours
are brought more in line with their
part-time equivalent.

Certificate courses are of one or two
years duration, and diploma courses
are of two or three years duration in
their full-time mode. The following
table shows the proposed yearly aver-
age teacher-student contact hours
averaged over the course duration for
1987; and it can be seen that for the
majority of' courses the teacher-
student hours for full-time students
still exceed those available to part-
time students.

COURSE AVERAGE WEEKLY CLASS
CONTACT HOURS

Weekly Hours for 1987

Par-Lime
Ceti in Computer Programming I9
Dip in Computer Programming 1 2
Ccii in En ironmental

(Monitoring) 18
Cert in Laboratory Practice

(Biol/Chem t7
Ccii in Laboratory Practice

(PhyslNcenC es 12
flip in Lab Technique 17
C1.i in Photography 16
Dip in Photography (AV) 16
Dip in Photography {S&T) 15 ?
Dip in Photography (Photo Lab) 1 5%
Dip in Photogrphy (Illus) I5
Ceti in Denta AssstantLs
Dip in Business Administrat ion I1I
Dip in Accounting 111
Ceti in Admin Studies (Corm)
Ceii in Admin Studies (Tech)
DiplCen in Fine Ant (Paint) 24
Dip/Cent in Fine Art (Sculpt 1 24
Dip/Cent in Graphic Design 25
Dip/Cert in Studio Ceramics 24
Dip/Cent in Stage & Studio Tech-

niques 24
Ccii in Office & Secretarial Studies 24
Advanced Ceti in Offce & See-

retarial Studies 24
Assoiat Dilom inOffice & See-

relaral Stdies24
Dip/Ceni in Architectural Drallin 19
Ccii in Building Constnuction 8
Dip/Cet in Interior Design
Dip in Cartography9
Dip/ Ccii Surveying 9
Ccii in Civit Enpinecting 10
Ceii in Mechanical Engineering IC
Ccii in Electrical Engineetrn 10
Ccm in Electronic Engincering 10
* Full-time only.

Full-time
22 h
221h

21

22

22
22
1 919
17
16

1 4
19 3
21
24
24
24
25
24

24
24

24

24
19
I5
19
2 2 P
20
23
20
21
22
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(2) Students will not be significantly
disadvantaged. Revised teaching ar-
rangements will involve an increase in
student self-irected study, using col-
lege learning resource centres
wherever possible. It should be noted
that full-time students will still have
significantly more teacher contact
hours than pant-time students even
though they sit for the same examin-
ations.

(3) The syllabus is unchanged. Teaching
methods will be adjusted for example,
as stated in (2) above.

(4) No.
(5) The number of students in a class will

be determined as previously, having
regard for the course content, size of
room available, and safety require-
ments. Colleges and centres will be
required to adhere more closely to
existing guidelines on the minimum
numbers required for formation and
cessation of class groups.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
Appointment: Mr Graham Haynes

1518. Mr CASK, to the Minister representing
the Attorney General:
(1) Is the Minister aware of an application

being lodged for a Mr Graham Haynes
of Wickham to be appointed a justice
of the peace?

(2) Is the Minister aware that a Mr
Graham Haynes of Wickham is re-
puted to have written threatening let-
ters to individuals with whom he has
differences of opinion on industrial
matters?

(3) Is the Minister aware that the Mr
Haynes who is reputed to have written
the threatening letters is also said to
be the same person who is a member
of the Electrical Trades Union and
holds office in that union?

(4) Is the Minister aware that there is a
widespread view of Mr Haynes in the
Pilbara which indicates that he is
regarded as a standover man adopting
an intimidating gangster style in pur-
suit of his objectives?

(5) Is the Minister of the view that Mr
Haynes is a fit and proper person to be
appointed a justice of the peace?

(6) Will the Minister concede that, in the
event that what is reported about Mr
Haynes and his behaviour is true, the
appointment of such a person as a jus-
tice of the peace would cause the com-
munity at large, and especially in the
Pilbara, to be fearful about the fair-
ness of the administration of justice in
the region, and about the danger of the
privileges of a justice of the peace be-
ing abused in the community to the
disadvantage of peace-loving and law
abiding citizens?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
The Attorney General has provided
the following answer-
(1) Yes.
(2)
(5)

to (4) No.
and (6) The reports normally ap-
plying to justice of the peace ap-
plications will be obtained and
considered in the usual way in re-
spect of Mr Haynes' application.
It is a matter of concern that the
member has chosen to use the
privileges of Parliament to air
generalised and defamatory alle-
gations of this nature.

HEALTH
Intellectually Handicapped People: Marriage

1540. Mr BRADSHAW, to the Minister
representing the Attorney General:

Can intellectually handicapped people
marry?.

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
The member is asking for a legal
opinion, in contravention of Standing
Order No. 106.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
Peak Numbers

1548. Mr CASH, to the Premier:
Will he provide the peak number of
both permanent and temporary
Government employees for the calen-
dar years-
(a) 1982;
(b) 1983;
(c) 1984;,
(d) 1985;and
(e) 1986 to date?
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Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
The information which the member is
seeking will take some time to collate,
and he will be advised in writing.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
Statistics

1549. Mr CASH, to the Premier:
Will he provide details of Govern-
ment employees, both permanent and
temporary, as at-
(a) 30 June 1983;
(b) 3OJune 1984;
(c) 30 June 1985; and
(d) 30 June 1986?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
See reply to question 1548.

COMMUNITY SERVICES: NGAL-A
MOTHERCRAFT7 HOME AND TRAINING

CENTRE
Review:- Report

1552. Mr BRADSHAW, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Community
Services:
(1) Has the review of Ngal-a been

completed?
(2) If so, what conclusions were drawn?
(3) If the review has not been completed,

when can we expect the report?
Mr WILSON replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) It is expected that the review will be

completed by the end of the year.

COMMUNITY SERVICES
Children: Action Against Parents

1553. Mr BRADSHAW, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Community
Services:
(1) Is it possible for children in Western

Australia to "divorce" their parents?
(2) Is there a de facto way children in

Western Australia can divorce their
parents?

(3) Does the Department of Community
Services have a secret policy with re-
gard to de facto "divorces" between
children and parents?

Mr WILSON replied:
(1) to (3) No.

HEALTH
Noise Abatement Act: Enforcement

1554. Mr BRADSH1-AW, to the Minister for
Industrial Relations:
(1) Is he insisting that the Noise Abate-

ment Act and its regulations are
enforced by the occupational health,
safety and welfare inspectors?

(2) How many firms in Western Australia
would be required to comply with the
Noise Abatement Act and its regu-
lations?

(3) How many firms have complied with
the Noise Abatement Act and its regu-
lations so far?

(4) How many noise assessment reports
have been received by the Department
of Occupational, Health, Safety and
Welfare?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) All workplaces.
(3) Unknown.
(4) 1 312.

WATER AUTHORITY
A udiometric Testing Equipment

1555. Mr BRADSHAW, to the Minister for
Water Resources:
(1) Does the Water Authority have

audiometric testing equipment?
(2) If so, what was purchased, and when?
(3) (a) IfC"Yes" to (1), how much did this

equipment cost;
(b) is the audliom~tric testing being

carried out, and if so how many
people have been tested?

(4) Is noise assessment and audiometric
testing being carried out according to
the Noise Abatement Act and its regu-
lations?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Five Maico MA 728 audiometers

One Maico MA 41 audiometer and
audio cups
Four T-booth acoustic enclosures
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Purchased between 30 September
1985 and 29 April 1986.,

(3) (a) $45 195;

(b,) yes; 100 workers who volun-
leered.

(4) Yes. Noise assessment is being carried
out according to the Noise Abatement
Act. Audiometric testing is carried out
on a voluntary basis.

FIRE BRIGADES BOARD

Audiometric Testing Unit
1556. Mr BRADSHAW, to the Minister for

Police and Emergency Services:

(1) Does the Western Australian Fire
Brigade have either a mobile unit or
equipment for audiometric testing?

(2) If so, when was this purchased and
what was the cost?

(3) If "Yes" to (1), is the audiometric
testing being carried out, and if so how
many people have been tested?

(4) Is noise assessment and audiomnetric
testing being carred out according to
the Noise Abatement Act and its regu-
latons?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) 1984,$9 982.

(3) Audiometric testing has not been car-
ried out due to objections raised by
the Fire Brigade Employees Industrial
Union, and the programme has been
held in abeyance pending discussions.

(4) The Noise Abatement Regulations as
amended provide for audiometric
testing to be completed by 21 October
1987. A trained Noise Abatement
Officer undertook a comprehensive

- noise survey of all appliances, work-
shop and office environments.

In conjunction with an acoustic con-
sultant, extensive modifications to ap-
pliances, workshop, and office en-
vironments were implemented at an
overall cost of $90 000. AH modifi-
cations were monitored to ensure they
complied with the Noise Abatement
Act and regulations-

TECHNICAL AND FURTHER
EDUCATION

Final-year Students: Tuition

1558. My CASH, to the Minister for
Education:

What action has he taken to ensure
that no technical and further edu-
cation students will be faced with no
further instruction prior to the forth-
coming tertiary entrance examin-
ations, due to the bans which are cur-
rently in force by technical and further
education lecturers?

Mr PEARCE replied:

I have initiated action which should
lead to an early removal of the bans.

MOTOR VEHICLE LICENCES

Warwick Centre: Delays

1559. Mr CASH, to the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services:

(1) Is he aware of complaints of people
experiencing delays in transacting
business at Warwick licensing centre?

(2) What is the reason for these delays?

(3) What action is being taken to alleviate
this situation?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) There are several factors which have
contributed to some delays at the
centre, including the large influx of
population into the northern corridor
and difficulties being experienced
with respect to the Police Depart-
ment's on-line licensing computer
system.

(3) The department is examining a num-
ber of options, including enhancement
of the computer system, together with
the proposed establishment of licence
collection centres on an agency basis.

The proposed establishment of
agencies is to be considered by Cabi-
net.
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POLICE
Radio Jamming Devices: Use

1560. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services:
(1) Do members of the Western

Australian Police Force have auth-
ority to use radio jamming devices?

(2) (a) Was a police heavy haulage ve-
hicle operating in the Marvel
Loch region of the Yilgarn Shire
on Thursday morning, 23 October
1986;

(b) if so, was the vehicle equipped
with a radio jamming device and
was it used?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:
(1) No.
(2) (a) Yes;,

(b) no.

ENERGY
Solar Hot Water Systems:- Sacrificial A nodes

1561. Mr CASH, to the Minister for Housing:
(1) Referring to his answer to question

1407, how many sacrificial anodes
were identified as needing replace-
ment with the aluminium. type?

(2) What are the locations of the hot
water storage units which required the
replacement of the sacrificial anodes?

(3) What is the total cost of the pro-
gramme to replace the existing sacri-
ficial anodes with the aluminium
type?

(4) How many of the hot water storage
units which required the replacement
of the sacrificial anodes were installed
after October 1983, when the Water
Authority first became aware of scien-
tific reports that magnesium was not a
suitable material for use as a sacri-
ficial anode?

(5) How many of the hot water storage
units which required the replacement
of the sacrificial anodes were installed
after 25 February 1986, when the
Water Authority advised T-omeswest
that aluminium was the most suitable
material for use as a sacrificial anode?

Mr WILSON replied:
(1) 873.

(2) Town

Port Kedland
Oom bulgurri
Lake Argyle
Kun unurra
Leonora
Menzies
Marble Bar
Yande Yarna
Yuile Pump Station
Jigalong
Karraiiha
Roebourne
M ilistream
Point Samson
Wickhamn
Onslow
La Grange
Broome
Halls Creek
Wyndham
Derby
Fitzroy
Cherrabun
Christmas Creek
Gogo
One Arm Point
Newman
Pa raburdoo
Tom Price
Meeka tharra
Jurien
Gillingarra
Laverton
Exmouih

TOTAL

(3)
(4)

No. of
Units

90

3
130

7

3

2
5

140
30
2
3

23
4
3

45
20
44
43
12

4
5
8

31
2

9
197

873

$95 383.
and (5) This information is not readily
available, and would require consider-
able research to provide the member
with the information requested.
Staff resources are fully utilised on
operational activity, and cannot be
placed towards collecting the infor-
mation at this time.

ROTTNEST ISLAND
Reefs: Blasting

1562. Mr CASH, to the Minister for
Environment:
(1) What area of reef has been subjected

to both authorised and unauthorised
blasting at Rottnest?

(2) Is he aware of any other blasting of
reefs in marine parks?

(3) If "Yes" to (2)-
(a) in which marine parks did this

blasting occur;
(b) what area of reef was affected;
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(c) what was the purpose of this
blasting?

(4) Is he aware of any plans to blast reefs
in marine parks?

(5) If "Yes" to(4)-
(a) in which marine parks will this

blasting take place;
(b) what area of reef will be affected;
(c) what is the purpose of the blast-

ing?
(6) Will he tell the Parliament of any

blasting that may be contemplated or
required in marine parks?

Mr HODGE replied:.
(1) My departments do not have the in-

formation.
(2) to (6) There are no gazetted marine

parks as yet in Western Australia. If
there are areas of the coast which the
member has specific concerns about, I
would be happy to make inquiries.

HEALTH: HOSPITAL
Gnowangerup: Dispute

1563. Mr BRADSH-AW, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) Is the Onowangerup Hospital dispute

to go before some type of industrial
commission?

(2) If so, who will be heiring the dispute?
Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) and (2) An independent inquiry into

the aspects of the dispute is being
commissioned pursuant to the powers
of the Minister contained in section
9(1) of the Hospitals Act 1927-84. At
this time a final decision has not been
made as to the name of the inquirer.

WATER AUTHORITY
Regionalisation: StaffReductions

1564. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for Water
Resources:
(1) Further to question 1420 of 1986, is

he considering a proposal for regional
reorganisation that reduces the num-
ber of salaried staff in the Northam
region by eight and in the Albany re-
gion by four?

(2) If "Yes", at which specific offices will
the proposed reduction in salaried
staff take place?

(3) Is he considering a reduction in the
number of maintenance staff in
country areas?

(4) If "Yes" to (3), which specific towns?
Mr B RIDGE replied:
(I) to (4) 1 am aware that the Water Auth-

ority is preparing proposals for
regional isation. However, these have
not as yet been put to me for my con-
sideration.

EDUCATION: TERTIARY
Courses: Reasons for Taking

1 565. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for
Education:

Is there any formal distinction at post-
secondary level between students who
are pursuing a degree or diploma for
employment purposes, and those who
take courses for enjoyment or personal
development?

Mr PEARCE replied:
No.

TECHNICAL AND FURTHER
EDUCATION

Students: Non-completion
1366. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for

Education:
(1) What percentage of students who en-

rol in technical and further education
fail to complete or pass their courses?

(2) Is there a prescribed minimum num-
ber of enrolments for a course to be
started?

(3) If "Yes" to (2), is there any provision
for discontinuing or relocating a
course in which the actual partici-
pation rate falls below the minimum
number?

Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) Not all students who enrol in technical

and further education do so with the
intention of completing the course or
sitting for examinations. Some enrol
to gain specific skills or knowledge
available through units of the course,
and others undertake courses to gain
the skills without seeking the credit of
a formal award.

(2) Yes. However, this varies according to
the nature of the course and its lo-
cation.
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(3) There are a variety of arrangements
for meeting the needs of students
when the participat ion rate falls below
an acceptable level. These include-
(a) combining classes to form viable

groups;
(b) reducing teacher contact time and

supplying students with sup-
plementary student-centred ma-
terial; this enables students to
work at home and also meet regu-
larly as a small group for tutorial
assistance;

(c) transferring the students to exter-
nal studies courses.

EDUCATION
Curtin University of Technology; Funding

1567. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) With respect to the proposed Curtin

University of Technology, has he
received any commitment for extra
funds from-
(a) the Commonwealth Government;
(b) the State Government;
(c) any other source?

(2) What level of extra funding will be
necessary to enable it to provide a
standard of education commensurate
with the proposed rise in status?

Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) No.
(2) The proposed change of status of the

institute only confirns the very high
standards being achieved by it.

EDUCATION
Curtin University of Technology: Funding

1568. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for
Education:

What expenditure has been made or
committed in relation to the proposed
Curtin University of Technology?

Mr PEARCE replied:
Expenditure on the proposed Curtin
University of Technology has been ab-
sorbed within the normal expenditure
of the Minister's office, the Western
Australian Post Secondary Education
Commission, Parliamentary Counsel,
and of WAIT. In addition the institute

has committed $2 500 for preparatory
work associated with a new logo,

PASTORAL LEASES
Excisions: Aboriginal Groups

1569. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) Where are the proposed 63 excisions

from pastoral properties for Aborigi-
nal purposes?

(2) Will he table a copy of the plan show-
ing these excisions?

(3) Who is handling negotiations with-
(a) local authorities;
(b) Aboriginal communities;
(c) pastoralists;
in relation to these proposed ex-
cisions?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) The AAPA is at present dealing with

23 applications for excisions from pas-
toral leases. These are all located in
the Kimberley region. It is not aware
of the other 38 excisions mentioned
by the Leader of Opposition.

(2) There is no plan available showing
existing or proposed excisions pre-
*pared by my officers.

(3) The Aboriginal Affairs Planning Auth-
ority is handling negotiations in
liaison with the Department of Land
Administration.

MOTOR VEHICLE LICENCES
Warwick Centre: Delays

1570. Mr CASH, to the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services:
(1) Is he aware of complaints concerning

delays experienced in transacting busi-
ness at Warwick licensing centre?

(2) If "Yes", what action has he taken to
ensure members of the public are
attended to as promptly as is practi-
cable?

(3) Is the failure of the computer causing
delays longer than should be
expected?

(4) Is the failure rate of the computer
within acceptable limits?

(5) What is the criteria used to establish
"acceptable limits" in respect of com-
puter failure?
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Mr GORDON HILL replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) Each licensing centre has alternative
back-up procedures to alleviate prob-
lems associated with system
unavailability.

(3) Delays are obviously longer than
would be expected in the absence of
computer failure.

(4) and (5) Computer performance does
not yet meet the industry standard of
99 per cent system availability.

TECHNICAL AND FURTHER
EDUCATION

Courses: Reductions

1571. Mr CASH, to the Minister for
Education:

(I) Can he advise the reasons why the
- hours in the following technical and

further education courses have been
cut so drastically when compared with
other technical and further education
courses-

(a) Diploma in Business Admin-
istration;

(b) Diploma in Accounting;

(c) Diploma in Graphic Design?

(2) Are the cuts considered to be equi-
table?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) Diploma courses in technical and
* further education, with few excep-

tions, are initially developed to meet
* the requirements of part-time

students.

Colleges have made a practice of
extending the teacher contact hours
for students who elect to take their
courses on a full-time basis. The ex-
tended time varies between zero and
15 / hours depending on the particu-
lar course. The reduction in the at-
tendance pattern for those undertak-
ing the courses full-time redresses
some of the inequity between these
students and those studying pant-time.

(2) Yes, although some minor increase in
I (a) and (b) is under consideration.

TECHNICAL AND FURTHER
EDUCATION

Courses: Reductions

1572. Mr CASH, to the Minister for
Education:

(1) Did Mr Peter Forrest, Director of
Technical and Further Education,
recommend that the hours of full-time
courses be cut back?

(2) If "Yes", was this recommendation in
writing, and when was it received by
him?

(3) Is he aware of the claim that the tech-
nical and further education learning
resource centres do not have the
facilities to provide for the increased
numbers of full-time students who will
be directed to study in the library?

(4) What arrangements will be made to
provide the staff needed to supervise
students whose full-time hours have
been cut and who wish to further their
studies in their own time in technical
and further education colleges and
using the facilities of the colleges?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(I) and (2) Advice tendered to Ministers
by public servants is, by longstanding
practice, confidential.

(3) I am not aware of the claim, and
neither do I accept the validity of the
claim.

(4) Arrangements will continue to be
made to provide such supervision as is
considered necessary for students
electing to attend these past-secondary
i nstitujtions to study in their own time.

TECHNICAL AND FURTHER
EDUCATION

Lecturers: Conditions of Employment

1573. Mr CASH, to the Minister for
Education:

(1) Does he believe that his proposed
changes to technical and furt her edu-
cation lecturers' conditions will affect
the quality of education provided?

(2) (a) Is he aware of any other State
which has cut back on student
hours;

(b) if "Yes", will he provide details?
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(3) (a) Is he aware of the conditions of
technical and further education
lecturers and students in other
States;

(b) how do they compare with his
proposed cuts in Western
Australia?

(4) Is he aware that technical and further
education staff study area committees
and advisory committees are strongly
opposed zo the proposed cuts in the
hours of full-time courses?

Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) No.
(2) (a)

(b)

No. However, I am aware that
some States do not apply the lib-
eral additional hours to full-time
students undertaking the same
courses as part-time students, as
is the practice in WA;
not applicable.

(3) (a) Yes, as they appear in formal
documentation but not as they
are applied in practice;

(b) comparisons are difficult because
of the wide range of variables
contained in each employment
package. However the changes
proposed, taking into account
regulatory requirements and work
practices, do not constitute a
marked change from the existing
arrangements except for the re-
moval of penalty rates for teach-
ing undertaken after 5.30 p.m.

(4) These groups have put forward a var-
iety of views.

TECHNICAL AND FURTHER
EDUCATION

Courses:- Reductions
1574. Mr CASH, to the Minister for

Education:
Can he provide specific details of the
proposed reductions in all full-time
Technical and Further Education
classes?

Mr PEARCE replied:
COURSE AVERAGE WEEKLY CLASS

CONTACT HOURS
1986 1987 1987

Full-time Full-time Fan-time
Cert in Computer

Programming
Dip in Computer

Proraming

25 22 6 19

24 22 h 12

1986 19&1 198?
Full-time Full-lime Pan-lime

Cert in Environ-
mental
(Monitoring) 23 21 1s

Cen in Laboratory
Practice
(Biol/Chemn) 26 22 17

Ccii in Lab Prac-
lice
(PhysdSeienec) 26 22 17

Dip in Lab Tech-
nliqueis 26 22 17

Ccri in Photogra-
phy 21 19 16

Dip in Photography
(AV) 21 19 16

Dip in Photography
(5&T) is 17 15 i

flip in Photography
(Photo Lab) 20 17 I5I

Dip in Photography
([Ilun) 19 18 15

Ccii in Dental As-
ig ants 26 26 0

Dip in Business
Administration 20 14 it

Dip in Accounting 26 19N II
Ccii in Adotin

Studies
(Commr) 23 21 0

Ccii in Adntin
Si~udieu (Tech) 26 24 0

DiplCers in Fine
Ant (Paint) 27 24 24

DipfCeii in Fine
Arn(Scuilpt) 27 - 24 24

Dip/ Ccrt in
Graphic De-

sp30 25 25
flip/Cen in Studio

Ceramicn 25 24 24
Dip/Cert in Stage &

Studio Tech-
niquen 27 24 24

Ccii in office &
Secretarial
Studies 26 24 24

Advanced Ccii in
office & See-
retarial
Students 26 24 24

Associate Diploma
in office &
secretarial
Studies 26 24 24

Dip/Cen in Archi-
tectural
Drafting 22 19 19

Ccli in Building
Construction LE Is a

DiplCer, in Interior
Design 23 1916 0

Dip in Cartographty 25 22 h 9
DipfCeii Surveying 22% 20 9
Ceii in Civil Engin-

eering 26 23 20
Ccii in Mchlantcal

Engineering 23 20 10
Cen in Electrical

Engineering 22N 21 10
Cell in Electronie

Engineering 23 22 to
Note: Certificate and Diploma Couses are respectively of three and
five yearn duration for pant-time students and from one to thee yeans
duration for full-time students. The above figures have been averaged
over the full course length in each ease for full-lime courm. The figures
shown for pant-time are cumulative hourn of attendance required to
complete the tame programme as the full-time student.

WATER POLICE
North Fremantle Facility:- Newspaper Article

1 575. Mr CASH, to the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services:
(1) Is he aware of the article on page 15

of the Freman tie Gazette dated 21
October 1986 which indicates some
perspectives of the proposed water
police facility at North Fremantle?
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(2) (a) Does the perspective submitted
by Mr Jack Kent of North
Frernantle fairly represent the
proposed building;

(b) if "No", will he say why?

(3) Is he aware of claims by residents of
the North Fremantle area that he has
misled and deceived the local resi-
dents in his comments on the
proposed water police facility?

(4) Will he meet with a deputation of
members of the North Fremantle
Community Association to discuss the
residents' concern at the proposed el-
evation and scale of the buildings?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:

(I) Yes.

(2) The question calls for an expression of
opinion and is out of order.

(3) No, and such claims, if made, would
be without any substance.

(4) The North Fremantle Community As-
sociation were ably represented by
their Fremantle City councillors Cot-
ton and Magill, whose views
expressed through the Fremantle City
Council were taken into account so far
as was practical.

No request for a meeting has been
made to me, and in view of the
declared interest of the group to delay
construction and the general history of
the matter, I doubt whether at this late
stage discussion of the nature referred
to by the member is either sensible or
capable of achieving anything.

EDUCATION: PRIMARY SCHOOL

South Lake: Transportable Classrooms
1576. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for

Education:

(1) How many transportable classrooms
will be required to house children
attending the South Lake Primary
School during the 1987 academic
year?

(2) When is it anticipated that these class-
rooms will be located at the school?

(3) How many of these classrooms are
currently located at the school?

(4) When will work commence on the ad-
ditions to the school referred to in
question 1502 of 23 October?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) Three.

(2) All are currently located on the site.

(3) Three.

(4) April 1987.

ENERGY

Petrol Prices: Setting

1 577. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Consumer Affairs:

(1) In Western Australia, who is respon-
sible for setting petrol prices and the
margins applicable to each section of
the industry?

(2) What are those present margins for
each section of the industry?

(3) When were those margins last set?

(4) When is it likely that those margins
are to be reviewed again?

Mr WILSON replied:

I understand that the member's elec-
torate office obtained this information
from my department last week. If the
member has some problems with the
information, I suggest he contacts my
office again.

FORESTS

Bannister: Unauthorised Felling

1578. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management:

(1) Has there been any authorised felling
of trees in the State forest adjacent to
Keen Road, Bannister, since 1 July
1985?

(2) If so, for what purpose was the felling
authorised?

Mr HODGE replied:

The area for which this information is
requested is inadequately defined. I
am advised that Keen Road, Bannis-
ter, is unknown to the Department of
Conservation and Land Management
or the Shires of Boddington and Wan-
dering.
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EDUCATION: PRIMARY SCHOOL
Canning Vale: Relocation

1579. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Education:

(1) Has the Government an estimate of
the cost involved in relocating the
Canning Vale Primary School to an
area adjacent to the Clifton Reserve in
Canning Vale?

(2) If so, what is that estimated cost?
Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) The estimated cost for providing tem-

porary classrooms with permanent
toilets is $212 000. This figure does
not include site acquisition, grassed
play areas, or bore and reticulation.

EDUCATION: PRIMARY SCHOOLS
Murdoch Electorate: Sites

1580. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) Will he list for me the primary school

sites that are yet to be built on and are
located within the Murdoch elector-
ate?

(2) Upon which sites will the next pri-
mary school, located in the Murdoch
electorate, be built?

(3) WVhen is it anticipated that work will
commence?

Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) Proposed Winthrop primary school

site

Proposed Benningfield (Bull Creek)
primary school site
Proposed North Willetton primary
school site
Proposed East Leeming primary
school site
Proposed Hlume (Thomlie) primary
school site
Proposed primary school site
associated with the proposed South
Lake high school site.
Primary schools are being constructed
to open for the 1987 school year at
Bibra Lake and Thornlie (Forest Cres-
cent).

(2) and (3) No firm decision has been
made about where the next primary
school will be constructed within the
Murdoch electorate.

GOVERNMENT HOUSE

Maintenance Works

1582. Mr MacKINNON, to the Premier:

What is the nature of the maintenance
and minor works to be carried out at
Government House for a budgeted
cost of$S 116 000 in 1986-87?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:

Works to be accommodated in the
maintenance and minor works
funding of $116 000 include day-to-
day maintenance, power and fuel
costs, and a small provision for repairs
and renovations to premises.

EDUCATION: HIGH SCHOOL

Bridgetown: Improvements

1583. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Education:

What improvements, if any, are to be
made to the Bridgetown High School
during the year 1986-87?

Mr PEARCE replied:

None.

WATER AUTHORITY

Corporate Advertising

1584. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Water Resources:

(1) Is the Western Australian Water Auth-
ority to continue its corporate adver-
tising in 1986-87?

(2) If so, what will be the extent of that
advertising in dollar terms?

(3) What will be the purpose of that cor-
porate advertising programme if it is
to continue?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1) No.

(2) and (3) Not applicable.
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STATE FINANCE: BUDGET
Revenue: Treasury Other

1586. Mr MacKINNON, to the Premier:
(1) Will he provide details of amounts

that made up the $108 395 737 listed
as received by the Government in
1985-86 in Treasury Other-page 19
of the Consolidated Revenue Fund?

(2) Will he also list how the estimated fig-
ure for the year ending 30 June 1987
of $ 120 921 000 listed to be received
under this same heading will be made
up?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
(1) Details of 1985-86 actuals are as fol-

lows-
Items

Burswood Island
Casino

State development
fund

Superannuation-
Recovery Of
charges

Motor vehicles-
auction pro-
ceeds

Natural disasters
trust fund
accumulated
interest

interest earnings-
other

Transfers to revenue
as a result of the
closure of trust
funds following
the amalga-
mation of
country water
operations with
the Water Auth-
ority of WA

All other

Actual

13044 548

41 782367

25 566 963

8 845 896

3 208 897

4672112

7445946

3829008

108 395 737

(2) 1986-87 Estimate (Treasury Other
Revenue)

Esimt

Interest on short- 92 584 000
term invest-
ments

Superannuation-
recovery of
charges

All other

26250000

2087000

120 921 000

EDUCATION: HOSTEL
Nor: hamn:Bursar

1587. Mr WATT, to the Minister far
Education:
(1) Referring to an advertisement in The

Western Australian on 22 October
1986 for a "Bursar-Nan Residen-
tial" for the Northam Hostel, does the
advertisement indicate the- Country
High Schools Hostels Authority has
changed its management policy for
hostels?

(2) Are wardens to be replaced by bur-
sars?

(3) Will any change of policy affect the
jobs of existing staff in hostels?

(4) How will any changes affect-
(a) wardens;
(b) supervisors;
(c) committees?

Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) The office of bursar has been

introduced by the board of manage-
ment of Northam Hostel as pant of a
restructuring exercise to reduce
deficits and address the decline in
student numbers at Northam Hostel.
It is a pilot scheme which has the
support of the authority as there has
been considerable concern in the past
that the role of warden has become
more administratively orientated
rather than pastoral care orientated,
as expressed by board_ representatives
at a seminar in Merredin earlier this
year.

(2) It is not the policy of the authority
that present wardens are to be
replaced by bursars.

(3) Any envisaged changes in policy will
not affect the present security of
existing staff in Country High Schools
Hostels Authority hostels-

(4) (a) and (b) The effects of any changes
in relation to wardens-supervisors
would be more time for pastoral
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care of students and will be less
responsibility for finance;

(c) there are no envisaged changes
that would affect the present
status of committees.

MAIN ROADS DEPARTMENT

Materials Laboratory: Kununurra

1588. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Has a decision been taken to close the
Main Roads Department's materials
laboratory at Kununurra at the time of
the 1986 Christmas stand-down
period?

(2) If so, what will happen to the staff
involved?

(3) Will the department incur additional
costs by having to pay travelling costs
of moving staff back into the area
from Derby once the Kununurra lab-
oratory is closed?

(4) Does this move indicate that the road
programme in the East Kimberley is
to be wound down?

Mr TROY replied:
(1) Yes. The above is regarded as a

"moth-balling" rather than a perrna-
nent situation.

(2) The staff will be transferred to other
locations to meet work requirements.

(3) No. The net cost to the department
will be less in future due to the
intermittent demand for materials lab-
oratory work predicted for the East
Kimberley.

(4) No. The closure indicates the end of a
phase of materials exploration work.

FIRES: VOLUNTEER BRIGADE

Kununurra: Funding

1589. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services:

(I) Has he received a submission from the
Kununurra Volunteer Fire Brigade
seeking funds for the upgrading of the
Kununurra fire service?

(2) Has he yet been able to provide a re-
sponse to this submission and, if so, is
his response favourable?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:

(1) and (2) The Captain of the Kununurra.
Volunteer Fire Brigade has indicated
that the brigade would like a second
motor vehicle appliance and breathing
apparatus. The matter is under con-
sideration by the Western Australian
Fire Brigade Board.

TRANSPORT: FERRY

M V "Perthb"-Rfrbsmn
1590. Mr LAUJRANCE, to the Minister for

Transport:

(1) Has the refurbishment of the MV
Perth been completed yet?

(2) Is it intended that the MV Perth will
be chartered out for the America's
Cup period when the refurbishment is
complete?

(3) Have any bookings been obtained for
this vessel for the America's Cup
period?

M r TROY repl ied:

(1) No.
(2) Yes.

(3) Transperth has not accepted any
book ings because the vessel will be
chartered to a private operator.

PASTORAL LEASES
Tenure: Improvements

1591. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for
Lands:

Is it still the intention of the Govern-
ment to legislate to provide improved
tenure to pastoral lessees in this cur-
rent session of Parliament?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

Subject to the existing legislative pro-
gram me, this is the target.

TRANSPORT: RAILWAYS

Electrification: Budget Allocation

1 592. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for
Transport:

What funds have been allocated in the
1986-87 Budget for electrification of
the metropolitan rail service?
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Mr TROY replied:
As stated in my answer to question
1429, $0.3 million is to be spent on
planning in 1986-87 for the suburban
rail electrification.

HOUSING: COOPERATIVE AND
PROVIDENT SOCIETIES
Members: Voting Rights

1593. Mr TRENORDEN, to the Minister for
Housing:

How are the voting fights of members
of cooperative and provident societies
determined?

Mr WILSON replied:
The voting rights of members of coop-
erative and provident societies are set
out in the rules of the society.
Pursuant to section 9(7)(b) of the Co-
operative and Provident Societies Act
1903-1973, the rules of every society
registered are deemed to provide that
all members qualified to vote on any
matter affecting the society shall have
equal voting power irrespective of the
number of shares held by them.

MEMBER FOR GASCOYNE
Allegations: Select Committee of Privilege

1595. Mr LAURANCE, to the Leader of the
House:

What specific allegations was he refer-
ring to in response to a question with-
out notice from the member for
Cockburn on Thursday, 23 October
when he indicated that the Govern-
ment will give consideration to
reconvening the Privileges Committee
to inquire into statements I had made
in the Assembly on Wednesday, 22
October?

Mr PEARCE replied:
The member is well aware of the
totally baseless allegations made by
him against a range of people both in-
side and outside the Parliament in the
relevant speech.
The Government hoped that the
member for Gascoyne would have
realised from the resolutions of the
Parliament resulting from his last ap-
pearance before the Privileges Com-
mittee that the Parliament is not pre-
pared to tolerate this abuse of the

forms and privileges of Parliament in
the way that has become characteristic
of the member. Specifically, the Par-
liament is not prepared to allow the
baseless slander of members of the
Parliament or of the public by mem-
bers of Parliament under parliamen-
tary privilege.
If the member is not prepared to adapt
his behaviour to conform to the stan-
dards expected of our Parliament, he
can expect further action to ensure
that he meets the required standard of
parliamentary behaviour.

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT: SWAN
VALLEY POLICY

Grapegrowers: Allegations
1596. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for

Agriculture:
(1) How much money has been allocated

to table grape growers under the Swan
Valley policy package?

(2) Further to (1), how many growers
have-
(a) made application;
(b) been accepted;
(c) been rejected?

(3) Would he give details of the-
(a) minimum;
(b) maximum;
amount of financial assistance that
has been provided to growers?

(4) What is the total amount of money
available?

Mr GRILL replied:
(1) The intent of the question is unclear.

If the member wishes to know how
much money has been approved to
growers under the Swan Valley policy
package, the amount is $434 688 to
date.

(2) (a) 2 1;
(b) 16;
(c) 1.

(3) (a) $6 000;
(b) $60 000.

(4) Page 37 of the Budget paper "General
Loan and Capital Works Fund Esti-
mates of Expenditure" shows the
amount allocated for this financial
year to be $979 000 represented by
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$175 000 approved but not funded at
30 June 1986, and $804 000 as new
lending during 1986-87.

ABATTOIRS

Lamb: Price

1597. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) On what basis was the Western

Australian Meat Commission's claim
substantiated that for the year 1985-
86 it achieved a net return of $1.68
per kg for 456 785 carcases of local
lamb and $1.45 per kg for 577 263 ex-
port lambs?

(2) Further to (1), who are the com-
mission's competitors for-

(a) local lambs;

(b) export lambs?
Mr GRILL replied:

(1) 1 presume that the member is referring
to figures prepared by the Western
Australian Meat Marketing Corpor-
ation (WAMMC) relating to the ac-
tivities of the formner Western
Australian Lamb Marketing Board for
1985-86.
The information was derived by the
WAMMC from a full accounting
examination of all sales throughout
the year.

(2) (a) On the local market, Eastern
States suppliers;

(b) on the export market, Eastern
States and international suppliers.

ABATTOIRS

Lamb: Imports
1599. Mr BLAIlUE, to the Minister for

Agriculture:
Would he provide details of how the
Western Australian Meat Commission
was able to claim that 404 925 lambs
were imported into Western Australia
in 1985-86 at an avenage price of
$1.42 per kg?

Mr GRILL replied:

I presume that the member is referring
to the Western Australian Meat Mar-
keting Corporation.

The details of the information sought
are commercially sensitive to the cor-
poration.

AMERICA'S CUP PROJECTS
Budget Allocations

1600. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Premier:
(1) Would he detail the full extent of pro-

jects and funds from-
(a) State;

(b) Commonwealth;
sources for projects associated with
the America's Cup identified in each
State Budget since 19,84-85?

(2) Would he detail those projects and
funding associated with the America's
Cup where local government has
funding assistance from either State Or
Commonwealth Government sources?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied,
This question has been incorrectly
addressed to the Premier. It has been
referred to the Minister with special
responsibility for the America's Cup,
and he will answer the question in
writing.

TECHNICAL AND FURTHER
EDUCATION

Lecturers:- Bunbury
1601. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for

Education:
(1) How many teachers/lecturers are cur-

rently employed on a-
(a) full-time;

(b) part-time;
basis at the Bunbury technical and
further education college?

(2) (a) Further to (1), have any
teachers/lecturers been sent dis-
missal notices; and

(b) if so, how many?
Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) (a) Full-time, 79;

(b) full-time stall undertaking ad-
ditional work as part-time, 74.

(2) (a) No;

(b) not applicable.
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TECHNICAL AND FURTHER
EDUCATION

Students: Bunbury
1602. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for

Education:
(1) How many students have been en-

roiled at the Bunbury technical and
further education college in each
category, i.e.-
(a) full-time;
(b) pan-time;
(c) apprentices etc;
in 1985 and 1986?

(2) How many courses were available in
each year in each category?

Mr PEARCE replied:
3983 1986

(I) (a)
(b)
(c)

(2) (a)
(b)
(c)

Full-time
Pan-time
Apprentices
Full-time
Pan-time
Apprentices

300
2 348

300

460
2 200

300
23 23
60 66
12 12

TECHNICAL AND FURTHER
EDCUATION

Courses: Bunburyv
1603. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for

Education:
With the announced cutback in expent-
diture for technical and further edu-
cation in 1986-87, what is the
expected number of enrolments and
number of courses that will be avail-
able at Bunbury commencing
February 1987?

Mr PEARCE replied:
It is expected that the level of enrol-
ments and the number of courses
offered at Bunbury in 1987 will be
substantially the same as in 1986.

BOAT HARBOUR
Geographe Bay: Sites

1605. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for The
South West:
(1) What potential boat harbour sites are

being investigated in Geographe Bay?
(2) When will the surveys be made pub-

lic?

Mr GRILL replied:
(1) and (2) The siting of future boating

facilities is one aspect being con-
sidered by the Leeuwin-Naturaliste re-
gion plan, presently being developed
by the State Planning Commission.
I understand that a preliminary report
on this exercise will be available by
the end of the year.

HEALTH: HOSPITAL
Margaret River: Downgrading

1606. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for
Health:

Can he say whether it is the Govern-
ment's intention to downgrade the
Margaret River Hospital to a nursing
post?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
The Government is investigating the
most cost-effective manner of replac-
ing the services provided by the
existing Margaret River Hospital.
However, there is currently no inten-
tion of rationalising existing facilities
to a nursing post only. There will be
full consultation with all concerned
for the development of adequate and
appropriate facilities and services to
meet the needs of the Margaret River
community.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

STATE FINANCE
Budget: Off Target

324. Mr HASSELL, to the Treasurer:
I refer the Treasurer to his comments
as reported in this morning's The
West Australian, when he said-

Towards the end of 1985 revenue
for the year was significantly
lower than expected, so about
$23.5 million of 1983-84 earnings
were transferred into Con-
solidated Revenue Fund.

I also refer the Treasurer to an article
in The West Australian of 28
December 1985 which stated-

Treasury officials said there were
no indications that the Budget
was off target.
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Could the Treasurer explain the dis-
crepancy between the Treasury as-
sertion-which he called in aid in the
lead-up to the election-that the
Budget was on target in December
1985 and his assertion that at the
same time revenue was significantly
lower than expected?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:

There is no contradiction except that
which the Leader of the Opposition
wants to imagine exists. The
realisation of the proceeds of the sale
of the Perth Technical college site
having been brought into the Budget
and having relieved the need to
transfer the investment earnings into
the Consolidated Revenue Fund does
no more than bring to account a one-
off benefit at a particular time which
is unlikely to be repeated in the fol-
lowing or successive financial year.
Obviously, as there will not be a sale
of another Perth Technical College
site, but the one-off benefit will not be
repeated and must prudently be
guarded against in the counting of the
revenue that will flow to the State in
the following year.

Thus we have a situation in which the
revenue is normally transferred from
the suspense account at the end of the
year. It was transferred part-way
through the year. Then the one-off
revenue from the sale of the Perth
Technical College site rendered that
transfer unnecessary, so the money
was sent back to the suspense account.
As I said yesterday, in any event the
money can be spent only once. That is
the situation and the Leader of the
Opposition appears to want to see
something absolutely untoward or un-
usual in what was a perfectly proper
action by Treasury, subsequently
pointed to by the Auditor General,
and as a result of his advice I have
told Treasury that we should transfer
the money at the time he thinks it ap-
propriate. That is as suspicious or as
devious or as complex as the whole
matter is or was.

Mr Hassell; But you did have a big Budget
surplus which you hid, didn't you?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: It is obviously not
hidden if it is in a suspense account
that the Leader of the Opposition can
find.
As far as the practice is concerned,
those earnings on the short-term
money market have been used by
Governments in that way for a num-
ber of years. Unless the Leader of the
Opposition is admitting that what pre-
vious Liberal Party Premiers denied
was actually true, that does not mean
that every time the Liberal Party
Government had some sort of surplus
in that account it had a hidden surplus
in budgetary terms.

Mr Rushton: You used to call it the slush
fund.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Is the member for
Dale saying it was?

Mr Pearce: He said it wasn't.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: That is the whole

point
Mr H-assell: Liberal Governments brought

it to account at the end of the financial
year.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: They did not always
bring it to account. In fact, at one
stage the Liberals had it mounted up
for three years.

Mr Hassell: How many did you have
mounted up?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: We had two, I think.
However, we were told by the born-to-
rule money managers, the Liberal
Party, that that was the orthodox thing
to do. The only thing wrong is that we
learnt it better than them. Members
opposite cannot have it every which
way.

Mr Rushton interjected.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The member for

Dale can rattle on, but he cannot have
it ever which way.

Mr Tonkin interjected.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: As the member for

Morley-Swan said, it is awful when we
look over there and see a former
Deputy Premier. The only Deputy
Premier to make us blanch even more
was his colleague, the former member
for Mt Marshall, who was sent here
because be was tall. That is what was
said. They sat around at Kalannie-
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Faint of Order
Mr MacKINNON: I fail to see how the

height of a former Deputy Premier has
anything to do with the question
asked. In addition, the Treasurer has
now taken by my reckoning about six
minutes to answer the question. Again
I ask, Mr Speaker-as I have several
times before by way of points of or-
der-that you draw the Treasurer's at-
tention to your direction to keep the
answers direct, brief, and to the point.

The SPEAKER: Firstly, I do draw the
Treasurer's attention to that direction.
Secondly, I ask him whether he can
relate to the House how the height of
the former member for Mt Marshall
relates to the answer.

Questions without Notice Resumed
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The point to be made

is that the Deputy Leader of the Op-
position has a certain self-conscious
attitude towards the matter of height
in the Deputy Premiership. I made
some remarks in respect of a former
Deputy Premier because of an inter-
jection. It is all ver well for the Oppo-
sition not to want me to answer inter-
jections, but to want to make them. If
members of the Opposition make in-
terjections, I will answer them.

Mr Hassell: That answer did not relate to
any interjection or the question.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: It did get stretched
out a bit, I agree. The member for
Dale interjected and then there was
another interjection from another part
of the House. All I was saying was that
they used to sit around at Kalannie
discussing who their candidate would
be. They decided to send Ray
McPharlint because he was tall. That is
what happened. That is the point.
People were interjecting.
All I am saying about the Leader of
the Opposition is that there was
nothing unorthodox. Treasury acted
without my instructions or knowledge.
The Under Treasurer and his staff did
something they thought was perfectly
appropriate, and subsequently had
their attention drawn-

Mr Hassell: Do you mean to say that over
$23 million was drawn out of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund without

the authority of the Treasurer or any
other Minister?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Absolutely. When
the Leader of the Opposition says it
was drawn out of the Consolidated
Revenue Fund, he should tell the
whole story. It went from the suspense
account to the Consolidated Revenue
Fund, and from the Consolidated
Revenue Fund to the suspense ac-
count. Treasury officers, including the
Under Treasurer, made that
transaction. I see nothing wrong with
that whatsoever.
Tribute must be paid to the Auditor
General. His directions were
implemented. I have indicated to
Treasury that that is now the case. I
know the Leader of the Opposition
likes to see a plot behind every bush,
but there is hardly even a bush to hide
a plot behind.

ECONOMY
Australian: Opposition Proposal

325. Mr BURKETT, to the Premier:
(1) Has he seen the 27-point package

entitled "Statement from Western
Australians" and signed by the Leader
of the Opposition?

(2) Does the Government intend to adopt
the statement, and in particular the
proposal for a consumption tax?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
(1) and (2) I hope that the public of this

State has drawn to its attention what
is a remarkable reversal of form on the
part of the Leader of the Opposition.
Were he anything to do with the turf,
this reversal of form would at least
have been the subject of a stewards'
inquiry, and even a disqualification or
suspension.

A member: Or a swab!
Mr BRIAN BURKE: One would not swab

him.
May I draw the attention of the
Leader of the Opposition to Hansard
of 4 September 1985?

Mr Hassell: I hope you read it all.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I will not read it all.

The whole Hansard! Your deputy
would take another point of order.

Mr Hassell: I am talking about the context.
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Mr BRIAN BURKE: In talking about the
consumption tax the Leader of the
Opposition said-

We oppose it very clearly. The
Opposition opposes the consump-
tion tax and the Opposition op-
poses the capital gains tax. .. We
oppose the new taxes until there is
a real reduction in expenditure.

Mr Hassell: Exactly. When you read the
new document you will see it is part of
a package to reduce expenditure. Do
not try to twist it out of context.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: This is how it will
reduce expenditure. The Leader of the
Opposition cannot even tell the truth
when he is caught out. What he says
here is, "Freeze State Government
spending in real terms for three
years". That is no reduction. The
Leader of the Opposition says,
amongst other things, that he supports
a consumption tax. If he likes, he can
try to disguise his support.

Mr Hassell: As part of a package which
includes the elimination of the deficit.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Let us not be
shrinking violets about this matter. It
involves improving relations with
Taiwan.

Mr Hassell: That is right.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not know what
that has to do with anything for a
State Government. It also involves, as
the Leader of the Opposition denied
today, the need for a "Charles
Copemnan" with an axe to reduce the
excessive burden of business regu-
lations.

Mr Hassell: Did you see the inverted
commas?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Yes.

Mr Hassell: Good. You might be able to
work it out, given time.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: It needs a "Charles
Copeman" with an axe to reduce the
excessive burden.

Several members interjected.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: This afternoon we
did not need a "Charles Copemnan".
We do this evening.

Mr Hassell: I hope you read it all out. Why
do you not read the whole statement
out, because we are very pleased with
it?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: In addition, the
document involves a whole range of
things which will, for example, elimin-
ate Medicare; forget the gold tax,
which we would agree with; require
voluntary unionism, which I thought
we had in this State-

Mr Lewis: Which you tried to remove.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not think the

member understands We tried to give
the Industrial Relations Commission
the power.

Mr Lewis: You tried to amend the Act.
You took away the ability of the indi-
vidual to elect not to be a member of a
union.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I would not have
thought that was true, but I will check
it.

Mr Lewis: If it suits you, you say anything.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: We were going to

give the Industrial Relations Com-
mission the ability to insert-

Mr Lewis: You wanted to take away the
right of the individual not to be a
member of a union.

Mr Hassell: That is right, you had to repeal
those provisions before you could put
in the others.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I bow to the superior
knowledge of the member for East
Melville!

Mr Lewis: You put it in the legislation.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The legislation was

to give the Industrial Relations Com-
mission the ability to insert the clause.
In any case, if the Leader of the Oppo-
sit ion does not believe that, then the
legislation he passed must not be ef-
fective.

Mr Laurance: You read the Leader of the
Opposition's Press release extremely
well.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I know. I read them
accurately. That is why he gives them
to me, not to the member for
Gascoyne. I do not end up before the
Privileges Committee; that is why I
receive his Press statements.
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Mr Hassell: You read out funny little bits
and leave out others.

Mr Burkett: He reads them better.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! Forgive me for

feeling a little touchy, but seemingly
every time I get to this stage it is the
same two members. Perhaps I will not
say anything about them at this stage
but merely point to the time and say
that we have now had two questions
and we are still listening to the second
answer. It is now something like 17
minutes since we started.

Mr Hassell: That is right.
The SPEAKER: Thank for your support. I

was going to point out that while inter-
jections help the debate a little, they
also affect the length of time certain
people in this place spend on their
answers. Members make it very diffi-
cult on the one hand by coming to me
and saying, "Please let us have short
answers", and on the other hand they
make massive interjections designed
to provoke the person on his feet and
expect me then to shorten his answer.
I point out to members if they want to
continue to interject, that is fine, but
then do not come to me and say that
the answers are too long.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: That is exactly why I
will not read out the whole thing. It
will take too long. The Opposition has
been urging me to read the whole
Press release, and yet it wants to com-
plain that the answer is too long.
I will conclude on this part of the
package. The Leader of the Oppo-
sition, apart from recognising Taiwan
and working with it very closely, says
that the package will include legis-
lation to reduce income tax over five
years to a top rate of not more than
30 per cent; legislation to introduce
over five years a consumption tax;
legislation to allow no increase in the
Federal deficit; and at the same time,
because we do things properly, legis-
lation to eliminate the Federal deficit
over six years.
So we are going to legislate to stop it
growing and legislate to cut it out
completely. We will also have a one
year's wages freeze. The height of ab-
surdity is that this package is fair,

practicable, and achievable! It is ab-
solutely unbelievable, In any case, no
matter how the Leader of the Oppo-
sit ion twists and turns, he is calling
here for the introduction of a con-
sumption tax.

I hope the whole community under-
stands how the Leader of the Oppo-
sition wants to take the burden of tax-
ation off the business sector, off his
mates, and put it on the shoulders of
the average working man and woman
in this State. We do not support that
process.

TAXES AND CHARGES
Fringe Benefits Tax: Mfinister's Comments

326. Mr HASSELL, to the Premier:
I refer him to The West Australian of
Saturday, 21 June 1986, page 1 7,
where there is a report that the Con-
federation of Western Australian In-
dustry has asked Mr Keating to defer
operating the fringe benefits tax and
that it had been heartened by com-
ments from the State Minister for In-
dustrial Relations. Mr Dowding, who
had indicated that individuals were
unable to cope with the self-assessing
tax. The report indicates that he had
said he would prefer to see the Federal
Government introduce a broad-based
consumption tax rather than the fringe
benefits levy.
(1) Is the Premier aware of that re-

port?
(2) Is he also aware that under a pic-

ture of Mr Dowding which ap-
pears on that page of the news-
paper is a report indicating that
Mr Dowding agreed with WA em-
ployers that the complex perks tax
posed difficulties and that he
would prefer to see a broad-based
consumption tax?

(3) Does he agree with the Minister
for Industrial Relations or does
he believe him to be completely
wrong?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
(1) to (3) Unlike the Leader of the Oppo-

sition, I am on record as having
supported option C; I am on record
from day one as being in support of
option C.
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Mr MacKinnon: So you support a con-
sumption tax?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Absolutely. I have
always been in favour of it. What I
have not done is to change from my
support of the consumption tax. The
Leader of the Opposition started off
opposed to a consumption tax and
now-

Mr Hassell: I still am-

Mr BRIAN BURK.E: Oh, yes. As of 27
October until 29 October, an inordi-
nately long time for the Opposition to
have one idea, the Leader of the Op-
position was committed to a con-
sumption tax. As I have said repeat-
edly and as, quite rightly, the Minister
for Industrial Relations has said, we
always thought option C was the best
possible option to be pursued. We
stood up at the tax summit and said
we supported option C. Where mem-
bers opposite made their mistake was
that they stood up and said they
opposed a consumption tax. Now they
are forced to retreat and to support a
consumption tax. Had they had the
courage to support the consumption
tax when it was first opposed, we
could give some credence to their
present position, but of course they
did not. They now want a consump-
tion tax in a situation which is comn-
pletely different in respect of-

Mr Cowan: Don't include us in that. We
don't want one.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Here is another
serious rift in the Opposition co-
alition.

Mr Cowan: It is not a coalition.

Mr Spriggs: We don't refer to our members
as being dopey.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: It takes a certain
perspicacity to be able to recognise
things.

Several Opposition members interjected.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Members opposite
will now probably'take a point of or-
der about the length of my answer. I
should rake a point of order about the
length of their interjections. I have a
crook hammer and tack, but I can take
this for half an hour or so.

The truth is that the Leader of the
Opposition started off opposing a con-
sumption tax on 27 October. He then
Came out in support of it and now
tonight, once again, he is opposed to
it. I am in favour of an option C con-
sumption tax, which we supported
from day one-an option C which I
think was always the best option.
What happened at the time was that
members opposite said option C
should not be pursued; it was awful
and we could not have it.

Mr MacKinnon: Option C contained a
heck of a lot more than a consumption
tax.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Absolutely, but it did
not reach out for the absurdity that
this Press release wants. The Leader of
the Opposition wants to draw some
strength from the fact that the Minis-
ter for Industrial Relations supported
what I had been supporting, as had the
Minister for Agriculture when he
came with me to the tax summit, right
from the time the options were
outlined. Members opposite should
not believe that the people do not
realise the way they chop and change.
If members opposite cannot get it
right in terms of their own support for
a proposition, they have some early
lessons to learn.

PORNOGRAPHY
Dist ribution: Mfad Order

327. Mrs WATKINS, to the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services:
(I) Is he aware that in the northern sub-

urbs a handbill has been distributed
advertising the mail order supply of
an apparently obscene publication
under the banner "Banned from nor-
mal retail outlets"?

(2) If so, what action is he taking in re-
spect of this matter

Mr GORDON HILL replied:
(1) Yes, the matter has been brought to

my attention.
(2) The matter has been referred to the

police for whatever action is appropri-
ate. The subject of the handbill being
distributed is a book entitled Dictian-
ary of Awstralian Swearing and Sex
Sayings. Members might be interested
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to learn that the book is written and
published by someone by the name of
Thomnmo. We have a Thommo here
who we know often raises similar mat-
ters in this place, although I am not
suggesting it is the same Thommo. I
am sure he would be very quick to
deny it, although he would probably
be the first person to cross the
Chamber to have a look at the item.
The banner reads "Banned", and in
brackets in small print "from normal
retail outlets". I understand that
members of the vice squad have acted
very quickly in getting a copy of the
banner to deter-mine whether there has
been a breach of the law- Investi-
gations are continuing.

The SPEAKER: It has apparently become
the practice in this place when I give
the call for the last question, for the
question and answer to go well beyond
six o'clock. I would be very grateful if
this question and answer could be
squeezed into two minutes.

- TRANSPORT
School Buses: Reduction

328. Mr CRANE, to the Minister for
Education:

I apologise for not having been able to
give notice of this question but the
information which forms its basis has
only just come to hand.

(1) Is it a fact that the Government is
soon to-

(a) make a 5 per cent cut in
school bus services; and

(b) cut all school bus spurs for 12
months?

(2) If "Yes", is this to cover all
schools throughout the State or
just those in country areas?

(3) Is the Minister aware of the im-
portance of the school bus service
to education, particularly in
country areas, and how impera-
tive it is that there be no dimin-
ution of school bus services in the
country?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) to (3) The Budget allocation for school
bus services is predicated upon some
efficiencies in the operation of those
services. It will not amount to a 5 per
cent cut, so the question is based on a
wrong premise. I have asked the
school bus services to make sure that
the programme of rationalising school
bus services continues.
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